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THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
This report contains the Environmental Protection Authority's environmental assessment and
recommendations to the Minister for the Environment on the environmental acceptability of the
proposal.
Immediately following the release of the report there is a 14-day period when anyone may
appeal to the Minister against the Environmental Protection Authority's recommendations.
After the appeal period, and determination of any appeals, the Minister consults with the other
relevant ministers and agencies and then issues his decision about whether the proposal may or
may not proceed. The Minister abo announces the legally binding environmental conditions
which might apply to any approval.
APPEALS

If you qisagree with any of the assessn1ent report recommendations you may appeal in writing
to the Minister for the Environment outlining the environmental reasons for your concern and
enclosing the appeal fee of $10.
It is irnportant that you clearly indicate the part of the report you disagree with and the reasons
for your concern so that the grounds of your appeal can be proper! y considered by the Minister
for the Environment.

ADDRESS
Hon 1v!inister f(Jr the Environment
18th Floor, Allendale Square
77 StGeorge's Terrace
PERTI-l \VA 6000
CLOSING DATE
Your appeal (with the $10 fee) must reach the Minister's office no later than 5.00 pm on the
date indicated below.
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Summary and recommendations
The Ellenbrook proposal is a major residential development intended to provide for a
community of approximately 58,000 people. The project encompasses a site of approximately
1800 hectares in the Ellenbrook, Upper Swan, Bclhus locality within the Shire of Swan (see
Figure 1). The site is located 20 kilometres north east of Perth City and would accommodate in
the region of 20,000 households.
The Ellen brook site is currently zoned "Rural" under the Metropolitan Region Scheme. A major
Scheme amendment seeks to rezone the majority of the site from "Rural" to "Urban Deferred"
in order to permit residential development of the site, and to set aside important wetland areas
for Parks and Recreation and conservation purposes.
The amendment includes land which is in the ownership of Homes west, Sanwa Vines Pty Ltd,
Multiplex Pty Ltd and Mt Lawley Pty Ltd.
Of these, Homeswest, Sanwa Vines Pty Ltd and Mt Lawley Pty Ltd are the proponents in the
Public Environmental Review process.
No development can con1mence on the land until it has been transferred frotll the "Urban
Deferred Zone'' to the "Urban Zone" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme anrl an appropriate
rezoning amendment to the Shire of Swan Town Planning Scheme No. 9 is completed.
A Public Environmental Review document was prepared by the proponents under guidelines
issued by the Environmental Protection Authority and was subsequently released for public
comment for a period of eight weeks between 20 April 1992 and 15 June 1992. Comments
were sought ol1 the proposal from the public, community groups and local and State
governn:ent authorities

Environmental assessment and the statutory planning process
The Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment includes land owned by Multiplex Pty Ltd,
located immediately to the south east of the Ellen brook project. The land owned by Multiplex
Ptv Ltd is located adjacent to the Ellen Brook watercourse and submissions to this Public
EI]vironmental Reviev~ indicate the presence of an environmentally significant Mound Spring in
the north west of the property. However, the proponents' Public Environmental Review
document did not include consideration of the Multiplex land, including the possible Mound
Spring.
In view of the difference between the Environmental Protection Authority's assessment of this
Ellenbrook proposal (that is the land owned by Homeswest, Sanwa Vines Pty Ltd and i'vlt
Lawley Pty Ltd) and the retention of the land owned by Multiplex Pty Ltd in the Metropolitan
Region Scheme Amendment, the Authority had to consider whether a separate assessment
should be required for the Multiplex land to run concurrently with the assessment of the
Homeswest, Sanwa Vines Pty Ltd and Mt Lawley land. It is understood that ivlultiplex did not
wish to join the other proponents. It was decided that the key environmental issues could be
addressed ar the stage of proposing the lifting
the 'urban deferred' zoning to ~urban' for a
number of reasons including:

or

region~1 '.Vater

supply and drainage systems could probably function with or without the
Multiplex land being involved;

advice that Multiplex wished to utilise its land for rural purposes as long as possible
whereas the other three land holders wished to pursue urban development as a priority;
noting that a wide buffer between the proposed 'urban deferred' zoning on the Multiplex

land and Ellen Brook itself was retained, with the buffer ren1aining in 'n1ral zoning';
noting that no large areas of wetlands were present on the Multiplex land unlike the
proposal already under assessment; and
recognising that the mound springs were important but that their conservation should not
require extensive areas of land and hence could be deali with at the later stage.

However. the environmental issues associated with proposed urban development on the
Multiplex land will still require assessment.
There were a number of key issues of concern identified by the public, in submissions, and the
Authority in the assessment of the Ellen brook proposaL

Protection of lakes protected by sratuwry regulation
A large number of the seasonal wetl<mds, referred to as the Lexia wetlands, in the north west of
the p~oject site are protected by the Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Wetlands)
Regulations 1991. Submissions and the Public Environmental Review report itself indicated the
high conservation value of these wetlands.
The Public Environmental Review considered four conservation scenarios for the protection of
the Lexia wetlands. The proponents' preferred option was the protection of 90 hectares of
representative wetlands.
Of the options proposed, the Environmental Protection Authority considers option three, the
protection of all the lakes on the proponents' land, incorporating approximately 450 hectares, is
environmentally acceptable and forms the basis for recommendation 2 in this report. The exact
area to he set aside for conservation will need to be dereTITiincd by the appropriate survey.

Protection qf rare flora
37 plants of the declared rare t1ora, Caiadenia huegelii, were recorded from Sawpit Gully which
is a t1ooded gurn community in the north east corner of the project area. The presence of 37
plants of this species at this site represents a significant (31 %) proportion of the known plants
in the metropolitan area. Their preservation would thus be a major contribution to the
conservation of this species in its northern (metropolitan) range. Recon1n1endution 3 provides
for the protection of identified declared rare t1ora

Conservation value qj' the Eilenbrook development area.
This issue comprises a number of components including:
protection of t1ora and fauna, including rare and endangered species and their habitats;
protection of quality Banksia woodland;
protection of poorly con,,erved vegetation complexes, namely the Yanga and Southern
River complexes;
protection ol- wetlands and damplands, and
protection of a possible Mound Spring located on adjoining land.
The majority of public submissions supported the exclusion of the entire northern portion of the
project area from urban development on the basis of its regional conservation significance. The
submissions and expert advice provided details to support this view. This area is approximately
950 hectares of land and includes the area of designated 'lakes' known as the Lexia wetlands,
an urea to the north and north-east of the Vines estate containing dDn1plands and Sawpit Gully
and the possible Mound Spring located on the adjoining Multiplex iand. The Public
Environmental Review provides a n1ore general appraisal of the conservation values of this area
and also finds then1 to be high.
The Authority does not consider that the local and regional conservation issues have been
sufficiently addressed in detail at this time for the balance of this part of the land to determine
the extent of urban development.

Protection qf underground

HNJter supplie~;

The project site is located immediately ro the south east of the Gnangara Groundwater Mound.
Water is abstracted from the Gnangara Groundwater Mound for domestic, commercial and
recreational purposes while a signif;cant portion of the native vegetation also draws from this
superficial aquifer.

ll

The 200 hectares of State Forest included by the proponents in the development, is just within
the policy area covered by the Environmental Protection Authority's Draft Environmental
Protection (Gnangara Mound Crown land groundwater) Policy 1991, and is also a designated
Priority 1 source protection area by the Water Authority of Western Australia. Priority 1 source
protection areas are the most important for public water supplies and urban development is
considered an incompatible use over them. The proponents have included the State Forest as
part of the development due to the strategic importance of this land for early stage residential
development.
The major environmental concern is the potential for the quality and quantity of groundwater to
be affected by the Ellen brook development, the impacts of which could affect water users
'downgradient'.

The provision of public water supply to the development!Lexia borefield
The proponents propose to supply water to the development on a three stage basis. In the early
stages of urban development at Ellenbrook, an initial temporary supply is proposed to some
3,000 lots by installation of three permanent water supply bores into the Marine Sands sediment
on the eastern fringe of the proposed Lexia borefield.
The proponents indicate that to supply water to more than 3,000 lots would require the full
development, by the Water Authority, of the Lexia borefield together with the instailation of a
large high level service reservoir, the Gnangara Reservoir, which would be located in the State
Forest.
The establishment of the proponents' interim supply has been adequately addressed in this
Public Enviroornental Review subject to more detailed evaluation through the water balance
srudies. The \Vater Authority's Lexia Scheme should ensure that potential environn1ental
in1pacts associated with groundwater abstraction and siting of facilities, such as impacts to
wetland water levels, remnant vegetation protection, habitat protection and ecosystem protection
are considered and will need to be referred to the Environmental Protection Authority for
separate assessment.

Water quality and quantity management
Urbanisation tends to increase water table levels as a result of an increase in impervious
surfaces, lower evapotransporation losses due to the removal of trees and other vegetation and
by an importation of schen1e water for domestlc use within the urban area. To minimise these
changes or to lower naturally high water tables to allow development to proceed, drainage
systems are installed, Urbanisation is also associated with an increase in nutrient levels in the
drainage and groundwater.
Changes in water quality due to increased nutrient levels and other pollutants could have an
impact on:
l,

the Lexia wetland system;

I

the water resource in the Priority 1 and 2 source protection areas of the Gnangara Mound;
and

3.

Ellen Brook and the Swan River.

Changes in water ieveis either up or down could have an impact upon:
1.
2,

the Lexia wetland system and surrounding vegetation associations;
the natural vegetation on the adjacent Groundwater Mound and the pine plantation of the
State Forest: and

3.

the Mound Spring located on adjoining private land.

The Environmental Protection Authority considers these potential impacts should be minimised
and further studies are required by the proponents to establish specific environmental criteria.
Once the environmental criteria have been established a drainage management plan and nutrient

lll

management plan which reflect the environmental criteria should be prepared and subsequently
implemented.
Following consideration of the Public Environmental Review, submissions from the public and
Government agencies and the proponents' response to these, the Authority has determined that,
there is sufficient information to enable some parts of the project area to be rezoned from
"Rural" to "Urban Deferred" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme. The required environmental
management can be achieved by a combination of the proponents' commitments and the
Authority's recommendations.

Recommendation 1
The Environmental Protection Authority has concluded that the proposal to
rezone the land referred to in this report as Ellenbrook, from "Rural" to
"Urban Deferred" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme - with the exception of
the land which is the subject of recommendations 2, 3, and 4 - could be made
environmentally acceptable providing the recommendations in this report are
accepted.
In reaching this conclusion, the Environmental Protection Authority identified
the main environmental factors requiring detailed consideration as:
protection of significant conservation values on some of the land;
water quality and quantity management;
protection of Ellen Brook and the Swan River;
protection of the Priority 1 Area of the Gnangara Groundwater Mound;
protection of lakes, the subject of a statutory regulation , and
implications of the Lexia Groundwater Scheme.
The Environmental Protection Authority considers that these environmeniai
factors have been addressed adequately by either environmental management
commitments given by the proponents, or by the Environmental Protection
Authority's recommendations in this report.
Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the
project could proceed subject to the Environmental Protection Authority's
recommendations in this report and the proponents commitments to
environmental management (Appendix 6).
The Public Environmental Review advocates a 90 hectare conservation area to protect the Lexia
wetlands. The Authority considers that 'lakes' protected by Regulations and the fringing and
surrounding vegetation requires a conservation area of approximately 450 hectares.

Recotnrnendation 2
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''Urban Deferred" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme, the proponents should
set aside for conservation an area of approximately 450 hectares in the north
west corner of the project site, as indicated in figure 4, to be vested in the
National Parks ond Nature Conservation Authority. The final boundary should
be delennined to meet the requirernents of the Minister for the Environment on
advice from the Department of Conservation and Land Management and the
Department of Planning and Urban Development.
The Authority considers that the Declared Rare Flora, Caladenia huegelii, known to exist on the
site, should be protected.

lV

Recommendation 3
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that prior to rezoning to
"Urban Deferred" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme, the proponents should
set aside for conservation the land in the Sawpit Gully area on which the rare
orchid, Caladenia huegelii, is found, (Figure 4), to be vested in the National
Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The final boundary should be
determined to meet the requirements of the Minister for the Environment on
advice from the Department of Conservation and Land Management and the
Department of Planning and Urban Development.
It is the Authority's opinion that the local and regional conservation values of the northern part
of the site have not been determined in detaiL The Authority has made specific
recommendations in this report for protection of the Lexia wetlands (approximately 450
hectares) and specific declared rare flora in the Sawpit Gully area. However, the Authority
considers that in view of the potential high conservation values of some of the balance of the
vegetated land (approximately 500ha), the decision to the rezone this land to "Urban Deferred"
should not proceed until further more detailed environmental investigations have taken place to
determine those areas to be set aside for conservation and those areas which could be
developed. The studies should include survey for the Western Swarnp Tortoise, declared rare
and priority species of flora. rare fauna and should re-evaluate the areas local and regional
conservation significance.

Recommendation 4
The Authority recommends that prior to rezoning to "Urban Deferred" in the
Metropolitan Region Scheme, the proponents should undertake a survey to
define in detail, the conservation value of the area as indicated in figure 4 of
this report, to determine that land which should have its conservation values
protected and that which could be developed. This provision, including the
implementation of the results, should meet the requirements of the Minister for
the Environment on advice from the Environmental Protection Authority, the
Department of Conservation and Land Management and the Department of
Planning and Urban Development.
The Environmental Protection Authority considers that, urban development could be considered
for the area of State Forest No. 65 indicated in the Public Environmental Review subject to the
fulfilment of specific criteria. The Authority notes that the Lands and Forests Commission in
which the land is vested, and the Water Authority of Western Australia may have additional
requirements.

Recommendation 5
The Authority has considered the special circumstances associated with the
proposal for ren1oving part of State Forest No 65 land fron1 the Priority 1
Area. It is the Authority's position that urban development is an incompatible
land use on Priority 1 groundwater source protection areas.
However, in considering the proposed urban development of the area of State
Forest No. 65 on the edge of the Priority 1 area, the Authority took account of
the following matters:
the excision of this land from the Prioritv 1 Area would assist in the
addition of the approximately 450 hectares of wetlands of high
conservation value in the north west corner of the property; and

v

urbanisation on the area of State Forest No. 65, on the south east edge of
the Priority 1 Groundwater area is predicted to have no unacceptable
impact on water quality of the balance of the Priority 1 Area.
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, urban development
on the area of State Forest No. 65 identified in figure 2 of this report could
proceed provided that, prior to rezoning of the land to "Urban Deferred" in the
Metropolitan Region Scheme:

1.

the subject land, presently State Forest No. 65 is excised from State
Forest and from the Priority 1 Source Protection Area of the Gnangara
Mound; and

2.

the total Priority 1 groundwater source protection area for the Gnangara
Groundwater lV!ound is not reduced and its water quality and quantity is
maintained.

The fulfilment oF these provisions should meet the requirements of the
Ministers for the Environment and Water Resources on advice from the
Environmental Protection Authority, the Water A. uthority of '¥\'estern Australia,
the Depart:naent: of Conservation nnd I ,and Management and the Department of
Planning and Urban DevelopnH:nt.
The Environmental Protection Authority considers that the excision of this land
and its urban development should not be seen as a precedent.
The Authority considers that the interim water supply proposed is acceptable. However, the
implementation of the full Lexia Scheme will reauire senarare enviromnental assessrnent prior to
its ·implen1entation.
1

1

Recommendation 6
The EnvironmentDI Protection Authority concludes that the proposal to deveiup
part of the Lexia borefieid to provide interim water supply, as described in the
Public Environmental Review, is environmentally acceptable, subject to
recommendations 7 and 8 in this report and recommends that it could proceed
subject to mccling the environmental management requirements of the
Environmental Protection Authority on advice from the 'Water Authority of

Western Australia.
The Public Environmental Review examines water quality and quantity issues at a broad level.
However, the Authority considers that the protection of existing wetland water conditions,
vegetation including the State forest pine plantation, the groundwater and the Swan River
requires further detailed studies by the proponents during subsequent stages in the planning
process.

Recon1n1cndation 7
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that. orior to lifting of
""Urban Deferred'' to "Urban" in th~c I\tletropolitan R~iion Scheme, the
proponents should establish the following environmental criteria and
objectives:
1.

Conservation of the Lexia wetlands and any other conservation areas :
water level criteria be estahiishcd, based on historic data and further
groundwater modelling, which will ensure the maintenance of
minimum, maximum and optimum water levels and seasonal patterns
in the wetlands, and

Vl

water quality criteria be established for the wetlands to ensure the
maintenance of appropriate water quality, based on existing
characteristics;
2.

Water quality parameters fur the protection of Priority 1 and 2 water
resource areas;

3.

Water quality parameters fur the minimisation of nutrient export to the
Swnn River (loads as well as concentrations); and

4.

Water quantity parameters for the protection of plantations and natural
vegetation within the adjacent State Forest and conservation areas.

The fulfilment of these provisions should meet the requirements of the Minister
fur the Environment on advice from the Environmental Protection Authority,
the Water Authority of Western Australia, the Swan River Trust, the
Department of Conservation and Land Management and the Shire of Swan.

Recommendation 8
The Environmental Protection Authoritv recommends that, prior to lifting of
"Urban Deferred" to "Urban" in th.e Metropolitan Region Scheme, the
proponents prepare and submit detailed Drainage Management and Nutrient
Management Plans which comply with the environmental criteria and objectives
established by Recommendation 7, and with the relevant Environmental
Protection Regulations, to meet the requirements of the the Minister for the
Environment on advice from the Environmental Protection Authority, the Water
Authority of Western Australia, the Swan River Trust and the Shire of Swan.
These Plans should include the development of a comprehensive monitoring,
management and reporting programme which should also be implemented to
meet the requirements of the Environmental Protection Authority on the advice
of the a hove agencies.

Vll

1. Introduction
The Ellenbrook proposal is a major residential development which is to provide for a
community of approximately 58,000 people over a fifteen year period. The project
encompasses a site of approximately 1800 hectares in the Ellen brook, Upper Swan, Belhus
locality within the Shire of Swan, (see Figure 1). The site is located 20 kilometres north east of
Perth City and will accommodate in the region of 20,000 households.
The proponents for the Public Environmental Review are:
Sanwa Vines Pty Ltd
712ha
Homeswest
563ha
Mt Lawley Pty Ltd
320ha.
The proponents have also included, as part of the proposal approximately 2CYJ hectares of State
Forest No_ 65, (see Figure 2). The pine plantation contains an the oldest pine trees in Western

Australia. The State Forest is vested in the Lands and Forest Commission, a statutory body
established under the Conservation and Land Management Act.
The existing land use on the site falls largely into two categories:

•

an unmanaged plantation of immature pine trees on the Homeswest land in the south, and
relatively undisturbed bushland on Mt. Lawley Pty Ltd and Sanwa Vines land in the north
of the site.

There is a sand quarry near Gnangara Road on the Homeswest land and the 200ha of State
Forest incorporates a mature pine plantation which is managed by the Department of
Conservation and Land Management.
The project site is located immediately to the south east of the Gnangara Water Mound. The
western boundary of the Ellenbrook proposal abuts the boundary of the Priority I source
protection area for the Gnangara Water Mound and the 200ha area of State Forest is within this
Priority I area. Priority I source protection areas are the most important for public water
supply.
The Public Environmental Review examines and identifies a number of conservation scenarios
for important wetlands in the north west of the project site. These are referred to as the Lexia
wetlands and are protected by the Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Vletlands)
Regulations 1991. Most have also been identified by the Environmental Protection Authority as
Lakes under the Draft Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Lakes) Policy 1992.

2. Planning context of the site
The State Planning Commission is responsible for long-term planning for the Perth
~;1etropohtan Region, Its principle statutory instrument is the Metropolitan Region Scherne. The
fvietropolitan Region Scherr1e lays down guidelines for lhe zoning of land fur various uses.
Metroplan is the new metropolitan strategy for the Perth Region. Tt is a government statement
about the direction development of Perth will take into the next century. Mctroplan is supported
bv a series of strategic policv statements on particular tooics as well as Structure Plans for
urban growth areas.~The Metropolitan Regio~ Scheme together with the policy framework
provided by Metroplan are the instruments for implementing regional land use policy.
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Figure 1. Localion map (fnnn Feilman Planning Consultants; PER)
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Figure 2. Area proposed for development and land ownership (jrom Fei[man Planning
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The Department of Planning and Urban Development has also recently released the Urban
Expansion Policy Statement , which identifies the Ellenbrook site as "Category A future urban
land". Category A land includes those areas most likely to be urbanised in the normal course of
developed in the short to medium term.
Ellenbrook is part of the North East Corridor. Metroplan and the Urban Expansion Policy
Statement identify the proposed North East Corridor as one of the major initiatives which will
be necessary to satisfy the current and future demand for residential land within the Perth
metropolitan area.· Accordingly, the Department of Planning and Urban Development are
producing a Structure Plan for the North East Corridor and have also commissioned an
environmental study to provide guidance on the protection of environmental, conservation and
landscape values in the corridor. The Authority understands that both the Structure plan and
environmental study have not yet been completed.
The Ellen brook site is currently zoned "Rural" under the Metropolitan Region Scheme. A
Scheme amendn1ent seeks to rezone the majority of the site frorn "Rural" to "Urban Deferred"
in order to permit residential development of the site, and to set aside some of the important
wetland areas for Parks and Recreation and conservation purposes.
The Urban Deferre<l Zone applies to iand which is physicaiiy and iocationaliy suirable for urban
developrnent, but which requifes comprehensive planning and servicing before development
can take place. The amendment includes land which is in the ownership of Homeswest, Sanwa
Vines Pty Ltd, Multiplex Pry Ltd and Mt Lawley Pty Ltd.
Of these, Homeswest, Sanwa Vines Pty Ltd and Mt Lawley Pty Ltd are proponents in the
Public Environmental Review processo Multiplex is not

The lanU owneU by !v1ultiplex Pty Ltd, located in1n1ediately to the south east of the Ellen brook
project is adjacent to the Eiien Brook watercourse which ultimately discharges into the Swan
River. Submissions to this Public Environmental Review also indicate the presence of an
environmentally significant Mound Spring in the north west of the Multiplex land.
In view of the difference between the Environmental Protection Authority's assessment of this
Ellenbrook proposal (that is the land owned by Homeswest, Sanwa Vines Pty Ltd an<l Mt
Lawley Pry Ltd) and the retention of the land owned by Multiplex Pty Ltd in the Metropolitan
Region Scheme Amendment, the Authority had to consider whether a separate assessment
should be required for the Multiplex land to run concurrently with the assessment of the
Homeswest, Sanwa Vines Pty Ltd and Mt Lawley land. It is understood that Multiplex did not
wish to join the other proponents. It was decided that the key environmental issues could be
addressed at the stage of proposing the lifting of the 'urban deferred' zoning to 'urban' for a
number of reasons including:
•

regional water supply and drainage systems could probably function with or without the
Multiplex land being involved;

advice that Multiplex wished to utilise· its land for rural purposes as long as possiblC
urban
develoon1ent as a orioritv:
whereas the other three land holders wished to oursue
.
'
-.:_

./'

noting that a wide buffer between the proposed 'urban deferred' zoning on the Multiplex
land and Ellen Brook itself was retained, with the buffer rernaining in 'n1ral zoning';
noting that no iarge areas of wetlands were present on the Multiplex land unlike the
proposal already under assessment; and

•

recognising that the mound springs were important but that their conservation should not
require extensive areas of land and hence could be dealt with at the later stage.

However, the environmental issues associated with proposed urban development on the
Multiplex land will .S~ill require assessment.
The Metropolitan Planning Council under delegated power from the State Planning
Commission has determined that the proposed Ellenbrook rezoning constitutes a substantial

an1endment to the rv1etropolitan Region Scheme. The amendment has been advertised for ninety

4

(90) days and the State Planning Commission has considered submissions. The Metropolitan
Planning Council must make recommendations to the Hon. Minister for Planning regarding the
proposed rezoning. However, for the rezoning amendment to come into effect, it will require
the Governor's approval and be laid before both Houses of Parliament.
In view of the high regional conservation value of the subject land, it is highly desirable that
decisions made by the planning process on future zoning of this land are made within the
context of the environmental assessment provided by the Public Environmental Review
process. In relation to land within the north east corridor, including land to be rezoned in the
current amendment but not examined in this Public Environmental Review, the Department of
Planning and Urban Development's own Environmental Audit study when completed, could
provide some guidance.

3. Submissions received
3.1 General
Comments were sought on the proposal from the public, community groups and local and State
Government Authorities. The proponents Public Environmental Review document was
available for public comment for a period of eight weeks between 20 April 1992 and 15 June
1992.

There were 734 submissions received, within the following categories;

•

672

40
16
6
The principle

'forrn' subn1issions (51 types);
individual letter submissions;
submissions from groups and organisations, and
submissions from interested state and local government agencies.
~,ssues

raisetl are as follows:

protection of significant conservation values;
protection of designated 'lakes';
effect on fauna and flora values;
•

water quality management and protection to the groundwater, wetlands, Ellen Brook and
the Swan River;
water quantity management and protection to the groundwater, wetlands, Ellen Brook and
the Swan River, and

•

the protection of the Priority 1 area of the Gnangara Water Mound .

The Environn1cntal Prolection Authoritv's surnrnarised iist of issues raised through the oublic

review phase and the proponents response to those issues are included with~ this report.
Conservation values, wetlands and other general environmental issues and the proponents'

response lo lhem are presenred in Appendix l. Water quality and quantity issues and the

proponents response to them are presented in Appendix 2.
The Aut.hority has included consideration of the submissions received and the proponents
response as pat1 of the assessment.

3.2 Public submissions
The emphasis throughout the majority of submissions was, to highlight apparent inadequacies
in the assessment of specific issues, by the proponents. In particular, the issues raised were
prin1ari!y COrJcerned with the largely natural and undisturbed northerr1 portion of the project site,
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including a Mound Spring located on adjoining private land. The large response by the
community and the considerable amount of detail provided, especially on conservation aspects,
was appreciated by the Environmental Protection Authority. The key points have been
incorporated into the body of this report. The major issues of concern are listed in the previous
section and are set out in detail in Appendices l and 2.
Some submissions included specific work on the flora and fauna of the area. (Much of the
information provided was encapsulated by the Department of Conservation and Land
Management in the Department's submission which is included as Appendix 3 of this Report.)
There was a strong preference by the public for the undisturbed land in the northern part of the
site, including a Mound Spring located on adjoining private land, to be excluded from urban
development and set aside for conservation.

3.3 Government submissions
The advice of the Department of Conservation and Land Management, the Water Authority of
Western Australia, the Swan River Trust, and the Departments of Aboriginal Sites and Natural
Science frorn the VI estern Australian lvluseun1 provided inforn1ation used during the project
assessment. The \Vater Authoritv and the Swan River Trust subtnlssions are included as
Appendix 4 and 5 of this Report. ·

4. Environmental impacts and their management
4.1 General
Following consideration of the Public Environmental Review, submissions from the public and
Government agencies and the proponents' response to these, the Authority has determined that,
there is sufficient information to enabie some parts of the project area to be rezoned from
"Rural" to "Urban Deferred" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme. The required environmental
management can be achieved by a combination of the proponents' commitments and the
Authority's recommendations.

Recommendation 1
The Environmental Protection Authority has concluded that the proposal to
rezone the land referred to in this report as Ellenbrook, from "Rural" to
"Urban Deferred" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme - with the exception of
the land which is the subject of recommendations 2, 3, and 4 - could be made
environmentally acceptable providing the recommendations in this report are
:lCC('ntf'fi_
----- ,..--- --

In re:J~hing ~his con~J~s~on., the En:i:on~ent~I Prote~tion ~uthority identified
the :rn.:un env1ronn1enr;:u racrors requinng detailed consideration as:
protection of significant conservation values on some of the !and;
water quality and quantity management;
protection of Ellen Brook and the Swan River;
protection of the Prioriiy 1 Area of the Gnangara Groundwater Mound;
protection of lakes, the subject of a statutory regulation , and
implications of the Lexia Groundwater Scheme.
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The Environmental Protection Authority considers that these environmental
factors have been addressed adequately by either environmental management
commitments given by the proponents, or by the Environmental Protection
Authority's recommendations in this report.
Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the
project could proceed subject to the Environmental Protection Authority's
recommendations in this report and the proponents' commitments to
environmental management (Appendix 6).
The Authority's experience is that it is common for details of a proposal to alter through the
detailed design and construction phase. In many cases alterations are not environmentally
significant or have a positive effect of the environmental performance of the project. The
Authority believes that such non-substantial changes, and especially those which improve
environmental perfom1ance and protection, should be provided for.
The Authority believes that if the proposal has not been substantially commenced within five
years of the date of this report then such approval should lapse. After that time, further
consideration of the proposal should only occur following a new referral to the Authority.

4.2 Urban conservation
In 1972, the Environmental Protection Authority began a major study into the need to set aside
special areas for conservation and recreation within Western Australia. The State was divided
into 12 regions or systems, each based on geography, ecology and human activities. One of
these regions is Systen1 Six, the Darling System, which includes the highly populated areas
around Perth. System Six covers the most intensively used part of the State where land values
are high and competition for differing land use is often intense. The study's objective was to
define those parts of the region which should be kept mainly natural.
The Environmental Protection Authority's conservation efforts on the Swan Coastal Plain are
based primarily on the System Six Study. This study identified 209 metropolitan and country
areas of regional conservation significance and/or regional representation of biological and
physical values on the Swan Coastal Plain and made recommendations for their management.
The ,Authority believes the integrity of System Six Recommendation areas should not be fm1her

compromised and defends them strongly,
This does not necessarily mean that a!J areas outside System Six Recommendations are not
environmentally significant, but rather that decisions on the use of lhese areas should normally
be the primary responsibility of the planning process, both at the State and local level. The
Ellenbrook site is not affected by the recommendations contained within the System Six report.
However, areas subject to development proposals which a.re outside of System Six
Recommendations but have potentially very high conservation values, such as at Brixton Street.
Kenwick and Ellen brook, are v1ev;ed carefullv by the Authority. The Envirom11ent.aJ Protection
Authority recommended that, proposed de~veiopment on Lots 37 and 47 Brixton Street,
Kenwick, be found environmentally unacceptabie because the land is considered to be of
special conservation significance (EPA Bulletin 577). Decisions by the Authority to protect land

outside System Six are the exception.
l t is because that some of the iand within the Ellen brook proposal has such high conservation
value that it is essential that decisions on whether or not,- and if so how, the land should be
developed, should await expert advice provided by the Environmental Protection /\uthority's
environn1ental assessrnent process.
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4.3 Protected 'lakes' (wetlands)
There is a growing view in the community, that the remaining wetlands of the Swan Coastal
Plain are essential for the maintenance of ecological systems and the time has been reached
where strong action needs to be taken to protect them (EPA June 1990).
The Environmental Protection Authority has prepared a draft policy to protect up to 3000 lakes
and wetlands between Moore River and Dunsboroue:h. Under the Draft Environmental
Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Lakes) Policy 1992, no;nnated lakes will be protected from
unauthorised filling, mining, pollution and changes to surface drainage unless exempted by the
Minister for the Environment. In the meantime, the Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal
Plain Wetlands) Regulations 1991 were gazetted on the 28 March 1991. These Regulations
provide interim protection.
A large number of the seasonal wetlands referred to as the Lexia wetlands in the north west of
the project site are designated lakes under this policy and are therefore subject to protection
through the Regulation (see Figure 3). It is important to note that development around
designated lakes is not restricted provided the requirements of the Policy and Regulation are
accommodated. However, the proponents in considering this option, concluded that the large
areal extent and proximity of the Lexia wetlands would result in only small and awkwardly
shaped areas being available for development between individual wetlands md therefore did not
consider this a viable option.
The Public Environmental Review considers four conservation scenarios for the protection of
the Lexia wetlands (see Figure 3).
The first includes the complete Lexia wetland svstem and covers over 400 hectares of the
orooonents'
land as well as ·about 90ha immediarelv
to
north
fn11r wPtlenrl'
nnt
.
-- the
---- - - - - - - contoinino- --.. -----------owned by the proponents'.
~

~

-----~------~

The second scenario is limited to those wetlands which have been identified as 'lakes' under the
Environmental Protection Authority's Draft Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Plain
Lakes) Policy and also includes one 'lake' on land to the nonh, not owned by the proponents.
The third scenario only includes those 'lakes' within the proponents' land md includes an area
of approximately 450 hectares.
The fourth scenario and the proponents' preferred conservation option in the Public

Environmental Review involves the oreservation of a 90ha area of the Lexia wet!mds. The
remaining lakes would be filled or used as part of the overJ.!l drainage mana.e:ement for the sire.
Scenarios one and two include land not owned by the proponents. and have been discounted by
the Authority.
Scenario four does not set aside from development all the lakes protected under the regulation.
In addition the cost and manageme:u rationale put forward in support of this option within the
Public Environmental Review has been q uesrioned by the Department of Conservation and
Land tv1anagement.
In regard to the conservation scenarios put forwa_rd by the proponents for protection of Lhe
Lexia v;etlands, the Environmental Protection Authoritv considers ontion three. the nrnrection

of all th~ 'lakes' on the proponems' land, incorporating" an area of appr~ximateiy 450-he~tnr~s

is environmentally acceptable. The exact boundary, and hence area to be set aside for

conservation will need

to

be determined by the approprime survey.
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Recommendation 2
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, prior to rezoning to
"Urban Deferred" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme, the proponents should
set aside for conservation an area of approximately 450 hectares in the north
west corner of the project site, as indicated in figure 4, to be vested in the
National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The final boundary should
be determined to meet the requirements of the Minister for the Environment on
advice from the Department of Conservation and Land Management and the
Department of Planning and Urban Development.

4.4 Declared rare flora
Declared rare flora are orotected bv the Wildlife Conservation Act which is administered by the
Department of Conservation and Land Management.
No Gazetted Rare (Declared Rare) Flora were found by the proponents in the Banksia
woodlands. However, 37 plants of Lhe declared rare flora~ Caladenia huegelii, were recorded
from Sawpit Gully which is a flooded gum community Ln the north east corner of the project
area. The presence of 37 pbnts of this species at t..'iis site represents a significant (31 %)
proponion of the known plants in the merropolitan area. Their preservation would thus be a
major conrribution to the conservation of this species in its nonhern (merropolitan) range.
The proponents have made a commitment to protect this rare orchid within the development,
(see Appendix 6).
The proposal to protect the C .huege!ii population would t..~erefore need to be properly overseen
by the Deparrrnent of Conservation and Land Management.

Recommendation 3
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that prior to rezoning to
"Urban Deferred" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme, the proponents should
set aside for conservation the land in the Sawpit Gully area on which the rare
orchid, Caladenia huegeiii, is found, (Figure 4), to be vested in the National
Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The final boundary should be
determined to meet the requirements of the Minister for the Environment on
advice from the Department of Conservation and Land Management and the
Department of Planning and Urban Development.
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4.5 Conservation values of the Ellenbrook land
4.5.1 From the Public Environmental Review report
The proponents indicate that an area of native vegetation covers approximately 58% of the area
proposed for development.
The most widespread native vegetation in the project area is Banksia low open woodland. The
density of the woodland and abundance of key species within it varies through the project area.
The Banksia woodland vegetation is mostly in good condition and shows limited evidence of
direct disturbance. A variety of understorey vegetation types, characteristic of Banksia
woodlands, are found through the site and two priority species, Cartonema philydroides and
Conostephiwn minus, were found. The proponents indicate there are several areas of die back
disease (P hytophthora cinnamomi) and evidence that the whole area is under threat from
dieback infection.
The proponents concluded that there are no assemblages of species which are recognised as
being particularly unusual and the species composition and structure of the Banksia woodlands
are very similar to Melaleuca Park conservation area, 12knl to the north west of Ellen brook and
at \Vhiteman Park.
The seasonal, Lexia wetlands, located in the north western part of the project area, are
considered by the proponents to be distinguishable from each other due to variations in the
tlora.
In the Sawpit Area, in the north-east of the project site there are no wetlands of the Lexia type.
Rather, the low lying ground is represented by "damp woodlands" (damplands) which grade
into dry woodlands towards higher ground.
The north eastern corner of the Sawpit Area contains Sawpit Gully, a drainage line which
overlies Guildford Clay soils. The proponents indicate that Sawpit Gully contains the Declared
Rare Flora, Caladenia huegellii, which is an orchid and the Priority Three species, Cartonema
philydroides.
The proponents summarise that " ... There is no evidence that the woodland or wetlands at
Ellen brook are in any way tloristically unique, or that they contain assemblages or individual
species which are of great significance. The value of the Ellen brook wetland area lies in the fact
that most of the similar habitats of the Swan Coastal Plain are destroyed or hea.vily degraded."
Other than the Southern Brown Bandicoot, the proponents indicates that no species of rare
fauna are known to exist in the area. The last two remaining habitats of the rare Western
Swamp Tortoise are located north east of the Ellenbrook development in two nature reserves
(Twin Swamps Reserve and Ellen Brook Reserve). The proponents evaluated the likelihood of
the tortoise being found in the wetlands in the project area and discounted this likelihood as the
habitat types were thought to be unsuitable.

4.5.2 From the submissions
The majority of public submissions supported the exclusion of the entire northern portion of the
project area fro1n urban developm_ent. This generally included, the area of designated 'lakes'
known as the Lexia wetlands, an area to the nonh and north-east of the Vines estate containing
damplands ami Sawpit Gully and a possible Mound Spring located on adjoining private land.
The total area incorporated approximately 950 hectares of land. Recommendations relating to
the designated 'lakes' have already been made in this report. However decisions relating to the
remaining, approximately 500ha, of the proponents' land are less clear-cut.
Submissions on the Public Environmental Review indicate the potential environmental values
for this area could be locally and regionally significant. The Department of Conservation and
Land Management
in its submission indicates that much of the- land
in n11estion
straddles a
·-----major change-over zone on the Swan Coastal Plain, from the sandy Bassendean soils to the
-.~.~
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heavier fluviatile soils of the eastern side of the plain. Much of the area consists of the Southern
river and Yanga vegetation complexes. These two complexes were 91% cleared in 1986, and
are only poorly represented in conservation reserves. This is particularly so for the Yanga, of
which less than 1% is contained in conservation reserves.
The Authority received a submission on the proposal from Dr. G Kuchling, Principal
Investigator, Western Swamp Tortoise Recovery Team which is attached as Appendix 7 to this
report. The following text contains extracts from Dr Kuchling's submission.
The proposed development will affect some of the least degraded wetlands outside the Ellen
Brook and Twin Swamps Nature Reserves in the general area of distribution of the critically
endangered Western Swamp Tortoise Pseudemydura umbrina .. Whilst the Lexia wetlands do
not offer good habitat for P umhrina, the areas of ephemeral wetlands of the Joel type and the
areas which arc called "damp lands" in the Public Environmental Review are of potential value
for the Western Swamp Tortoise. In particular, the ephemeral swamps in the catchment area
north and north east of the Vines resort golf course which drain into the Sawpit Gu!ly offer
swamp habitats which are very similar to parts of Twin Swamps Nature Reserve.
In three aspects the area is of possible importance for the Western Swamp Tortoise:
1.

it is possible that a population of the Western Swamp Tortoise Pseudemydura umbrina,
persists, maybe at low density;

2.

the area may be a refuge for displaced specimens from surrounding areas which have
been cle~u·ed; and

3.

it is, apart frorn Ellen Brook and Twin Swamps Nature Reserves, one of the last patches
of un-cleared and un-degraded swarnp habitat in the range of the Western Swamp
Tortoise which, in the long term could be used as a re-introduction site for captive bred
animals (although, at present, this is not part of the ten year recovery plan for the
species).

In order to properly evaluate the first two aspects of the importance of the area for the Western
Swamp Tortoise, it wiii be necessary to conduct a specific survey.
Other fauna of concern due to its listing in Schedule 1 of the Wildlife Conservation Act 1950 as
"fauna that is likely to become extinct, or is rare" is the southern brown bandicoot (Isoodon
obesulus). The southern brown bandicoot occurs in the northern section of t.~e Ellen brook area,
and the proponents indicate the bandicoots prefer the ecotones between the wetlands and
adjacent woodlands.
4.5.3 The Environmental Protection Authority's view

The Authority has made grounds for specific recommendations in this report for protection of
the Lexia wetlands, however, the Authority does not consider that the local and regional
conservation issues have been addressed in sufficient detail for this part of the vegetated land
(approxir:._'1ately 500ha), to deterrnine the extent of urban de;relopment Some issues requiring
further more detailed survey include the Western Swamp Tortoise, declared rare and priority
spec.i~,s of nora, rare fauna and a re-evaluation of the areas local and regional conservation
signifiCance.
The area of land adjoining the Elienbrook site, containing a possible Mound Spring is not
subject to specific recommendations in this report. The Authority recognises that the Mound
Spring is important but that its conservation should not require extensive areas of land and
hence could be Llealt \Vith at the later stage. IIov~ever, potential impacts to the Mound Spring
arising from the Ellenbrook development should be avoided through management of water
quality and quantity effects.
The environmental issues associated with proposed urban development on the Multiplex land
will still require assessment.
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Recommendation 4
The Authority recommends that prior to rezoning to "Urban Deferred" in the
Metropolitan Region Scheme, the proponents should undertake a survey to
define in detni!, the conservation vn!ue of the nrea as indicated in figure 4 of
this report, to determine that land which should have its conservation values
protected and that which could be developed. This provision, including the
implementation of the results, should meet the requirements of the Minister for
the Environment on advice from the Environmental Protection Authority, the
Department of Conservation and Land Management and the Department of
Planning and Urban Development.

4.6 Priority 1 source protection area of the Gnangara Groundwater
Mound/State Forest No. 65
The Gnangara Mound is a large mound of groundwater beneath the deep sandy soil north of
Perth. The Gnangara Mound is an unconfined aquifer, which has its upper boundary, or water
table, at the ground surface. The groundwarer contained wirhin the Mound originares from
direct infiltration of rainfall. Recharge of the aquifer by rainfall leads to a build-up of water,
forming mounds of groundwater in the sediments. The groundwater flows at very slow rates
generally outward from the centre of the Mound, under the action of gravity since the water
table is higher than sea level. Groundwater t1ows generally towards east or south east in the
project area and discharges to Ellen Brook, a tributary of the Swan River, or to drainages which
discharge to Ellen Brook.
Water is abstracted from the Gnangara Groundwater Mound for domestic, commercial and
recreational purposes while a significant portion of the native vegetation also draws from this
superficial aquifer.
All land use developments, whether urban, industrial, recreation or agricultural, have the
potential to contaminate the groundwater and alter recharge to the aquifers. In order to protect
groundwater under the Crown and State-owned land on the Gnangara Mound for public water
supply and the surrounding environment, the Environmental Protection Authority has
formulated the Draft Environ1nental Protection (Gnangara Niound Crown land groundwater)
Policy 199!. The Draft indicates that the Gnangara Mound " .. .is an extremely important source
of water for public water supply-it is essential for Perth's existence-and supports many valuable
wetlands."
The Ellenbrook development site is located immediately to the south east of the Gnangara
Groundwater Mound. However, the 200 hectares of State Forest included by the proponents'
in the development, is w-ithin the policy area covered by L.~e draft Policy , and is also witJ-.in the
Priority 1 source protection area, classified by the Water Authority of Western Australia.

Priority l source protection areas are the most important for public water supplies and urban
development is considered an incon1pmible use over thcn1.
Some parts of the Ellenbrook development area are also within Priority 2 source protection
areas where urbu.n developn1ent is not a preferred land use, but if properly managed, may be
acceptable.
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The major environmental concern is the potential for the quality and quantity of groundwater to
be affected by the Ellenbrook development, the impacts of which could affect water users
'downgradient'. Under current proposals, both the Lexia and Mirrabooka East borefields could
experience a decline in water quality as a result of the Ellen brook urbanisation. However, this
n1ay not repre~ent a constraint with appropriate management provisions.
The proponents have included the State forest as it more favourably meets development of the
Ellenbrook site in the early stages due to its road frontage, transport and marketing advantages.
In view of the case put forward for inclusion of this land, the Authority is prepared to consider
residential development on this area providing, the requirements of the draft Policy are
satisfied, namely:
(a)

the total policy area is not reduced; and

(b)

the proposed change is referred to the Environmental Protection Authority, and has the
support of the Water Authority of WA and the State Planning Commission.

The Water Authority in its submission has indicated that it would agree to a change in the
boundary of the Priority One Source Area if an equivalent area of land on the Gnangara Mound
was included in an exchange. The Environmental Protection Authority considers, without
establishing precedent, that, urban development would not be considered environmentally
unacceptable on the area of State Forest No. 65 indicated in the Public Environmental Review
provided that prior to rezoning of the land to "Urban Deferred" in the Metropolitan Region
Scheme:
the area is to be removed frorn the Priority 1 groundwater protection area; and
the totai policy area in not reduced and its water quaiity and quantity is maintained.
The Authoritv notes that the Lands and Forests Commission in which the land is vested, and
the Water Authority of Western Australia may have additional requirements.

Recommendation 5
The Authority has considered the special circumstances associated with the
proposal for removing part of State Forest No 65 land from the Priority I
Area. H is the Authority's position that urban deveiopment is an incompatibie
land usc un Priority I groundwater source protection areas.
However, in considering the proposed urban development of the area of State
Forest No. 65 on the edge of the Priority 1 area, the Authority took account of
the following matters:
the excision of this land from the Priority 1 Area would assist in the
addition of the approximately 450 hectares of wetlands of high
conservation value in the north west corner of the property; and
•

urbanisation on the area of State Forest No. 65, on the south east edge of
the Priority 1 Groundwater area is predicted to have no unacceptable

impact on water quality of the balance of lhe Priority 1 Area.
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, urban development
on the area of State Forest No. 65 identified in figure 2 of this report could
proceed provided that, prior to rezoning of the land to "Urban Deferred" in the
Metropolitan Region Scheme:
I .

the subject land, presently State Forest No. 65 is excised from State
Forest and from the Priority 1 Source Protection Area of the Gnangara
Mound; and
the total Priority l groundwater source protection area for the Gnangara
G roundwakr Mound is not reduced and its water quality and quantity is
maintained.

IS

The fulfilment of these provJsJOns should meet the requirements of the
Ministers for the Environment and Water Resources on advice from the
Environmental Protection Authority, the Water Authority of Western Australia,
the Department of Conservation and Land Management and the Department of
Planning and Urban Development.
The Environmental Protection Authority considers that the excision of this land
and its urbun development should not be seen as a precedent.

4.7 Water supply/Lexia borefield
The Lexia area has been identified as having potential for groundwater development for Public
Water Supply. The Water Authority submitted a Notice of Intent for the Lexia Groundwater
Scheme to the Environmental Protection Authority in April 1985. This groundwater scheme
proposal comprises a total of 12 shallow groundwater bores located within the Wanneroo
Public Water Supply Area (PWSA) drawing an average of 420,000 kL/annum/bore and three
deep bores (intersecting the Marine Sands) to the east of the Wanneroo PWSA drawing an
average of 5C)(),OCYJ kL/annurrJbore. The Lcxia borefield is generally located imrnediately to the
west of the Ellen brook site within the State Forest. Assessn1ent of the Notice of Intent never
was completed.
The provision of an adequate water supply is an essential requirement for any urban
development. The proponents propose to supply water to the development on a three stage
basis. In the early stages of urban development at Ellenbrook, an initial temporary supply is
proposed to some 3,000 lots by installation of three permanent water supply bores in to the
Marine Sands sediment on the eastern fringe of the proposed Lexia borefield. The proponents
considers it is likely these bores will be located within the development site and that a temporary
treatment plant will be installed.
The proponents indicates that to supply water to more than 3,000 lots will require the full
development, by the Water Authority, of the Lexia borefield together with the installation of a
large high level service reservoir, the Gnangara Reservoir, which will be located in the State
Forest. The Water Authority in their submission indicated that for supply in excess of 3,000
lots it would also be necessary to commence the staged construction of the permanent Lexia
Groundwater Treatment Plant. fn addition, land above 50-60 metres depending upon distance
from the proposed Gnangara reservoir will require a high level supply from an elevated tank to
be located on high ground, south-west of the existing Vines summit tank.
The establishment of the Water Authority's Lexia Scheme, including the reservoir and treatment
plant will require separate environmental impact assessment to ensure potential environmental
impacts associated with groundwater abstraction and siting of these facilities, such as wetland
protection, remnant vegetation protection, habitat protection and ecosystem protection are
considered. The preparation of the environmental review is the responsibility of the Water
Authority of Western Australia and should be completed prior to commencement of the
Sc!1eme.

\Vater supply in excess of 10,000 lots up to the ultimate developrnent envisaged, in excess of
20,000 lots, is proposed to be extended from the Iv1irrabooka Reservoir via a large diarneler
trunk main direct to the reservoir located in the State Forest. The proposal to provide water
from this source, depending upon the aiignmem locarion, wili also require referral to the
Environmental Protection Authority to determine the appropriate level of environmental
assessment.
The ·water Authority has indicated that the provision of water as described above is generally
consistent with the proposed supply concept. However, the Water Authority has also indicated
that there are some omissions and inconsistencies which will require further negotiations
between the Water Authority and the proponents.

]I)

Recommendation 6
The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that the proposal to develop
part of the Lexia borefield to provide interim water supply, as described in the
Public Environmental Review, is environmentally acceptable, subject to
recommendations 7 and 8 in this report and recommends that it could proceed
subject to meeting the environmental management requirements of the
Environmental Protection Authority on advice from the Water Authority of
Western Australia.

4.8 Water quality and quantity
The change in land use from a rural or a natural area to an urban one can have a significant
effect on the natural surface and groundwater regime. Surface water runoff or drainage
characteristics change, resulting in changes to the groundwater balance. Urbanisation, through
nutrient run-off also affects the quality of both surface and groundwater. An area of concern
with the Ellen brook development is the potential for nutrients in urban drainage water being
discharged into Ellen Brook and ultimately the Svvan River.
Current estimates indicate that, on average, Ellen Brook contributes 21 tonnes of phosphorus
per year to the Swan River which itself receives an average estimated total of 58 tonnes per
year. Ellen Brook is the highest contributor of phosphorus load to the Swan River. Ellen Brook
contributes an average load of 57 tonnes of nitrogen to the Swan River which receives an
average annual loading of 494 tonnes of nitrogen. Ellen Brook is the second highest contributor
of nitrogen.
Urbanisation tends to increase water table levels as a result of an increase in impervious
surfaces, lower evapotransporation losses due to the removal of trees and other vegetation and
by an importation of scheme water for domestic use within the urban area. To minimise these
changes or to lower naturally high water tables to allow development to proceed, drainage
systems 31·e installed.
·
Changes in water quality due to increased nutrient levels and other pollutants could have an
impact on:
l.

the conservation values of the Lexia wetland system;

2.

the water resource in the Priority 1 and 2 source protection areas of the Gnangara Mound;

3.

Ellen Brook and the Swan River and the potential contribution to increased algal growth
and deterioration of water quality in these waterways; and

4.

the possible Mound Spring on adjoining private land.

Changes in water levels either up or down could have an impact upon:
1.

the conservation values of the Lexia \Vetland systern Dnd surrounding vegetation
associations:

2.

the natural vegetation on the adjacent Groundwater fvlound and the pine plantation of the
State Forest; ~
,
,

3.

the amount of water available for abstraction; and

4.

the conservation value of the possible Mound Spring on adjoining private land.
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In particular, the following criteria should be established and maintained:
I.

the management objective for the Lexia wetlands is to maintain and enhance natural
attributes and functions. In the case of the Lexia wetlands, the maintenance of minimum,
maximum and optimum water levels based on historical data is therefore necessary to
ret1ect the management objectives. Water quality in the wetlands must also be defined.
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The conservation value of these wetlands and the associated Banksia woodlands is high.
Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority considers that the water levels and
water quality within these wetlands should be maintained according to their existing
seasonal patterns.
2.

The State forest pine plantation n1anaged by the Departrnent of Conservation and Land
management should not sustain tree decline or deaths.

3.

There should be no contamination or reduction in the water quality or quantity of Priority
1 and 2 groundwater source protection areas.

4.

There should be no increase in nutrient levels to Ellen Brook and ultimately the Swan
River arising from development of Ellenbrook.

5.

The possible Mound Spring on adjoining private land not be affected.

The Ellenbrook developn1ent will give rise to a need for particular drainage and nutrient
management strutegies. The drainage management measures proposed at Ellen brook involve a
combination of infiltration basins, wet detention basins (ie: basins which maintain a permanent
pool of water) and artificial wetbnds. Artificial wetlands are particularly relevant in situations
where there is a high water table. Both of the latter techniques are becoming widely accepted as
a "best management practice" for urban stormwater control. It is the Authority's view that the
incorporation of best management practices and techniques of water sensitive urban design into
the detailed subdivision design will enhance nutrient, particularly phosphorus removal and is
encouraged.

The Public Envirom11enta! Review addresses water quality and quantity at a regional level. This
level is not sufficient to enable housing development to proceed on the site and further \Vork
needs to be done to establish the detailed environmental criteria prior to the lifting of "Urban
Deferred" to "Urban" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme.

Recommendation 7
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, prior to lifting of
"Urban Deferred" to "Urban" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme, the
proponents should establish the following environmental criteria and
objectives:
1.

Conservation of the Lexia wetlands and any other conservation areas :
water level criteria be established, based on historic data and further
groundwater modelling, which will ensure the maintenance of
minimum, maximum and optimum water levels and seasonal patterns
in the wetlands; and
water quality criteria be established for the wetlands to ensure the
n1aintenance of appropriate water quaiitv'l based on existing
characteristics;
·
\Vnter qu:11ity parameters for the protection of Priority 1 and 2 water

"

resource areas;
3.

Water quality parameters for the minimisation of nutrient export to the
Swan River (loads as well as concentrations); and

4.

Water quantity parameters for the protection of plantations and natural
vegetution within the adjacent State Forest and conservation areas.

The fulfilment of these provisions should meet the requirements of the Minister
for the Environment on advice from the Environmental Protection Authority,
the Water Authority of Western Australia, the Swan River Trust, the
Department of Conservation and Land Mana!'ement and the Shire of Swan.
•
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Recommendation

8

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that, prior to lifting of
"Urban Deferred" to "Urban" in the Metropolitan Region Scheme, the
proponents prepare and submit detailed Drainage Management and Nutrient
Management Plans which comply with the environmental criteria and objectives
established by Recommendation 7, and with the relevant Environmental
Protection Regulations, to meet the requirements of the the Minister for the
Environment on advice from the Environmental Protection Authority, the Water
Authority of Western Australia, the Swan River Trust and the Shire of Swan.
These Plans should include the development of a comprehensive monitoring,
management and reporting programme which should also be implemented to
meet the requirements of the Environmental Protection Authority on the advice
of the above agencies.

a-.-.-Q A..._ 1·,." Qual:t,
,. ".J
The issue of urban air quality for the Ellenbrook site needs to considered at two levels. Air
quality issues which arise from nearby sources and broader air quality issues such as
photochemical smog and haze, which must be considered on a regional basis.
The broader issue of air quality for the Perth Metropolitan area, particularly the Foothills and
North East corridor is of concern to the Environmental Protection Authmity. A three year air
shed study for the Perth Metropolitan area is presently being undertaken and the results may
assist in the future planning for Perth. Ilowever, it is the Authoritis view that planning and
development in these conidors could proceed during the course of the air shed study. Whilst
this is a fundamental issue, it is not considered by the Authority that the Ellenbrook
development should be withheld pending results of the study. The implications of the air shed
study on planning for the Perth Metropolitan Area will need to be fully examined upon the
completion of that study.
Air quality issues <trising from the nearby sources primarily include an inconvenience factor for
neighbours living close to the operation of the commercial forest plantation. The Department of
Conservation and Land Management indicates that prescribed burning must be undertaken to
protect the plantation"

4.10 .Future services
The site is located in the vicinity of two major roads - Gnangara Road and West Swan Road,
and can be accessed from the north, east and south. Major new roads and improvements to
existing roads are likely to be implemented to service the area as a consequence of the
development of the North East Corridor, proposed by the Department of Planning and Urban
Development.
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through the Shire of Swan to connect with the Reid or Roe Highways. The North East Conidor
Planning Issues and Growth Options public discussion paper released by the Departrncnt of
Pianning and Urban Development in October 1991 identified two options from which a
preferred route would be chosen. The option considered most favourable was the construction
of a new National Highway along the eastern side of the standard guage railway line in Middle
Swan.
-~-

~.;

However, following public comment this option was discounted and route options further to
the west of the Swan Valley were considered to require further investigation. It is the
Amhority' s view that the Priority 1 area of the Gnangara groundwater mound and the Lexia
wetlands pose major constraints to any proposed transport corridors and any proposed
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developments with the potential to impact upon them would require detailed environmental
investigation.
The Public Environmental Review indicates that all lots in the development will be connected to
sewerage, which will input to the proposed Ellenbrook Main Pump Station to be located on
Gnangara Road. !n the short to medium term on site treatment is proposed. The long term outlet
for the sewerage will be the proposed Alkimos Wastewater Treatment Plant. The details
associated with the location and operation of sewerage treatment works and infrastructure is not
provided in the report . Accordingly, if environmental concerns arise with the establishment of
these facilities then separate environmental assessment may be undertaken by the Authority at
the appropriate time.

4.il Mining activities to the west of the site
There is a silica sand mining lease area adjacent to the western bounda.ry of the Ellenbrook
project area, within the State Forest No. 65, and including rural land to the north of Ellenbrook.
However, existing excavation operations are some distance from the boundary of the
Ellen brook project area. Should the sand mining operations move to areas close to the Lexia
wetlands, and therefore have the potential to affect the conservation values of the wetlands, then
separate environmental assessment of the proposed mining operations may be undertaken by
the Authority at the appropriate time. It is the understanding of the Authority that the
Department of Mines would refer any such proposal to the Authority as a matter of course.

5. Conciusion
The Environmental Protection Authority considers that the environmental impacts associated
with the Ellen brook proposal, as identified in this assessment report are manageable, subject to
the recommendations made in this assessment report and the commitments made by the
proponents.

6. References
Ellenbrook Management Pty Ltd (April 1992), Ellen brook Development Public Environmental
Review. Vols 1. 2 3 4. 5 ..
Environmental Protection Authority (1990, Builetin 374), A Guide to Wetland Management in
Perth
Environmental Protection Authority (1990, ), Protection of the Groundwater, Wetlands and
l\ssociated Ecosvstems of the Swan Coastal Plain A public discussion pa1-1er.
Water Authority of Western Australia (May 1987), Perth Urban Water Balance Studv Volume 1
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Appendix 1
Summary of submissions and responses by the proponents

Ellenbrook Public Environmental Review
Summary of submissions and responses by the proponent
There are two parts to this Appendix, part l is the Environmental Protection Authority's summary of
submissions and part 2 is the proponents response to the issues raised. The use of numbering for the
context and issue points will enable readers to relate a pmticular issue and the proponents response to
that issue.
The Authority has endeavoured to interpret the specific issues of concern from the context provided in
the submissions and wherever possible, the submitter's own words have been used.

l'art 1
Flora/Vegetation
General
Context 1

Submissions indicate that the proponems botanical survey was for predetermined
species of interest that could occur in the area. There was thus no apparent atten1pt to
assess the flora of the area for other species of interest. Submissions also indicate that
over 300 tlowering plants are known from the study area with a 30% difference from
Whiteman Park. Populations of eleven priority species (confirmed by CALM botanist)
have been found in many parts of the project area. Only two priority species were
mentioned in the PER~

issue 1.7

The report does not provide a genera/flora listj(Jr the area from which an indication of'
survey intensity can be made.

Issue 12

The searchf(Jr signtflcanrflora and the related data presented for enviromnental
assessment must be considered inadequate.

Context 2 Floristics means the total t1ora of a site (usually 30-70 species per site), not just 3-lO
structural dominants. The usc of a few widespread structural dominants must give the
result reported in the PER. A great deal of effort has gone into this analysis of the data.
However, the data is inadequate, especially when there is an appreciation of floristic
diversity in woodlands mentioned in the PER, (Appendix A2, p43).
issue 2. i

lis the assessment 1J/.tlora is iirn.ited to the treatment of dominants, rare ( DRF) and
priority species, the PER ;;ives no idea of' the species diversity ofrhe area.

Context 3

Submissions indicate thai, stands of Macrozamia riedlei are unique in the Ellen brook
area clue to the size of the aerial cord ex of these specimens. These specimens are
believed to be in excess of 500 years old. One paper bark tree (Me/aleuca preissiana)
has been measured with a girth of 5.5 metres and has been estimated to be around 400
years old. Blackbo/s (Xanthorrfu-Jea preissii) over 5 iY1etres found in a nurnber of
locations represent an age of approximately 400 years. This vegetation was growing in
it's present place before Captain Cook came to Australia.

issue 3.1

No one has the right to destroy such an important part(){ Western Australia's history.
The age of' these {Jiants is of scientific and heritage value.

Southern River and Yanga vegetation complexes
Context 4

The area of land in question is large and straddles a major change-over zone on the
Swan Coastal Plain, from the sandy Bassendean soils to the heavier t1uviatile soils of
the eastern side of the plain. Much of the area consists of the Southern River and Yanga
vegetation complexes as mapped by Heddle et al. These two complexes were 91%
cleared in 1986 and are only poorly represented in conservation reserves, this is
particularly so for the Yanga, of which less than 1% is contained in conservation
reserves.

Issue 4.1

The PER does not consider the environmental and conservation value
Southern River vegetation complexes.

of" the Yanga and

Banksia woodlands
Context 5

Hopper and Burbidge (Journal of the Royal Society of Western Australia, 7!, (!J)
1989) state that only 7% of banksia woodlands on the Swan Coastal Plain are protected
on conservation reserves. Fm1her, they report "... that Banksia woodlands are poorly
studied and the extensive clearing of these woodlands has resulted in some plant and
vertebrate aninwls declining in nun1bers to the point where they are now considered
highly vulnerable or endangered."

Issue 5.1

The preferred scenario presented by the proponents fails to give any protection to the
banksia woodlands.

Context 6

Asscssrncnt of banksla v/oodlands in a local and regional context shouid be based on
structure and floristics of vegetatjon types. The structure and don1inants in banksia
vvoodlands stay ntuch the same but the floristic con1ponents of the strata can be
extremely variable. The entire treatment on the local and regional level in the PER is
based on the structure and dominants in this and other vegetation types, (Appendix A2,
Table 10, p32).

Issue 6.1

As a consequence of" the methodology used, the PER fails to assess the regional and
local significance of the bonksia woodlands.

Context 7

Banksia woodlands are noorlv reoresented in other conservation areas and recent
reduced ground water ldvels in Whiteman Park have destroyed much of these. The
banksia woodlands of Melaleuc;t Park are growing on a much flatter terrain than
Ellen brook. Due to the undulating terrain, the banksia woodlands at Ellen brook vary a
great deal throughout the project site. Dry upland vegetation changes to lowland and
dampland vegetation, sandy soils change to peaty soils and clay soils, resulting in a
much more diverse range of habitats.
The remarkable bio-diversity of the Ellen brook wetlands and banksia woodlands are of
great scientific and heritage value. Areas where banksia still survives are precin11s.

Issue 7.1

'!"he banksia woodlands on the Ellenhrook Estate are in J;ood condition and should be
nrP\'i.JrlJL'/-1
j-'' '-'"'J' Yt._.L ....

Issue 7.2

Loss of" this type of" vegetation is a serious threat to the biodiversity of the region.

Context 8

P44 states "... there arc no assemblages of species which are recognized as being
particularly unusual" ~Hld species con1position and structure of the banksia woodlands
is very sin1ilar to that ... at Mclaieuca Park ...
11

Submissions have indicated that "From what is known one would expect the opposite,
ie: one would expect significant differences in floristic composition between the study
area, Melaleuca Park and Whiteman Park, and species assemblages known from
elsewhere."

Declared rare flora/p.-im·ity species
Context 10

37 plants of the declared rare t1ora, Ca/adenia huegelii, were recorded from Sawpit
Gully and this represents a significant (31 o/o) proportion of the known plants in the
metropolitan area. It was stated in the methodology that the Sawpit area was examined
in detail (structurally and t1oristically), yet the Declared Rare Flora, Caladenia huegelii
was only discovered in this area when the consultants were specifically asked to search
for this species again, which was after the optimum season for finding this species.

Issue I 0.1

This species may be found to occur over a greater portion
properly surveyed at the correct time of' the year.

Context 11

There is generalised reference (page 60) to protection of the Ca/adenia huegelii
population hy incorporating it in Public Open Space.

Issue 11.1

How does the proponent intend to protect this significant species in the long term,
within the proposed public open space ,from the impacts associated with urbanisation?.

Issue 1 J .2

Legislation protects the DRF (Caladenia hueceliil. ther~fore will the proponent ensure
that 1neasures to protect tlu"s area will be properly overseen by CALM in the planning
stages? How will this he achic"'Ved?

Context 12

The only reference in the PER to priority species in the project area, is to
Conostephium minus and Cartonema philydroides. However, submissions indicate that
populations of eleven priority species, (confim1ed by a CALM botanist), have been
found in tnany parts of the survey area. They are:
A nthotiurn junc:if(mne
Atmts cordif(Jlia
Cartonema philydroides
Cassytha micrantha
Conostephium rninus
Daviesia physodes
Gonocarpus pithyoides
Macarthuria apetala
Philydrella drurmnondii

Rcsu:o

steJWSiachy.J'

Stylidiurn uticularioid;:;s

uf the project area, !l

Priority Three Species
Priority Three Species
Priority Three Species
Priority Three Species
Priority Three Species
Priority Two Species
Primity Three Species
Priority Two Species
Priority Three Species
Priority Three S[Jccies
Priority Three Species

issue 12.1

The PERf(rils to give adequate protection to these species.

Issue l2.2

Considering the inadequacy of' the .flora survey, the potentialjiJrfinding other DRF and
priority species is a very real possibility.

FAUNA
Context 1 Subn1issions have indicated that various arnareur herpetologists have recently recorded
36 reptile and amphibian species in the study area during a very brief survey. This
compares with the number (44) known from Yanchep National Park (the nearest
comparable area for which data exist), and for which there is a long history of data
collection including two detailed surveys.
Subrnissions suggest that, the population of Lerista christinae (a skink) is lirnited on the
Swan Coastal Plain to this site at Ellenbrook. The population of Diplodactylus
spinigerus sub species inornarus (a gecko) is limited on the Swan Coastal Plain to this
site at Ellen brook.

Issue !.I

The t:l/enbrook area is thereji;re (!lsignificance.fbr reptile fauna above that claimed in
the PER.

Context 2

The PER makes some very unusual statements about the status of the southern brown
bandicoot, (Appendix A2, p40). Despite what is stated in the PER, the bandicoot has
recently been declared by the Minister for Conservation and Land Management as "rare
and endangered" and is listed in Schedule 1 of the Wildlife Conservation Act 1950 as
"likely to become extinct, or is rare". Submissions indicate that, the bandicoot is known
from the study area. The development will impact on its population and ability to
survive by destroying large areas of habitat and reducing the continuity of the present

area.
Issue 2 .I

The PER j{J.ils to inform the public r~f' the loss (Jf' the bandicoots habitat caused by
continuous clearing of' damp lands on the coastal plain.

Issue 2.2

Prior to any commitment to relocate Southern Brown Bandicoots to the proposed 90ha
reserve area as suggested by the PER, there would need to be an assessment c~l
available habitat to determine the number ol animaL\' that can be accommodated, and an
evaluation(}{ the viabilizy of' such a population. The existing population in that area then
needs to be assessed be/ore an estimate can be made of how many additional animals
could be cjj(;ctively relocated.

Issue 2.3

If' the Bandicoots are concentrated into the 90ha reserve would nor this population, due
to its isolation, be more at risk i/ disease breaks out ?

Context 3

The proponents have made no attempt to confinn the existence of mammal species in
the development site. Submissions indicate the following faunal species are present
within the northern parts of the Ellen brook proposal.
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Short Beaked Echidna
!-Ioney possum
Western Brush Wallaby
Western Grey Kangaroo
Gould's Wattled Bat
Southern Brown Bandicoot
Brush Tailed Possum

Tachyfilossus aculeatus
Tarsipes rostratus
Macropus irma
Macropusfuliginosus
Chalinoiobus fiouidii
lsoodon obesulus
Trichosarus vu.lpecula

Section 7.~, Volume 1 of the PER suggests that the displacement of faunal species
from the native vegetation on the site is balanced by a large area of similar habitat in the
adjoining State Forest (which adjoins Melaleuca Park) which will continue to provide a
large area of alternative fauna habitat for a range of common faunal species.

hsue 3.1

The infrmnarion provided on mammals within the PER relies on gross assumptions and
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Context 4

The loss of bird species in the tv1etropo1itan Area and on the SYvan Coastal Plain can be
attributed to habit;tt destruction. There is little high quality banksia woodland or wetland
re1naining. These habitat tvncs oredon1inate in the Ellen brook bushland. Subn1issions
indicate that a number of ,;,oodland birds including the Rufous Tree Creeper and
Western Yell ow Robin, have virtually disappeared from the Swan Coastal Plain
following clearing and fragmentation of woodland and scrub habitats. What little is
known of the birds of the study area suggests that it supports other species which
depend upon largely unmodified, woodland, wetland and heath communities, and
vvhich are becorning increasingly rare on the Swan Coastal Plain.
A bird list for the area presented as part of a submission comprises .'iO species including
the presence of 1 R species of birds very rare to absent in the Perth Metropolitan area.
In a regional context subn1issions suggest such a large renlllant of uncleared iand may
well provide an important stepping stone for movement of birds between the forests of
the Darling Scarp and other larger areas, such as Whiten1rm Park.

issue 4.1

There has been no assessment of the area's significance for birds.

Context 5

One of the bird species listed in the PER as being in decline in the northern Swan
Coastal Plain due to loss of dense low heath habitat, the splendid fairywren, (Section
4.6.4) has found to be abundant by members of the RAOU, and at least two of the
other five listed, the broad-tailed (inland) thornbill, and the western thorn bill, are
present.

Issue 5.1

There clearly is dense low heath habitat r4"potential value to some bird species, in the
Ellenbrook bushland and a survey should have been conducted to determine the
irnportance of" this and other habitat types for birds.

Context 6

It is stated in Volume 3, Appendix A2, Section 5.7.1., that the WA Museum indicated
that unpolluted wetlands may be particularly significant for frogs. The subsequent PER
comment that frogs seemed neither abundant nor diverse in species is based on "casual
observation,,_

Issue 6.1

5)!stematic traprJing and spec'{/Xc searching especially in suitable weather conditions) are
necessat~y ro yield a valid picture r~l the frog component of the ecosystem.

Context 7

The Stick Nest Ant exists at Ellenbrook and appears to have limited distribution in the
region. A species of native bee, Euryg!ossa (Euhesma) sp., which is the only known
pollinator of the flowers of Verticordia nitens, also exists at the site. A report on the
co-dependence between these two species stated that "bee species that confine their
foraging for pollen and/or nectar to a single species of flower are rare." (T.F. Houston,
B. B. Lamont, S. Radford 1991)

Issue 7.1

!\ survey of" the urea should include invertebrate studies.

Context 8

The proposed development will affect some of the least degraded wetlands outside the
Ellen Brook and Twin Swamps Nature Reserves in the general area of distribution of
the critically endangered Western Swamp Tortoise Pseudemydura umbrina .. The
consultants state (page 46): "The Ellen brook wetlands were examined by personnel
t]-om the W.A. Wildlife Research Centre and declared to be unsuitable habitat for the
Western Swamp Tortoise." Even marginal habitat may be significant for the species and
it is possible that a population of the species persists, may be at low density ..

!ssue 8.1

Do you think it is a legitimate procedure to assess the importance o( the urcaf(;r
critically endangered Western Swamp Tortoise on a short visit 1nany years ago,
particularly since research during the last years provided new insight into lif"e style,
hohitat requJrements and nwvements c{ the ,species.

Issue 8.2

Do _,vou consider the areas qf'cpherncral wetlands q{the Joel (ype and the areas 1c1Jhich
ure caf!ed "dontjJ!oruL·;-'-' in the study- arc (_!F[Jolential va!uefor rhc ·~vcsrcrn St9arnp
Tortoise.

f.v.vue 8.3

A prograrnrncfor the m.anaJ.?,ement and protection
should be prepared.

Context 9

The paucity of surveys for fauna, as shown above, indicates that the area is significant
for fauna in general, beyond that indicated in the PER.

Issue 9.1

The in/orm.arion presented in the PER does not adequmely address the local or regional
imparJ of" the pro{'osal on /(uma values.

t~(the ~Vestern

Swcun[J Tortoise

SIZE (W CONSERVATION AREA
Context 1

In reference to the proponent's recommendation to conserve 90ha out of the 41 Oha of
wetlands (Scenario 4), the comment is made that it has been concluded that resources
would not be available to effectively manage such a large area in the long tenn. The
proposed 90ha reservation area will also be bounded entirely by proposed
development.

fssue 1. I

Submissions indicate that the resources to manage one large area are not necessarily
different to a smaller area. The critical factors are the shape and boundary area, and the
quality of the vegetan:on. For example, it would be easier to manage a larger area
bounded by State forest than a smaller area within a development zone.

issue 1.2

The reserve area should at least be located onto the boundary with the adjacent State
forest to reduce potential incursion of detrimental influences. Such a strategy would
also support the statement on page 58 that minimal development is proposed upstream
of the wetlands.

Issue I .3

The perirneter-to-area ratio of the ,\Tnal!er (90ha) area is rnuch greater, and the SJnafler
size meons that any Lmpact could affect a greater percentage of the area. The larger (area
could provide a buffer thm will act to preserve the integrity of' the core area for
conservation. Thus the comment on page 74 that the larger area would degrade to a
grecller degree than the smaller (90ha) area is considered by some to be false.

Context 2

Subn1issions refer to Page 7fl. of the PER where it is stated that the estab!ishn1ent and
1nanage1nent costs nrc sin1ilar for scenarios 3 and 4 (contradicting the previous
argun1ent on page 5 for greater n1:-magen1ent costs for larger areas). The difference is
given as the acquisition cost. Submissions indicate that, costs associated with the
reservation of areas in the PER are based on two premises:
1 . That Government would to purchase the area; and

2. That CALM would require a ranger on-site.

Issue 2.1

Neither of these premises are necessarily true, and need not be considered when
deciding on what area it would be appropriate to reserve. The reservation should /Je
assessed on conservation values, and /r_m}{-lernz viability.

Issue 2.2

The cost proposition f)f.It./{mvard in the PER would depend on the mode ol acquisition
as to whether it is purchased, or ceded as conservation reserve as part (<l the
development proposal.

950 hectare
Context. 3

!

4

eserve propos:Ji

'There has been an overwhellning predominance of subrnissions which advocate the
conservmion of an area of the proponents land of approxln1ately 950ha in the northern
part of the subject area. This area has been referred to as the proposed Maralla Nature
Reserve and has been advocated by the public in the bulk of subrnissions, as
warranting reservation as an A Class Nature Reserve.
The majority of the 950ha area has deep grey siliceous Bassen(h~rm sands with peaty
seasonal swan1ps in the low lying areas. The north-east section of the project area is an
alluvial transition area with underlying clay deposits. The protection of parts of the
Lexia wetlands only is not sufficienr to maintain the biodiversity already present in this
area. Conservation efforts should also include the damplands to the north and northeast of the Vines especially the Y anga and Southern River vegetation complexes as
rnappe-d by Heddle et ai.

Submissions indicate that the 950 ha area contains rare and endangered plant and animal
species. Through opportunistic survey 289 species of native t1ora have been identified
here and further studies would increase this number. The t1ora list includes 11 species
which are identified on CALM's Priority Species List.
Submissions flll1her indicate that:
The population of Drosera pulche!la (a small sundew) is limited on the Swan Coastal
Plain to this site at Ellen brook;
The population of Lycopodium serpentinum (bog clubmoss) is limited on the Swan
Coastal Plain to this site at Ellen brook:
The population of Cassytha macrantha (a priority three twining plant) is limited on the
Swan Co:1stal Plain to this site at Ellen brook. It is only previously known from the
Augusta-Esperance region. The Ellen brook species is extremely significant as it is a
very large extension of this species, and
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this site at Ellenhrook. The pnpulc11ion of Dip!odactylus ,~pinigerus sub species
inornatus (a gecko) is lin1ited on the Swan Coastal Plain to this site at Ellen brook.
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Issue 3./

Why doesn't the PER include the option qf'consen;ing 950ha qf'natural vegetation in
the northern section of' the estate."

Issue 3.2

The diversity C!l soil types reflects the diversity c!f· species pre.wint here The 950ha
proposal would conserve reprcsentath.!e areas across environtnenta! gradients and is
significantfl>r maintaininfi genetic diversity, especially the Yanfia and Southern River
vegetation r:omplexes.

Issue 3.3

The proponents, in.fizilinfi to adequately address the option of' a larfier 950ha area for
conservation, (which. has strong rerJresentation in submissions) has not adequately
evaluated the environrnental si[iniji:canr:e of' the flr!Jject area.

Issue 3.4

The 950ha Maralla Nature Reserve concept is a fiood compromise which allows
development on already degraded land and sets aside the fragile environmentj(;r the
fi.t.ture. A land swap involving degraded land (ie pine plantation) in returnfr;r the 950ha
of Ellenhmok bushland musr he actively pursued

WETLANDS/DAMPLANDS
Context I

Issue J

The propos;tl to destroy the natural wetlands and create artificial sumps for storm water
disposal is archaic and contrary to current thinking on wetland preservation and
rnanagernent.
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Swan Coastal Plain.
Context 2

The wetlands in the north-west comer are acknowledged in the PER as significant,
having high conservation value being ,, ... almost pristine, prin1arily as a consequence of
their i--;obtinn." (Volunx~ 3, 11\ppendix A2, p28). This is further supported on page 42
where it is stated that the detailed analysis of the wetlands showed them to be
floristically heterogeneous, and hence different to each other. However, the proposal to
reserve 90ha seeks to conserve one rnainlakc, with little buffer.

fssue 2.1

Why, when the environmental value of these wetlands is appreciated, does the PER
propose only conserving a small portion of these wetlands and isolating them within
suburhan development. where their values will he underm.ined?

Issue 2.2

There is thus no replication which would enhance the biological values, plus provide
greater scope for preserving an example of' these wetlands should an unforeseenfizctor
affi:ct one wetland.

Issue 2.3

Replication of' wetlands being conserved is thus necessary to provide for the
conservation qf diversi~V in the area.

Issue 2.4

The protection and ecological viability of' reserved wetlands will be difficult to maintain
unless reserves include surrounding banksia woodland to buffer the wetland system
from development, and extend and secure fauna habitat values of' the wetland systems.

Context 3 In Volume 1, page 33 it is stated that the loss of wetlands with conservation value will
be a negative effect of the development in its proposed f01m, while the preservation of a
smaller, quality wetland area (90ha), will be an asset.
Issue 3 .l

Would the retention of' a larger wetland area provide a more viable conservation reserve
in the longer term.

Context 4

The Savlpit Gully wetlanrls are recognised in the PER as containing Acacia sa!igna
woodland and Eucalyptus rudis wondlm1cl. F:uca/yptus rudis woodland is very poorly
conserved, Acacia saligna woodland is not known to occur elsewhere on the Swan
Coastal Plain as is the location of the DRF Caladenia huege!ii. This vegetation type
must be of very high conservation value. These wetlands are clescri bed as being on
Pinjarra Plain and as this soil type is over 90% cleared have great conservation
significance.

Issue 4.1

The PERffJI:Is to assess the conservation value (fthe wetlands qj'the Sa-t1.1pit Gully
Area.

Context 5 The assumption in Volume J, page 45 that damplands probably never contain free
surface water is incorrect and would depend upon the time of survey.
Issue 5.1

What then is the difference in rerms of' duration and depth r!f'water hi:tweenfree
standing water and temporarily swampy sires?

AJR QUALITY
Issue 1

There is growing concem ahour air pollution 1:n the eastern part ol rhe coastal plain, and
this has not he en addressed in the PER. Increased urban development near the Darling
Scarp will result in higher concentrations of' photochemical smog and brown haze in the
atrnosphcrc in this area.

USE OF DEGRADED LAND
,_____

1

I ,\SUe 1

Developrnenr on der,raded land is a rnore sensible option than deveioprnent onn.ear
pristine wetlands and woodlands. Development should only be allowed on degraded
land such as the pine plantation ofGnangara Road. Development of' the Pine Plantation
should be supported.

Issue 2

The area qf'groundvvater contamination at the liquid waste dump site in the pine forest
should also he includcdf(!l'fiaure urhan, in preficrence to the near pristine bushland of'
the proposed Maralla Nature Reserve

Issue 3

There are such large areas of cleared and degraded land in the Swan Valley and bei\Vcen
Upper Swan to Bu!lshrook along the /Jase of' the hills that there is no need to be clearing
pristine Banksia woodland.

TOURISM/SCIENTIFIC/EDUCATIONAL VALUE
Context 1 The rich diversity of soil types, wetlands, animals and flowering native plants would
attract interest in the area for tourism, environmental educational and scientific uses.
This would benefit the Swan Valley by promoting and broadening the tourism potential
for the region. The area is large enough and has a wide variety of orchids and other
unique environmental features. For example, some of the macrozamia palms in the arc.a
have been estimated at over 500 years old and are metres high. Also many of the
blackboy's are hundreds of years old, some with trunks as high as 3-4 metres.
Issue 1

The potcntialfiH tourism, scientific and educational uses has not been assessed.

PLANNING

Context 1!1ssue 1 The PER does nor cover all land proposedfor rezoning in the State Planning
Commission's rezoning amendment No.879!33.
Context 2/lssue 2 The "need to keep housing prices low" is creating a demandfor houses here
frmn people movin_g infrorn the Eastern States. People will keep rnoving in with
no reference to the de1eriorating quality of the environment caused by this.
Context 3// ssue 3 The diverting of resources into the provision of' infrastructure costs is another
social cost which has not been taken into account. Higher density residential
accommodation does not require new infrastructure.
Context 4/lssue 4 Will nearby residentsfitce higher rates and other charges when land prices are
pushed up hy Ellenbrook? Will they lose their semi rural lifestyle?
Context 5/lssue 5 The employm.ent generated would be small in the total economy and would be
short duration.

r~f'

Volume of traffic through Bassendean
Context 6

It i' unlikely that rnuny of the new residents of Ellen brook will f'ind employment near
their homes. There is concern that the commuter route south will be via Lord Street to
Basscnclean Railway station, or on , via Guildforcl road, towards Perth.

Issue 6.7

Will the proposed density of 12 residences per hectare generate additional traffic
problemsf(ir the areas above and do you. think a less intensive development would
cune!iorote rhis fhJtential problem'!

Urban Spnnv!

Context 7/IssuP 7 Urhrm SpraH:/ is dc[!,rading the natural environinent, it is rcducinx the air
quality, grourulvtYlter and -H-'Ct!ands. The Govermnent shou1d mJnirnise urban
sprawl in this area.
Context '/',/Issue ll The planning process must act by planningfiuure urban areas on degraded land
such as the pine plantation on Gncmgara Road.
Context 9/lssue 9 The natural environm.ent mtlst be considered as a high constraintfiJr the
planning off!uure urban development, and protectedfromf!irther degradation.
Mediwn to high density urhan areas could be developed on existing degraded
areas.

Context 10

The environment has been listed as having the highest priority for families in the
Shire of Swan according to a recent survey conducted by the Shire. Also, the highest

level of priority was given to the environment in the Family Commission report
"Speaking Out, Taking Part"

Issue I 0.1

The PER does not recognise local community and general community concernsfor the
environment.

PER CONTENT
Context II Issue 1 The PER should have included instructions to members of" the public ilzfiJrming
them as to how a subrnission could be mode. These instructions should have
been presented m the beginning pf the document. Their omission from the
document is unsati~factory and may have prohibited respondents from making
an effective submission,
N B:

The final PER draft approved by the EPA for release by the proponents
did contain instructions on how to make a submission.

Context 2/fssue 2 The comrnitrnents do not clearly identify vvhat is to be done, -who is responsible
for the irnplernentation, rhe checkirw, nor is it clear vvho will pav. It is not fair
that the puhlic purse he expected to 'J;ayfor the managem-ent qf 1~rohlems c.'{wsed
by this intensive development.
Context 3/lssue 3 The omission o{a Glossary was another oversight which failed to make the
PER easy to understand for sotne comrnu.nity rnemhers.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Context 1/Issu.e I Volume 1, Page 25, 3.2.4. How many open nights were there, where were they
held and how many people attended?
Context 2

Volume 1, Page 30, Section 4.2.1 indicates that "... The project proponents are
substantial entities with the financial and management capacity to develop the land and a
willingness to do so to a high stanciarcL"

Issue 2 .I

Why then does the PER !mer state in Volume 3 Append1.x !12 p33 section 4.6.1. that
fauna sl-rtdies were not conducted because they " ... would impose considerable cost on
... the developers." Again in \iolwne 3 Appendix A3 p4, Section 5.1 " ... the proponent
does not have the resources .. or the.finances ... " to protect all o{the Lexia wetlands.

Context 3 The n1ajority of public submissions have indicated a preference for conserving 950ha of
natural vegetation in the northern section of the estate. This conservation
option/scenario was not included in the PER. However, the existence of this
cOnservation proposai was known to the proponents, before the: PER report was
finalised.
Issue 3.1

How can the pmfJOilcnt's claim there was an" ... efti~ctive public consuJtazion
process".when the 950ha option/scenario was nol mentioned?

GROUNDWATEH AND DRArNAGE
Context ]/Issue I \iolum.e I page 68. Where will all the landfill come .from~ !fit is to be used in
the large quantities which may be required, and no estimate of how much is
given, surely devastation is going to occur elsewhere, and maybe its
introduction will spread die/Jack and weeds.
Context 2/lssue 2 No where in the!'£!? is consideration given to pesticide and hydrocarbon. runoff"
into the ground wtaer system.

Context 3/Issue 3 Is the proponent's rejection ()(the extended wetland scenario{(410ha) Volume
1, page 55} due to a required reduction in the proposed Lexia scheme based on
advicefrom the Water Authority ofWA. Surely the Lexia scheme can he
manipulated to balance water levels in the larger wetland area and should not
thcrefl>re he a basisf!Jr exclusion of this scenario/option.
CONSTRUCTION

Context 1/Issue I How is a!! the cleared scruh and timber to he disposed of? Surely not by
burning!

PART2

RESPONSE TO THE EPA COMMENTS ON THE
ELLENIIROOK PER REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Ao:; part of the public review process of environmental statutory documents (in this case the Ellenbrook Public
Environmental Review - PER), the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) collates public responses to the
r

!

documenL

This summary is then pa'ised to the authors of the document (in this case Fcilman Planning

Consultants) for reply to the public responses.

The Ellenbrook PER received:

o

672 proforma submissions;

o

40 individual letters;

o

16 group or organisation submissions; and

o

4 submissions from government departments.

The EPA's summary of these submissions (Appendix A) includes consideration of submissions by the
Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) and the Swan River Trust which mirror many
private submissions. Some other, minor comments or discrepancies are also dealt with.

The Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) has commented, via the EPA, at length on
biological issues raised in the Ellenbrook (PER).

It should be noted at the outset of this reply to those

comments that in 1988 discussions which included C/G.. lvf and the EPA were held to define a suitable level of
environmental study to meet development project objectives in the area. Those objectives were:

o

to detennine if the Ellenbrook wetlands and adjacent areas at the Vines Estate were of conservation
importance;

o

to identify any areas of particular significance outside the wetlands; and

o

to gain an appreciation of the importance of the Elienbrook and Vines Estate bushland in a regional
sense.

0

A cost-effective method of evaluating the bushland was then defined using ecological-indicator techniques.
This method was chosen as it was felt by CAI..M and the EPA that it would meet the objectives without very
lengthy and expensive biological surveys. More precise definition of environments could then be carried out
progressively within the framework of actual development programmes.

This approach was accepted by CALM and the EPA as suitable for in-principle environmental assessment and
evaluation commenced with work at the Vines Estate in 1988. Studies using the same methodology (but with
greater detail) were then extended into the Ellenbrook area in 1990. Work continued into 1991 with several
signWcant additions:

o

because the CALM lists of Rare and Significant Flora were continually evolving over the long study
period, CAL!vf requested that a resurvey be done for recent (November 1991) additions to the flora
list; and

a

although

CAL~1

had expressed (in 1988) the opinion that the faunal habitat significance of the area

could be evaluated (at this stage) by vegetation characteristics, the recent (late 1991) addition of the
Southern Brown Bandicoot to the rare fauna list warranted a preliminary evaluation.

These approaches, especially in relation to the use of ecological-indicator methods, were not questioned by

CALM at any time over the three year study period at Ellenbrook.

2.0 RE!'LY TO EPA SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS

To avoid repetition the following presents only the replies.

Readers should relate these replies to the

information and questions reproduced in Appendix A of this document.

2.1

GENERAL

Context 1
Issue 1.1

As indicated in the Introduction, and approved by CALM, the survey wa.o; to assess the significance of lbc
area, not to undertake a total biological survey. Further, a "general flora list" wi11 do very little to further the
conclusion that has already been reached, i.e. that the wetland area has sig;nificance and that the bushland is in

good condition.

With respect to Whiteman Park it is not surprising that the flora recorded are different

because Whiteman Park has been 40% cleared and has been heavily grazed. Survey intensity at EIIenbrook
has been clearly indicated by the transect data presented in Appendix 2A of the PER.

Issue 1.2
If a full biological survey is required by CALM then the environmental assessment is inadequate. However,

this was not the aim of the study, as indicated in the Introduction and agreed by CALM.

Context 2

Issue 2.1
The Context 2 statement is based on a false premise, i.e. that 11 Flor:istics means the total flora of a site ... ". In

r

fact, floristics refers to information relative to "members of a particular community or vegetation 11
(Debenham - Tne Language of Botanv). The dominant species used for this ecological-indicator study are
undoubtedly, therefore, a significant part (perhaps the most important part) of the community. The comment
is made that the study "gives no idea of the species diversity of the area 1' . The letter from CALM (dated
15 June 1992 - CALM reference 031035F0207:PO 14a - and accompanying the EPA summary of
submissions) concluded

11

the communities are not un..ique, although their heterogeneiiv and reiative1v

unmodified nature is recogoised 11 • This evaluation of heterogeneity and unmodified nature was:

o

the primary purpose of the study; anJ

o

amply demonstrated using the ecological-indicator methods which were applied.

Further, it is an accepted biological principle that species diversity is related directly to habitat diversity. The
methods used clearly indicated a diverse habitat. Therefore, to undertake months of study to prove what is
already recognised seems unnecessary, especially at this stage of the project.

Context 3

Issue 3.1
The importance of the Ellenbrook vegetation based on "the age of the plants" is a dnhious argument.

No evidence has been presented to indicate that large specimens of i\tfacrozamia riedlei at the site are in excess
of 500 years old. Even if they were, there is no evidence that this is unique. In the viduity of Cockleshell
Gully National Park, for exampie, M. riediei spedmens up to 5m in iength have been recorded.
knowledge these are much larger than those at Ellcnbrook.

To our

A single Melaleuca preissiana paperbark tree with a girth of 5.5m has apparently been estimated to be around
400 years old, but no evidence has been presented to support this statement.

Studies on a related species

(M. leucodendron) by Dames & Moore in the Pilbara suggested that girth diameter in paperbarks may be a
very poor indicator of both age and growth rate. For example, trees increased greatly in size after rain or fire
due to "fluffing up" of the bark. Conversely, fire removed considerable thicknesses of bark and sloughing off
of bark occurred naturally.

There is no dispute that the paperbark in question mighi be a magnificent

specimen but implications as to its age are doubtful. The presence of a single large tree is also a doubtful
argument for preservation of

th~.·

Ellenbrook bushland. The 5m blackboys may welJ be a better indicator of

age as at least some data are available (Lamont and Downes). Nonetheless, frequent fires can cause growth
surges and the actual age of the blackboys cannot be estimated definitively without carbon dating. Even so, it
is, as stated above, a doubtful argument for preservation of the bushland as a whole.

Context 4

Issue 4.1
It is debatable whether the area "straddles a major change-over zone".

In reality only about 15% of the

Elienbrook study area overlaps onto the Guildford Formation soils and that area is mostly degraded from
historic pastoral activities.

Of the Ellenbrook area which does enter the Yanga complex the only portion in good condition
(Sawpit Gully area) is intended for reservation by the proponents.

In addition, the importance of the transition at Ellenbrook between Bassendean Sand and the Guildford Clay is
in some doubt. There is no argument that flora and fauna differ between the sand and clay areas but there is
no readily ava.i!ab!e evidence that the transition bttwe,en them is significant.

Ac_{.:epting the (unsubstantiated) judgement ihat the transition is important, the implication that the data and
discussion is inadequate ignores the purpose of the study. 1\s explained in the Introduction it was not, and
was never intended to be, a definitive study. The objective was to determine if the area was important. This
was achieved.

Context 5

Issue 5.1
The regionally protected areas containing Banksia woodland, their control_ and the area of woodland are
presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1
PROTECfED AREAS CONT.~JNING BANKSL"' WOODLAL"'D,
THEIR C:ONTROL AND AREA OF WOODLAND
Reserve

Approximate Area
of Banksia Woodland
(ha)

Approximate % of
Protected Vegetation in
Reserve

12,280

70
60

Ridges Management Priority Area(l) (CALM)

160
775
600

Neerabup National Park(l) (CALM)

645

:Moore River National Park (CA.Llvf)
Yeal Nature Reserve (CALM)
Yanchep National Park(l) (CALM)

27
28

60
80

rvfelaleuca Park (CAlJvf)

2,400

Whiteman Park (DPUD)

180

10

200
60

75
100

800-1,000

?

213

90

Kings Park(1) (Kings Park Board)
Perth Airport (FAC)
Proposed Jandakot Bot:mical Park
Jandako! Ai!Jlort (F AC)

Note:

(1)These sites are on the boundary of the Bassendean and Spearwood Systems, are more typical of
Allucasuarina fraseriana/Banksia woodland or contain elements o[boih, Toe Banksia woodlands in

these areas are similar, but not identical, to those at Ellenbrook.

Moore River Nationai park. Yea! Nature Reserve and Neerabup National Park data supplied by

CALM. Yanchep figures calculated from Figures 5 (n CALM (1988), Ridges MPA area not defined
(CALM pers. comm.); area

e<~lculatetl

from CALM (1988). Melaleuca Park figures calcu!aieJ from

Muir (1983). Whiteman Park figures are estimated from the less-disturbed vegetation area desc;ibed in
Morris & Muir (1975). Kings Park figures supplied by Kings Park Board (pers. comm.). Penh
.I>.irport dam supp!ied by FAC. Jandnkot Airport- it is assumed thil.t there is :::bout :!OOhn of undisturbed

bushland. about 90% of which is Banksia woodland. The boundaries of the proposed Jandakot
Botanical Park have not been determined but a Government commitment has been given to create the
Park.

With respect to the Ellenbrook project, about 15ha of Banksia woodland will be protected in the proposed
conservation area in addition to the wetlands.

Context 6

Issue 6.1
The comment fails to appreciate the objectives agreed to by CALM, i.e. that an assessment was to be made as

(

to whether ihe Ellenbrook area (in particular the wetlands) were significant and whether they were in good
condition. Both these objectives were achieved.

Context 7

Issue 7.1
The fact that the Ellenbrook woodlands Jre in good condition was recognised from the studies undertaken.
Whether or not they should be preserved md in what manner is a political decision which must take into
account overall community costs and values. TI1e community costs can be shown to be very high.

Issue 7.2
"Loss of this tvpe of vegetation ... 11 • What type - tbc wetlands or the woodlands? The proponent intends to
conserve a significant area of both the wetlands and woodlands and in respect to the wetlands ha<> actually
made a point of selecting the most diverse area. If the woodlands are referred to, then 15ha of this type

f2

included and Table 1 indicates that Banksia woodland!§_ reprt>sented in conservation areas elsewhere.

Context 8

Issue 8.1
Again this statement fails to appreciate:

o

the purpose and preliminary nature of the study; and

o

the fact that the PER findings correspond
above).

10

CALM's own conclusion (see comments under Issue 2.1

Context 9

Issue 9.1
Firstly, the study visually recognised dieback disease in the study area. CALM has asked why "proper
laboratory tests 11 were not conducted. The reply is - what would they achieve? If the disease is proven to be
present the bushland is:

o

endangered by the disease;

o

w?nld require a detailed disease management plan; and

o

operations in the area would include dieback controls as already recogulscd by the proponent.

On the other hand, if the disease was YQ1 proven to be present:

o

the bushland is still endangered by the disease, even if it is not present at the moment;

o

a detailed disease management plan would be required; and

o

operations in the area would include dieback control, as already recognised.

The detailed testing for the disease would therefore cost a considerable amount of money and achieve very
little.

Issue 9.2
Agree, except who is going to manage it if the proponent docs not?

Context 10

Issue 10.1
Ii is irrelevant whether 3 specimens or 300 specimens of Caladenia huege!ii were found in Sawpit Gully. Tne

point is that it was found and consequently the proponent has committed to the protection of the Sawpit Gully
area.

The biological study also highlighted the fact that because of similar habitat for Caladenia huegei£i being
_found in the wetlands, even though the speL"ies itself was not found, the possibility exists that it also occurs
there. This is one of the reasons why the wetland group of greatest diversity was chosen for reservation.

Context 11

Issue 11.1
This would need to be determined, in conjunction with CALM, when environmental management plans are
devised.

Issue 11.2

As above.

Context 12

Issue 12.1
The purpose of the

ecological~indicator

study was, as already stated several times, to find out if the area was

significant and in good condition. This was achieved. The recording of these additional species does not
alter events. Protection of the additional species would need to be addressed by CALM and the proponent

during preparation of environmental management plans.

Issue 12.2
We do not believe the flora survey was inadequate within the _ccmtext o_f its uumose. The potential for finding

"other DRF 1' is real. as would be expected. It should also be noted that none of the spedes listed by CAL.M
are DR-.F (Dedared Rare Flora); they are priority speLies.

2.2

FAUNA

Context 1

Issue l.l
o

The PER recognises the value of the area for a range of conser;ation matters. It proposes strategies
maximise their preservation within rhc limits of practical possibility. The processes involved would
be fadlitated greatly if CALM and other interested parties shared their information with the

proponents.

o

Comparison with Yanchep National Park data is dubious as Yanchep is located on
maritime-influenced Speanvood Formation (predominantly limestone) whereas Ellenbrook is on a
Darling Scarp influenced Bao;;;sendean Formation (predom.inantJy siliceous sand). If CALM considers
this comparison valid why is comparison of Ellen brook and Melaleuca Park vegetation not valid. At
least the latter are on the same geomorphic type and the vegetation cannot disperse over large areas in
the way that mobile fauna do.

o

T'n.e importance of any area £or fauna (inciuding Ellenbrook) wiil depend on habitat diversity and
condition. The purpose of the study wac;; to evaluate these a.o;;;pects.

Context 2

Issue 2.1

As noted in the PER, the Southern Brown Bandicoot is a very common species, occurring from near
Gerald ton to east of Esperance. The opinion has been expressed by CALM. CSIRO and the WA Museum
that the rarity of the species relates primarily to the Perth metropolitan area and that its addition to the rare
fauna lists puts the species in an inappropriate context. There is no denying that Southern Brown Bandicoot is
disa.ppe:tring from the Perth metropolitan area, but that area is primarily for dty development. Further, tbe
species must be tolerant of human activities in the vicinity, as it still occurs in Kings Park. The statement that
11

The [Ellenbrook] development will impact on its population and ability to survive by destroying large area..;;

of habitat and reducing the continuity of the present arean has a dubious ba<>is.

Issue 2.2
Agree. Such studic:; would

bt~

part of the

t~nvironmental

management plan prepared by the Proponents in

conjunction with CALM.

Issue 2.3
This statement is based on two presumptions:

o

the bandicoots are "concentrated 11 • The carrying capacity of the reserve would be determined by
studies done in conjunction with CALM, and would not be exceeded; and

o

the risk of disease could be reduced by isolation from adjacent popularions, not increased.

In the present Ellenbrook area, if disease did "break out 11 amongst Bandicoots the management of the disease

would be impossible. In an intensively managed 90ha reserve direct action (such as antibiotic treatments) may
well be a practical consideration. Such issues are, however, speculative at this stage of the proposal.

Context 3

Issue 3.1

r

A detailed faunal survey (say at least two seasons each year for three years as usually undertaken by CALM)
serves no purpose in this study. As stated several times, the purpose of the study was to identify significance
and condition of the vegetation (and thus, indirectly, the habitat). This was achieved.

Context 4

Issue 4.1
Same reply as Issue 3 .1.

Context 5

Issue

5~1

Same as Issue 3 .1.

Context 6

!ssue 6.1
Same as issue 3.1.
Coniext 7

Issue 7.1
It is of note that general invertebrate studies to 1he levd implied by the CALM submission have never been

undertaken an:rwhere in Western Australia. Studies at the level of spedes interactions such

:t'i

indicated in

Context 7 couid be undertaken but what would they achieve'? The area is either important or it is not and it
can either be managed or it cannot. Its importance has been recognised by the studies undertaken. Practical,

sustainable management options have been suggested.

Context 8

Issue 8.1
The assessment "many years ago" was, in fact, in 1988 and u?dertaken by CALM officers reputed to be
experts on the

Short~necked

Tortoise and its habitat. Recent research may well have provided new

information but the point remains that the proponents intend to reserve a variety of wetiand habitat and
adjacent woodland. If CALM wishes to examine these areas with a view to introduction of the Tortoise the
owners would be happy to discuss the proposition.

[

Issue 8.2
CALM officers who inspected the site in 1988 indicated that the wetlands and damplands were not suitable for
the Tortoise. The proponents accept this expert opinion.

Issue 8.3
An environmental management plan for the proposed reserve would be prepared, as previously indicated.

Whether this plan should include a "programme for the management and protection" of a species believed to
be absent requires discussion with CALM.

Context 9

Issue 9.1
How can 11 a paucity of surveys for fauna ... " indicate that 11 the area is significant for fauna ... 11 ? If this

comment intends to emphasise the importance of the area for fauna this is already expressed in the PER, based
on ecoiogica.l-indicator studies of habitat.

2.3

SIZE OF CONSERVATION

.A.R~A

Context 1

Issue 1.1
CALM's suggestion that the resources to manage a large area do not differ greatly from a smaller area are
accepted and were indicated in the PER. However. the cost for Government to purchase the area and
establish it differ substantially. as also indicated.

The statement that " ... it would be easier to manage a large area bounded by State Forest [on only one side]
than a small area within a development zonen is of interest. This is not the experience of CALM in other
areas. Further, the 90ha reserve would probably not be managed by CALM so the cost of doing so is not a
consideration.

Issue 1.2
It is uncertain how contiguity with State Forest would 11 reduce potential incursion of detrimental influences".
The State Forc_st only occurs on one of the four

~ides

<wd is a potential source of wildfire and feral animals.

A properly managed, fenced, oval (so as to reduce the boundary length) and comparatively isolated reserve
could be expected to have much more security than a larger unfenced (presumably), square (higher boundary
length) area contiguous with State Forest. The minimal development "upstream of the wetland" is
accommodated with the 90ha proposal.

Issue 1.3
Refer Issue 1.2. The comment in the PER that the larger area would degrade to a greater degree than the
smaller area is not in reJerence to boundary to area ratio. The indications are that the smaller area could be
intensively managed whereas the larger probably would not.

Context 2

Issue 2.1

The proponents consider thai both statements are true. Additionally it would be a gross waste of the resources
of both the proponent and the

v::~_rious

government agencies involved to consider cr:mservatiou options without

also taking into account the practic:t.l realities of establishing the proposed conservation areas. Tuc long term
viability of a conservation area is intimately !inked to ownership and management arrangements.

The statement in Context 2 indicates two scenarios which contradict CALM's comments in Context 1,
namely:
a

if the Government Joes not purchase the area !he land remains as private property and can be
developed by the owners in other ways; and

o

if CALM had control of the whole area it may not put a ranger on site. At the same time CALM
considers the area of outstanding significance and that a 90ha in[ensively managed reserve is
inadequate.

Issue 2.2
Refer to Issue 2.1. There is no provision in Western Australia law which provides for the ceding of
conservation reserve as part of a development proposal..

Context 3

Issue 3.1
This

optic~

(i.e. 950ha) is not included becau.se the land is private and the owners want to develop the area

for housing, not a private nature reserve. If this area were to be reserved the viability of the north east
corridor would be called into question with serious implications for land supply and pricing elsewhere in the

Metropolitan Area.

Issue 3.2
Emphasis is again placed on gradients and the Yanga and Southern River vegetation complexes. These issues
have been discussed in Section 2.1, Context 4, Issue 4.1 where it is pointed out that the small area of Yanga
complex which does occur ai Ellenbrook is degraded by stockgrazing.

Issue 3.3

Refer Issue 3 .1.

Issue 3.4

Refer 3.1 above.

The C ..\LM comment goes on

1o

say nA l<md swap involving degraded land (i.e. pine piautation) in return for

the 950ha of Ellen brook bushland must be actively pursued". This comment is of interest in that CALM
apparently considers pine plantation to be degraded land. The comment is also at vari:mce with a letter from

Ivfr Alex Errington of CAL?vf to the Executive Director of the Department of Planning and Urban

Development (CALM reference 833-2-21-83) and dated 23 July 1991 which says "As a matter of policy. this
department is opposed to proposals which

-~·m1ld_

re-sult

in_~

reduction in the total area of State Forese•.

2.4

WETLANDS/DAMPLANDS

Context 1

Issue 1.1
This issue will require resolution at Government level.

Comext 2

[

Issue 2.1

T'ue proponents recognise the

valu~:

of the 410 ha area and are in favour of its preservation, in accord with the

Australian Conservation Foundation. However no agreement ha.<> been_ able to be reached with government

regarding the acquisition of the site and a pragmatic approach, involving a 90 ha reserve has had to be
adopted.

With respect to isolation refer comments in Section 2.3, Context 1, Issue 1.2.

Issue 2.2
This implies that the proposed 90ha reserve includes only one wetland of one type. This is not correct as
clearly seen from the aerial photographs and information presented in Appendix A2 of the PER. The area
also contains two discrete and well-separated EPP wetland complexes as shown on Figure 10 of the PER.

Issue 2.3
Replication is achieved within ihe Reserve and within the region. The

de~,.ree

of n:plication is still likely to

be arguable regardless of how much additional data are collected.

Issue

2~-4

Agreed - and the reason the proposed reserve location and shape has been chosen.

Cqntext 3

Issue3.1
Yes- in the academic sense. In reality probably no because:

the landowner will not develop the area £or housing and so will probably use the land in some other

o

way; and
o

the larger area of bushland will not be intensively managed in the same way as the smaller area
would.

Context 4

Issue 4.1

[

The statement that the PER fails to assess the conservation value of the wetlands of the Sawpit Gully Area is
wrong. Not only was it recognised but the proponents committed to excluding the area from development and
preserving iL

Context 5

The current definition of EPP wetlands is that they contained free water on 1 December 1991. As arbitrary as
this definition is, it is currently used by the EPA for making very important decisions on wetland protection.

In the present study the separation was made on natural floristic assemblages. Appendix A2 of the PER
provides details.

2.5

AIR QUALITY

Issue 1
Increased urban development anywhere in the metropolitan area will cause the stated effects. This is an issue
which needs to be dealt with by the EPA and is not the responsibility of the developers of the Ellenbrook
l:md.

2.6

USE OF DEGRl-\DED LA.l"'-lTD

Issue 1
Refer to Section 2.3, Context 3, Tssue 3.4. Clearly CALM considers pine plantation to be degraded land
despite contrary statements in the letter referred to in the aforementioned section.

Issue 2
The proponents have proposed that the area of state forest be developed, this is only a small area in relation to
the total sitej it could not replace the development of the main site.

Issue 3
Nonetheless, the proponents of the Ellenbrook project have undertaken to develop their land. The landowners
in the "cleared :md degradedn Swan Valley and Bullsbrook areas have not made this undertaking. The areas

r

mentioned , Upper Swan w BuBsbrook, have not beeu identified as having urban potential by DPUD.
Ellenbrook has.

2.7

TOURISM/SCIENTIFIC/EDUCATIONAL VALUE

Context 1

Issue 1
The potentiai for tourism, sdentific and educational uses [of the Elicnbrook bushland] was not assessed
because, in accordance with DPUD and Government policies, the aim was to develop the majority of the area
for housing. Tuese aspects were, however, a major component of the possible m:n:w.gement scenarios for the
90ha reserve.

2.8

PLANNING

Context 1

Issue 1

The Multiplex land has not been inciuded in the PER ai the request of ·Multiplex who were acting on the
advice of DPUD and the EPA.

Context 2

Issue 2

National policies regarding internal migration are outside the scope of this PER. The need for development
of the North East Corridor has been firmly established by DPUD and government policy.

Context 3

[

Issue 3

DPUD has stated that up to 20% of future growth can be accommodated ihrough consolidation o£ existing
built up areas (Urban Expansion Policy and

~.1etrcpla.n),

the remainder must be accommodated in new

development areas. Higher density redevelopment of existing urban areas usually requires refurbishment of
infrastructure to increase capadty, this is usually more expensive than building new infrastructure.

Context 4

Issue 4

As in any developing area it is likely that rates will increase in time. The ba-;is of these increases will be
determined by the Valuer Generals Office and the Shire Council. The gradual development of parts of the NE
corridor will affect semi rural lifestyies.

Context 5

Issue 5

The employment generated directly by the development has been calculated at 1500 full time jobs for 15
years, rhe equivaleni, for example, of lifetime employment for 500 workerso This data is included in the PER

Report.

Context 6

Issue 6.1

The development will be designed to maximise local employment and thereby minimise external traveL
Increased traffic in surrounding areas is the responsibility of DPUD and the "tv!RD and discussions with these
agencies indicate no undue problems; detailed transportation planning for the north east corridor will be
conducted in conjunction with the development (by DPUD) of a structure plan for the corridor.

(

Context 7

Issue 7

Government Policy issues raised here are beyond the scope of this PER.

Context 8

Issue 8

Future urban development area.<:: have been identified by DPUD in the Urban Expansion Policy, Metroplan

and the Metropolitan Development Programme, the total area which has been defined will be inadequate to
meet future demand. Development of additional areas (e.g. pine plantation) will not avoid the need to
develop Ellenbrook.

Context 9

Issue 9
Agree in principle. providing:

o

':degraded'' iaud is available; and

o

it meet.;; the necessary planning, environmental and development requirements.

Context 10

Issue 10.1
Extensive public consultation was carried out during preparation of the PER, as detailed in the report.

2. 9

r

PER CONTENT

ContexU

Issue 1

A one page information sheet containing instructions to the public on how to make submissions was omitted
from the PER Report in error. The report was, however, advertised wideiy including a ma..i!out to

loc;:~J

residents. The large number of submissions received (732) indicates that this did not cause any problems. A
copy of the page is attached to this report as Appendix 2 for information.

Context 2

Issue 2

The commitments made are appropriate for the "PER at this stage, which is concerned with establishing the
overall viability of the site for urban development. Details will be resolved as the PER process is finalised

and management pl<ms are prepared. Public expenditure will not exceed, and will probably be iess than,
level.s of expenditure for other urban communities.

Context 3

Issue 3

A glossary of terms used in the report could have been included, this was not requesied by the EPA prior to
publication. Tne proponents consultants were available throughout the advertising period to respond to

queries.

Context 2

issue 2

Normal environmental controls for urban areas will control pestiddes and hydrocarbons.

'Context 3

Issue 3

The 410ha reserve option is rejected for reasons related to acquisition and management costs, loss of
community housing opportunities and increased pressure on housing land prices elsewhere. The lexia scheme
can be manipuiated to accommodate a variety of conservation

2.12

scenarios~

CONSTRUCf!ON

Context 1

Issue 1

Normal clearing and disposal techniques wiii be

us~;:tl

which may indudc fire. Removal of maierhl from the

site for disposal elsewhere would risk the spread of dieback disease.

BGM :IUillli211if).OOt-071 (DK:-4.'1-4191
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issue 8.1

On what assemblage or species composition data were the above statements hosed, as
one cannot draw such conclusionsfrom the data presented in the PER ?

Dieback
Context 9

Throughout the PER it mentions the likelihood of die back being present.

Issue 9.1

Given the E!lenbrook development is a 2.7 billion dollar project (Volume 1, Section
1.1 ), why didn't the proponent ensure proper laboratory tests were conducted to
confirm the existence of dieback?

Issue 9.2

Whilst is is possible that dieback may be present, it is not out q{ control, and could he
managed if addressed soon.

Appendix 2
Summary of submissions and responses by the proponents (water
quality and quantity)

Ellenbrook Public Environmental Review
Summary of submissions and responses by the proponent
(water quality and quantity)
There are two parts to this Appendix, part l is the Environmental Protection Authority's summary of
submissions and part 2 is the proponents response to the issues raised. The use of numbering for the
context and issue points will enable readers to relate a particular issue and the proponents response to
that issue.
The Authority has endeavoured to interpret the specific issues of concern from the context provided in
the subrnissiuns and wherever possiblej the submitterls own vvords have been used.

Water quality and quantity
Ground,vater
Groundwater quality
Context 1/Issue 1

The conclusion that changes to the Lexia and Mirrabooka borefields will be
negligible and can be rnaint.ained at a standard suitable for public water supply,

(p68 PER), is questionable. There is an absence of water q11ality discussion to
support the above mentioned conclusions with respect to the proposed Lexia
Scheme and a notable absence of discussion and/or conclusions regarding the
proposed East !v1irrabooka Schen1e (other than (t reference to the 'Niirrabooka
borefields'),

East Mirrabooka Scheme
Context 2

[f the State Forest area is developed there is a potential to impact on the 4uality of
groundwater of the proposed ?v1irrabooka Stage 3 extension.
Groundwater in the south-western corner of the proposed developn1ent area has a
strong sonth··easterly flow direction, ie towards so1ne of the future production
bores. This corner of the development does not require a sub-soil drainage system,
which n1eans that the majorily of urban drainage could be contained on-site and
disposed via evaporation and aquifer recharge. ln addition, the pump back scheme
to divert some clrainrwe water from the Northern Catchment to the Southern
Catchment could incr'ease the contaminate load in the aquifeL

issue 2

The risk olgroundwater contamination and the implications j(Jr the proposed East
Mirrahooka Scherne have not heen addressed in rhe PF.R.

Maintenance of existing water •·cgime in designated lakes
Context 3

The PER states that the urban development can be managed to produce negligible
changes to the water regime in the wetlands. The wetlands have been modelled in a
regional context, using recharge calculated on a 500metre grid with hydraulic
modelling on a sin1.ilar grid using a single iayer aquifer.

lssue3.1

A more refined model is needed to address wetland criteria and to desixn the subsoil drainaxe.

Management of nutrients m drainage
Phosphorus loading rates
Comext 4

An initial P loading rate in drainage of 0.6Rkg P/ha/annum was assumed on the
basis of anticipated population density and per capita estimates of P loads. This
was believed to be a conservative over-estimate of actual P loads. However, the
actual nutrient modelling results presented in Appendix B of the PER used a much
lower P loading rate of about 0.12 kg P/ha/annum, on the basis of a surface
drainage study conducted by the Water Authority, (H.T.H.Tan, 1991).

Issue 4.1

To estimate inputs of" nutrients from sewered residential areas it is better to use
housing denst:ty than people density, Depending on assumptions regarding
housefwid occupancy, size of lawns and gardens etc, the annual P loading for
urban areas could be su.bstanrially higher Than the O.(Jl9 kg estimated. As a
consequence the annual areal P loading ol0.61!kglhalannum could also be higher

issue 4.2

It would be more appropriate to select a range t!{loading rates in drainaxe water,
for the pwposes of modelling subsequent P reduction in detention basins/artificial
wetlands.

Issue 4.3

The P loading rate selected in the PER is the lovve:'j·t of the available e.vtbnates and
rherej"ore the modelling of'P reduction only presents the most optimistic result.

Issue 4.4

The PLJ? also./{1ils to explain why the modelled resultsj(;r the hixher loading rate
til 0.61! kg?/ ha are not presented, particularly when the PER notes that P export
rates in standard urban deve!opm.ent areas, are approximately 0.5kg P!halannwn,
(See Sun1.mary p())_

!ssw: 4.5

Are the P loading ratesj(Jr rhe Kardinya catchment comparable in terms of soil
types?

issue 4.6

The potenlialj(!r ofF site export ol nutrients via the groundwater has not been
t'JflP(jf"
'{P f,_,
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Issue 4.7

No site spec(fic estimate (:/gross nutrient loading has been atte;nptedfor the site.

Context 5

Improved drainage resulting from urbanisation would result in greater export of
nitrogen. Ellen Brook currently exports relatively little nitrogen. Most of the
nitrogen is apparently dentrified quite efficiently.

Issue 5.1

Why is phosphorus the only water quality param.eter that has been evaluated in !he

PEJU
!ssw! 5.2

Will improved drainage increase oxygenation and decrease dentrif"ication of"
nitrogen?

Issue 5.3

What are the implications ro Ellen Brook and the Swan River from these inaeosed
n_itrogen levels?

Sedimentation of par·ticulate phosphon1s
Context 6

The predictions of P reduction in the detention basins due to sedimentation were
b.ascd on the Vollenweidcr/OECD nutrient budget rnodel. The Vo11enweider n1odel
is calibrated on temperate, Northern Hemisphere lakes,

Issue 6.1

Is the Vollenweider model directly applicable to local conditions?

!ssue6.2

Why is there no discussion in the PER tojustify the use of this mode!? The
reference sited is not included in the reference list.

Issue 6.3

Is the Vollenweider model premised on conditions qf lower P concentration and
higher sediJnent loads than will occur at the Ellenbrouk site?

Context 7

Much of the P from areas of Bassendean sands (which comprise the majority of the
Eilenbrook site) is likely to be as orthophosphate. In this form, phosphorus in the
drainage waters would remain in solution unless reactive sediment was also
present. Such would not be likely within a Bassendean Sands environment. Rather
than being fixed in the detention ponds as suggested, P could in fact be taken up by
diatoms in the drainage water, transported elsewhere through drainage flow, and
released.

Issue 7.1

There has been no discussion in the
the particulate form.

Issue 7.2

What is the relative proportion of' the overall P reduction that is considered to be
achievable by sedimentation. What is the degree !J{confhience in the assumptions
maLfe?

Issue 7.3

Rather than being fixed in the detention ponds as suggested, could P he taken up
by diatoms in the drainage vvater, and transported elsewhere through the drainage
flow and released?

Context 8

The PER states that the proposed use of neutralised 'red mud' amendment to
enhance P adsorption within the drain<~ge detention basins will significantly
enhance fixation of this nutrient.

Issue 8 _j

The PER does not provide information regarding the size of the detention has ins
and rate of' 'red mud' application (both factors would have to relate to areal P
loading within the has ins), and on in. situ adsorption, especially during flow
periods.

issue 8.2

If the P loadinxs are higher !.han estim.ared in the PER, would greater quantities(?!'
red n1u.d be required?

P~"R

of' the overall P loading that is present in

Context 9/fssuc 9
Recent work indicates that there will not be any significant adsorption of
phosphorus by the red mud due to the relatively weak concentrations of
phosphorus.
Context 10

The subsurface soils of the Ellen Brook calchment already contain large quantities
of iron. Anoxic conditions in the suDerficiai aouifer cause lanie nuantitles of iron to
be discharged into Ellen Brook.
·
'
" '

Issue !0.!

Would anoxic conditions in the sediments suhstantial!y reduce the efficiency
iron oxides in red mud to adsorb pho,\]Jhate? What are the implications?

Context 11

Some of the proposed detention basins will retain water all year round and become
pern1anent \Vater bodies.

fssue 11.1

The proponent has not addressed rnanagcment of' these art(ficial wetlands with
respect to algae and midJ!,e problems. This should be addressed be.f(~re proceedinJ!,
with the development.

r1l the

Context 12

Issue 12 .I

Many basins will dry out in most years. In particular the proposed 15ha basin near
Gnangara Road will dry out leaving a large area of the landscape in an unsightly
condition. Deepening of the basins and landscaping may provide a compromise.

The aesthetic aspects of' the basins need to he addressed before proceeding with the

development.

Biological nutrient removal {BNR)
Context 13

The PER proposes that selected detention basins will be substantially vegetated to
form artificial wetlands. These wetlands will enable BNR to occur, in which
phosphorus uptake will be carried out by emergent macrophytes, algae and bacteria
in the sediments and algae/macrophytes floating in the water.

Issue 13.1

What assumptions are made in estimating the rates of'BNR! lnfimnation regarding
concentrations and area/loadings ofP and N in the detention basins, and the
processes hy "vvhich P when oxidized! is immobilized, are not provided in the PER.

Issue 13.2

What {s the relative proportion of' the overall P redunion that is considered to be
achievahle by RNR alone:; What is the degree oj'confidence in the assumptions

made?
Context 14

Vegetation harvesting offers some potential for the removal of N and P from the
drainage systen1.

ISSUP J4J

How rvou!d the vegetation be harvested?

Issue 14.2

What type of' vegetation would he established within the drainage system with a
view rofacilitating harvesting?

Issue 14.3

What are theN and P uptake ratesf(>r this vegetation?

Issue 1/f.-4

Plh.at will happen to horvested vegeiaJ[on?

Evaluation of phosphorus removal efficiency
Context 15

The water quality n1odellinL~. conduc1ed in the. PER predicts P ~~xport r:ltc~; to the
Sv.,'an River that represent P retnoval efficiencies of 7B-90o/r) in the proposed
detention basin/wetland drainage system.

Issue 15.1

These removal efficiencies are optimistic and largely U>Jsubstantiated, a more
conservative approach should be adopted.

Phosphorus export to the Swan River
Context 16

Phosphorous export to the Swan River is a primary concern. The upper reaches of
the Swan River already experience regular algal blooms of variable intensity, but
sufficient to cause intem1ittcnt nuisance effects. The severity of the blooms is
generally considered to be dependent on external nutrient inputs, although other
factors are important.

Issue ! 6. I

,l\jo direcr attention has been given to the current nutrient status of the Swan River
and the implications of' the Ellenbrook developmenr on nwrient loading to the Swan
River via Ellen Rrook.

Drainage
Context 17

The pumping of drainage base !1ows from the northern to the southern catchment is
opposed as it is contrary to drainage strategy. The reason given by the proponent is
insufficient to support snell a proposed change.

fssue 17.1

Should the option ofpumping baseflows from the northern to the sotllhern
mtdrmentnot be s--rqJported, how would this ef!'ect the drca)ulge strdtegy]Jroposed
in the PER? What changes would have to be made and what are the implications of
this for water quantity and quality management?

Context 18

To assist in water management, the proponent intends to increase the amount of
b'Toundwater available for puhlic and private bore abstraction.

Issue 18.1

Groundwater abstractionfbr the water supply can not be considered as a means of'
drainage as conswnption ;nay be mini;nal when drainage is required most.

Context 19/lssue 19 It is not clear whether Basin 45 on Saw Pit Gully takes into consideration its
natural catchment north of Maralla Road as it should.
Context 20

The impact on Ellen Brook would be negligible from a stonnwater input point of
view provided the discharge point from the southern catchment via Basin No.4()
were well clear of the confluence of Ellen Brook and the Swan River.

Issue 20.1

Where will the discharxe pointf'rom the southern r.atchmen.t via Basin No. 40 be
locared in relation to the confluence of' Ellen Brook and the Swan River?

Comext 21/lssue 21
Further discussion is neccssa~y with the local authority to detennine the extent
of main drainage. In tem1s of the overall water resources management functions in
the area, main drainage could be an essential element and this needs further
consideration.

Wetland surface drainage
Context 22

lt is understood that the proponent plans to insta1I an overi1ow pipe in the wetlands

to control high water levels.
issue 22.1

This may not be appropriare if the area becomes a conservmion reserve. High water
levels should be conrrolled hy good design of' the sub soil drainage in the acfjacent
urban area.

Sub-soil drainage
The proponent has rnoddled the irnpact of sub-soil drainage in the northern
catchn1cnr and has estimated that under average conditions 1.02 x 1o6kl will novv

into Ellen Brook.
Issue 23.1

This estimate seems low in comparison to existing sub-soil systems in the
m-etropolitan area.

Context 24/lssue 24 The proponent has not n1odclled sub---soil drainage in the eastern catchn1cnt
which has a large area of iow depth to water. Sub-soil drainage will be required

and needs to be designed and outflows modelled.
The proponent should be required to design the sub-soil drainage system so
Context 25/!ssue 25
that invet1levels are set no lower that the average peak winter groundwater levels.
This will ensure that the drainage system only operates during peak winter months
or as a result of high rainfall sequences. The proponent should also be required to
install flow and sample monitoring stations on the major drainage iines.

PARTZ

WATER QUALITY AND QUANTITY- RESPONSE TO EPA ISSUES
-cJ

Issue 1
The development is downgradient of the Lexia Scheme and thus would have no effect on the
quality of water abstracted from the up gradient bores. This has been acknowledged by the
Water Authority of W A in their response to EPA. Similarly, most of the proposed East
Mirrabooka Scheme would be unaffected by the development. Although one or two of the
proposed production bores for the East Mirrabooka scheme could be downgradient of the
south-western corner of the development, the quality of water from these bores is expected
to remain suitable for inclusion in the public water supply. The existing Gwe!up an.d
Mirrabooka groundwater schemes are located downgradient of substantial urban
developments. In operation for many years, these schemes have shown only minor water
quality deterioration, most notably slight increases in salinity. The water whlch is still
supplied from these schemes remains v.'ithin acceptable water quality standards.

Issue 2
The impact on the proposed East Mirrabooka Stage 3 extension would be minimal The most
significant water qu:llity impact would be a slight increase in salinity. The Water i\uthority of
WA has acknowleged this in their response to the EPA. The water quality of only one or two
of the proposed production bores would be affected by the development. The quality of
water supplied from these bores to the public scheme would remain within the NHMRC
guidelines for drinking water. Recharge sites accepting water from the proposed pumpback
scheme are downgradient of all public water supply bores and would therefore have no
deleterious effect on water quality from those bores.

!ssue 3.1
The 500m grid model is considered to be adequate for assessing whether or not there is an
impact on the wetlands and the likely magnitude of that impact. For the detailed design of
the urban development further work will need to be carried out to determine the locations
and invert levels of drainage pipes and channels. These will be located to restrict rise of the
groundwater table whlch would otherwise be much higher than the existing natural water
table levels. Tne annual variation in groundv;ater table ievei i.s generally about one metre
throughout the development area. The effect on the existing natural variations in
groundwater level will be minimised by installing drainage no lower than the existing average
year peak groundwater levels. The influence of urban groundwater rise on the wetlands v.rill
be restridt:d by che drainage system. There will be no formal drainage of the wetlands
themselves.

The Ellenbrook Development
Response to EPA

G B Hill & Partners Pty Ltd
Consulting Engineers

Issue 4.1
The fmal results presented in the report were not based on the 0.019kg1person/year estimate.
Although this rate was determined from Waterways Commission data it was considered (by
the EPA) that recent data obtained by the Water Authority of WA was more applicable to
the urban drainage proposed at Ellenbrook.
Initial predictions of the total annual phosphorus export rate used the 0.019kg estimate.
These predictions were presented informally to the EPA for comment. The Waterways
Commission data on which the estimates were made was from a large urban catchment
containing existing sewered and unsewered residential development as well as considerable
industrial development. At the request of officers of the EPA, the predictions were revised
using the data from the research carried out by the Water Authority. This data, representing
observations of phosphorus concentrations in first flush runoff events, were considered to be
conservative. The determined loads were applied on a land use area basis. By using the
management practices proposed for the development, the annual areal P loading will be well
below 0.68kg P!ha/annum.

Issue 4.2
This was done. The results presented in the PER represent the most likely outcomes.

Issue 4.3
The P loading rates adopted were not the lowest estimates available and do not represent the
most optimistic result. The rates used were appropriate for the local soil types and the land
uses proposed for the development. The rates were based on observed data from a
catchment of similar urban form, soil type and hydrologic characteristics. The rates adopted
were considered to be the most appropriate data set for the Ellen brook area.

Issue 4.4
The higher loading rate was inappropriate in the light of the drainage water quality study
carried out by the Water Authority. The proponents were advised by the EPA to nse this
more recent data in the assessment. With typical loading rates of 0.5kg P/ha/annum in
uncontrolled urban developments, it is reasonable to expect lower export rates for the
Ellenbrook development where best management practices will be used to minimise nutrient
transport.

Issue 4.5
There is very limited data available on urban catchments in Western Australia. The Kardinya
catch...--nent results were presented for comparison only because it was recognised that it was
an uncontrolled urban catchment for which the EPA had data. The catchment bad been
studied by the EPA and areal loading rates determined.

Issue 4.6
Observations carried out bv CSIRO in urban areas on Bassendean sands indicate the
4
dissolved phosphate levels ;;, groundwater to be very low (generally 0.01 mg P-P0 /L).
Similarly nitrate levels were also found to be low ( 0.6 mg1L) and nitrite very low ( 0.01 mgtL).
At this average concentration the total P exported by groundwater passing under the
dev~lopment would be less than 40 kg. By implementing the proposed management
practices for water management within the development, it is likely that the rates of P
exported in the groundwater will be even lower.
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Issue 6.3
The Vollenweider model has been adopted as the best widely accepted model for assessing P
reduction. The likely P concentrations at Ellenbrook are within the applicable range for the
model. Sediment loads in the drainage water will vary greatly from season to season and from
year to year. Ageing ofthe catchmentwill also affect the sediment pattide distribution and
therefore the load carried by the drainage system. In the detailed design phase, more explicit
modelling will be carried out to optimise characteristics of the the detention basins. It is
possible that even greater reductions of nutrients will be achieved than shown in the PER. It
must also be acknowleged that the Ellenbrook development is not simply a subdivision, it is a
complete town and its development will occur over a period of 15 to 25 years. Staged
implementation of the drainage scheme over this period will enable considerable opportunity
to monitor and more accurately model the actual lakes constructed. Adaptive management
of the scheme will enable further improvements in nutrient reduction through optimization of
the detention basins.

lssues 7.1, 7.2 & 7.3
The amount of P in the particulate form and the proportion of overall P reduction achievable
by sedimentation will vary depending on many factors including the age and density of
development. The work carried out for the PER adopts a generalised approach for the site.
The results from the analysis indicate 'order of magnitude" best estimates. It must be
acknowleged that the Ellenbrook development is not simply a subdivision, it is a complete
town and its development will occur over a period of 15 to 25 years. Staged implementation
of the drainage scheme over this period will enable considerable opportunity to monitor and
more accurately model the actual lakes constructed Adaptive management of the scheme
will enable further improvements in nutrient reduction through optimization of the detention
basins.

Issue 8.1
In the detailed design phase the detention basins w-ill be sized to suit the contributing
catchments. Nominal sizing of basins is included in Appendix5, Table 4.2. This method and
rate of 'red mud' application is proposed to be as described in the listed reference G B Hill
& Partners (1990). further detail will be determined in the detailed design phase.

Issue 8.2
Variations in the estimated P loadings will not affect the amounts of neutralised 'red mud'
amendment required for basin construction. However, the effective treatment lifespan of the
basins) sediments v.rill V3ry depending on P load. Once the uptake capacity of the sediments
has been reached, the sediments will need to be reamended with further modified red mud.
Accordingly the period before reamendment is required will vary depending on the P load.
It is expected that reamendment of the sediments with 'red mud' will be required, on
average, once every 20 years. The actual periods will be determined by monitoring. The
ongoing cost of basin reamendment will be allowed for in the funding for the project.

issue 9.
The red mud is primarily included in the basins to ad,orb nutrients and other pollutants from
the water in contact with the sediments. In particular the amended sediments will act to
remove pollutants from water infiltrating into the ground via the detention basins, so
providing protection of the groundwater. Other processes will also act in the basins to
,reduce outt1ow concentrations and loads. These processes include those of sedimentation
and biological nutrient removal (BNR). The basins are sized to prevent res!lSpension of
sediments by flushing flows.
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Issue 4.7
The assessment carried out for the PER was site specific. Estimates of the exported annual
loads from the three catchments are presented in Table 5.2.

Issue 5.1
Of the pollutants likely to be generated by the development, phosphorus is considered to be
the most important water quality parameter to assess and control as it has the greatest
potential impact on the receiving water bodies. Other parameters such as hydrocarbons and
pesticides are being more heavily controlled by legislation and pose less of a threat to the
environment at Eilenbrook. The levels of such pollutants exported from the development
area in tbe drainage water and groundwater are expected to be negligible.

Although some oxygenation may occur in the vicinity of recharge basins, any increase in
nitrogen transport will only be marginal. In the overall scheme, any increase in N load as a
result of increased oxygenation is likely to be much less than the error bounds in calculating
the total load.

Issue 5.3
In considering the overall scheme, any increased nitrogen levels resulting from decreased
denitrification in the soil are likely to have negligible effect on the Swan River and Ellen
Brook. Any such changes to the N loads would be insignificant when compared to the
existing total nutrient loads carried by these waterways.

!ssue 6.1
Although based on studies of lakes in the Northern Hemisphere, the Vollenweider model is
still regarded as the most applicable generalised model to use for local ronditions. Although
not an ideal model for assessing nutrient reduction, no generalised model is more widely
accepted. The model has been widely used in assessing conditions in a wide range and type
of water bodies in Western Australia.

Issue 6.2
Refer also to Issue 6.1 above. The reference cited should be included in the reference Jist as
follows:
Vollenweider, RA (1968). Scientific fundamentals of the
eutrophication of lakes and flowing waters, with particular
reference to nitrogen and phosphorus as factors in
eutrophication. Organisation for Economic Coopoeration
and Development, Directorate for Scientific Affairs, Paris,
DASICS116S.27.

r;---
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Issue 14.3
Uptake rates are dependent on the vegetation ultimately adopted. The study to date has
adopted relatively conservative uptake rates. More analysis will be carried out in the detailed
design phase. Implementation of the drainage scheme will he progressive over a period of 15
to 25 years With management (and staged design) adapted in response to monitoring.

Issue 14.4
Harvested vegetation Will be disposed of at an appropriate waste disposal site. The cost of
drainage system management Will be allowed for in the funding for the drainage system.

issue i5
There is considerable evidence that these and better removal efficiency's can and Will be
achieved. There is documentation both in Australia and overseas of effective P removal rates
·using this type of approach.

Issue 16.1
The estimated nutrient load to Ellen Brook and the Swan River is insignificant when
compared to existing total loads. The development will use best management practices to
minimise nutrient export to these water bodies.

Issue 17.1
The pumping of base flows is not fundamental to the strategy. It is presented as a means of
conserving water on the site and further lowering export water and nutrients to Ellen Brook.
The effects of including or excluding this option are presented in Appendix B, Table 5.2

Issue 18.1
Groundwater abstraction is not required as a means of drainage. The drainage system
proposed Wili function perfectly well without groundwater abstraction.

Issue 19
The proposed detention basin adjacent to Saw Pit Gully .,erves the development only, The
basin does not a.I1d should not det::1i11 flows from the rural catchment furt.lJ.er to the north.
The basin Ls located prior to discharge of drainage flows from the development area, If
detention of flows from the rural area to the north is required, such detention capacity should
be pro,ided within that area, prior to discharge into the proposed urban area. Flows from
the area to the north Will be allowed to pass unchanged through the urban area.

Issue 20.1
T'ne exact location of the discharge point will be determined in the design phase. It is
anticipated that discharge would occur immediately upstream of the confluence of Ellen
Brook with the Swan River. However the actual point of discharge is not critical to the
drainage scheme and can be adjusted to best suit site requirements and constraints.
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Issue 10.1

Any incremental effects resulting from such lower uptake efficiencies are considered to be
minimal when compared to the total loads and the toral reduction potentials of the detention
basins and the system as a whole. The use of filter materials, such as neutralised 'red mud',
to remove P has been demonstrated both here and overseas. Use of 'red mud' is considered
to be a best management practice for control of nutrients in drainage water.

Issue 11.1

Management of the artificial wetlands with respect to algae and midges has been investigated
by the proponents and has been found to be manageable. Of primary consideration are the
larger wetland type basins. These will be planted and managed to ecoll!'age growth and
expansion of emergent macrophytes throughout the wetland. The large buffer lake
proposed for the southern catchment will be surrounded by a planted buffer to minimise any
midge problems. The management of the wetlands; whJcb. is dependant on the urban
structure, will be addressed in detail once the urban structure is finilised. The PER
demonstrates the suitability for development. The detail required for management specifics
will come later as the development structure is finalised and more detailed design is
commenced.

Issue 12.1

These issues have been considered but are details that are not considered pertinent to this
stage of the process. None the less, considerable investigation of groundwater levels and
likely development levels for the buffer lake sites has been carried out A key objective of the
lake design will be to maintain vegetation throughout the drier periods of the year. With
annual groundwater variation in the area of about l m~tre, the Ialce '.viJ! be constructed with
varying depth to intercept the average year peak water level. Adaptive management of the
lakes, drainage system and catchment in response to the monitoring will ensure that the
primary functions of the scheme are being achieved.

Issues 13.1 & 13.2

The assumptions used are presented in Appendix B. Concentrations and loadings are based
on the relevant listed references. A Iarge number of calculations were CiiJried out in arriving
at the results presented in the PER. The catchment was modelled in some detail to estimate
nutrient uptake and determine likely exported loads. The proportions of P reduction are
presented in Appendix B of the PER. A simple factorial approach was adopted following
consultation with officers of EPA.

Issue 14.1

Again this is a detailed management issue. It is proposed to strip harvest the vegetation in the
drier months of the year, generally one third of the vegetation every three years. This
management cost will be allowed for in the funding agreements for the drainage system.

Issue 14.2
Depending on the site, vegetation could include varieties of bulrush and other macrophytes
both emergent and submerged, where appropriate. Priority would be given to species
occuring naturally in the area. Detailed design of the artificial wetlands will proceed in the
detailed design phase.
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Issue 21

The extent of main drainage is a matter to be resolved between Water Authority of WA and
the Local Authority. Functimtally there is no difference between main drainage and Local
Authority drainage. The major differences are administrative. These issues do not seem to
be relevant to tills PER. Technically and functionally the system can be constructed,
operated and maintained.

·Issue 22.1

This issue is not fundamental to the drainage strategy. The Authority managing the reserve
can address this issue as a management option. The drainage system in the development can
be designed to accommodate excess water from the wetlands if required.

issue 23. i
'Jhis estimate was carried out based on results from the Water Authority's PUVvDS
groundwater model. The estimate is site specific and considered to be the best-estimate for
the proposed development area.

!ssue 24
As assessment was made on the Eastern catchment based on results from the Northern
catchment which was modelled in some detail. The estimate is considered appropriate and
adequate for the pnrpose of this PER.

Issue 25

Subsoil drainage is proposed to be installed no lower than the average year peak groundwater
levels as stated. A monitoring program will be developed to ensure that the objectives of the
scheme are met. Staged huplementation of the drainage scheme will allow opportunity for

adaptive management in resporu;e to the results of the monitoring program. This will enable
further improvements in water conservation and nutrient management.
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PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW- ELLEN BROOK

1.

I

Introduction:
As a matter of policy, this Department is opposed to development projects
which would result in a reduction in the total area of State forest. This proposal
includes an area of approximately 180 hectares of State Forest No, 65, and in the
absence of any commitment to replace that area, the Department would be
However, the project managers have indicated a
firmly opposed to it.
preparedness to replace the are;1 required with alternative land, and this matter
will be pursued by CALM with the proponents.
The project managers have been advised that the Department of Conservation
and Land Management (CALM) will take no action on this matter prior to the
M.R.S. amendment issue being determined. My comments to the Department of
Planning and Urban Development dated 23 July 1991 are attached for your
information. Issues which need to be addressed include fire risk. inconvenience
to neighbours, gas main and historical sire,
The State forest is vested in the Lands and Forest Commission, a statutory body
established under the CALM Act. Commission members have been briefed on
the proposal.
State forest cannot be included in the Ellen Brook proposal without the approval
of both Houses of Parliament Currently this area of State forest is located over
a Priority I groundwater resource. CALM has been instructed that while this
area remains as Priority 1, no action be taken in respect of excision from State
forest. Amendment of the Priority I area boundary requires the approval of the
Minister for Water Resources.
CALM has also been advised verbally by Mr Copley of Mt Lawley Pty Ltd that
he is no longer a party to this proposaL l understand that he may also have
fonnally advised the Shire and the Department of Pianning; and Urban
Development of this.
-

57574 -.

2.

Vegetation:
The area of land in question is large and straddles a major change-over zone on the
Swan Coastal Plain, from the sandy Bassendean soils to the heavier fluviatile soils of
the eastern side of the plain. One would therefore expect a comprehensive document
with detailed information on flora and fauna, together -with a meaningful discussion of
the conservation value of the land in a regional context. However, the data and
discussion are inadequate for the assessment of such an important area. Much of the
area consists of the Southern River and Yanga vegetation complexes as mapped by
Heddle et al. These two complexes were 91% cleared in 1986, and are only poorly
represented in conservation reserves. This is particularly so for the Yanga. of which
less than 1% is contained in conservation reserves. The PER does not address such
considerations.
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on p.44 it is stated that "there are no assemblages of species which are recognized as
being particularly unusual" and "species composition and structure of the Banksia
woodlands is very similar to that ... at Melaleuca Park ... ". CALM is not aware of any
assemblage or species composition data on which to base such statements and one
cannot draw such conclusions from the data presented in the PER. However, from what
is known, one would predict the opposite, ie: one would expect significant differences
in floristic composition between the study area, Melaleuca Park and Whiteman Park,
and species assemblages known from elsewhere. As an example, over 300 flowering
plant species are known from the study area, and examination of the relevant lists
indicates at least a 30% difference from Whiteman Park. Assemblage data, would be
expected to reveal numerous differences betw'2en these areas. Data from nearby State
forest 65 and Melaleuca Park show that 100m quadrats contain 34-70 flowering olant
species and it is likely that the Ellen Brook area is similarly species rich, de.spite
statements made in the PER concerning floristic richness of this region.

In Section 6.2.3 the comment is made that those vegetation communities with
conservation significance in the project area are associated with the wetland in the north
west corner. The recommended reserve area includes very little vegetation other than
the actual wetland area.
However, the banksia woodlands are also regarded by CALM as being of significant
conservation value. They are acknowledged as being in good condition in the PER, and
provide an opportunity to conserve a relatively undisturbed area of this vegetation type.
The preservation of some of the banksia woodland community would also enhance the
nature conservation value of the wetland area being proposed for reservation. Elements
of the fauna of the area are dependent on the different vegetation structures for habitat
and food resources. The preservation of single community types may cause the loss of
certain species of fauna that require a diversity of vegetation. Data on such associations
have not been presented in the PER. The preservation of areas of the woodland would
also facilitate the preservation of some of the Priority Flora that has been identified for
the area.

3.

Declared Rare and Priority Flora:
The declared rare flora that might be expected to occur in this area are orchids and
ephemeral water plants. These species can only be found or identified at specific times
of the year due to their dormancy over the summer.

The botanical survey was for predetermined species of interest that could occur in the
area. There was thus no apparent attempt to assess the flora of the area for other species
of interest. As a result the report does not provide a general flora list for the area from
which an indication of survey intensity can be made.
It should be noted that the declared rare and priority lists change as our knowledge
improves, both being updated at least on an annual basis. For example the 1989 DRF
list used by the consultants as the basis for their survey has been amended twice prior to
the preparation of this PER.
The fact that the consultants had to re-survev the area due to the addition of <neci'" of
flora (Dryandra mimica) and fauna (Southern Brown Bandicoot) to the- re;pe~ti~~-list~
of Gazetted rare species indicates that the initial surveys were directed only at specific
target species.
Declared Rare Flora
37 plants of the declared rare flora, Ca/adenia huegelii, were recorded from Sawpit
Gully which is a flooded gum community in the north east corner.
The presence of at least 37 plants of this species at this site represents a significant
(31%) proportion of the known plants in the metropolitan area. Their preservation
would thus be a major contribution to the conservation of this species in its northern
(metropolitan) range.
It was stated in the methodology that the Sawpit area was examined in detail
(structurally and floristically), vet the DRF Ca/adenia huel!elii was onlv discovereri in
this area when the consultants "were specifically asked to s'i:arch for thi~ species- ag~in,
which was after the optimum season for finding this species.
"Whilst no rare or endangered
The comment is made on Page 4 of the Summary:
species of flora have been found on the bulk of the site .......... A rare orchid exists in
small areas in the north east of the site ..... "
In the text the assumption is stated that while the DRF Ca/adenia huege/ii appears to be
restricted to Sawpit Gully, it may also occur in or near the wetlands. This is founded on
the basis of suitable habitat, which is the banksia woodland (as stated in Table 1 of the
consultant's report).
This demonstrates the inadequacy of the flora survey. This
species mav be found to occur over a .greater portion of the project area. if orooerlv
surveyed at the correct time of the year. ·
· •
· · · '
There is generalised reference (page 60) to protection of the C. huegelii population by
incorporating it in Public Open Space etc, but this is contradictory to the comment on
page 59 relating to this drainage system, where reference is made to the potential for the
development to affect the drainage system of Sawpit Gully. The proposal to protect this
area is further defined on page 73, and would need to be properly overseen by CALM
in the planning stages.

Ca/adenia huege!ii - Declared Rare Flora.
Populations are known from Yallingup, Dunsborough, Busselton, Bullsbrook and
several sites within the Metropolitan area. Some populations occur on conservation
reserves, road reserves and WA Water Authority reserves with many small
populations on private land in the lv1etropoiitan urea.

A summary of Caladenia huegelii population details is tabulated below and illustrates
the vulnerability of this species and the importance of the Sawpit Gully population.
Land Status

Nature Reserve/
National Park
State forest
Shire Reserve
Other Crown
Reserve
MRD Road Verge
Shire Road Verge
Private Property

Metrooolitan Area
No. of
No. of
Pooulations
Plants

Non Metropolitan Area
No. of
No. of
Pooulations
Plants

2

0
0

0
0

1

49

2

2

1

'1

2
0

u

!
10

0

1

'l

67

J2

2.

119

.3.00
ill

1
1

g

10
10

5
A
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(The two non-metropolitan populations totalling 300 plants are on the coast south of
Pemberton)
Priority Flora:
The only reference in the PER to priority species in the project area, is to Conostephium
minus and Cartonema philydroides. The consultant's report also refers to Restio
stenostachys (page 3) found outside of the proposed reserve area.
As stated elsewhere, the low level of survey activity, and the specific intent of this
work, has resulted in very poor coverage of species on the priority list.
The Ellen Brook Conservation Group have found populations of eleven priority species
(confirmed by a CALM botanist) in many parts of the survey area, further
demonstrating the inadequacy of the data presented for environmental assessment.
Details of those eleven Priority Flora are:

Amhotiumjunciforme - Priority Three Species.
Populations are known from Wattie Grove, Midland, Bayswater, Serpentine,
Cannington, Kelmscott and Busselton.
~v1etropolitan populations occur either on private land or road/railway reserves. One
population, consisting of 162 plants, occurs on the proposed Brixton Street reserve.

Aotus cordifolia- Priority Three Species
Populations known from Red Hill, Byford and Witchcliffe. Early Herbarium
records also detail population at Bayswater, Jandakot and Guildford, however no
recent records exist for these areas.
Cartonema philydroides - Priority Three Species"
Populations are known from Collie, Busselton, Kalbarri, Harvey and Perth
Metropolitan.
Largest populations occur at Collie with 5,000+ plants at Eaton Townsite Reserve
and one population of 2,500 plants on private land.

The species also occurs on two nature reserves within the Swan Region and a
significant population (600+ plants) exists at Lake Joondalup.

Cassytha micrantha- Priority Three Species
Populations are known from the Esperance and Badgebup areas. A small
population consisting of 10+ plants has been recently found at Windy Harbour.
Conostephium minus - Priority Three Species.
Populations are known from Cataby, Gin Gin, Bulls brook, Gnangara, Guildford and
Belmont. Most of the Metropolitan populations occur on private land in small
numbers with two small populations consisting of 12 and 32 plants, on
Commonwealth land at Kewdale.

One population has been found in an area of State forest in Wanneroo and
indications are that it is "quite widespread in the area". No population numbers are
available for the State forest population.

Daviesia physodes - Priority Two Species.
Populations are known from Muchea, Bindi Bindi and Berry Brow Road Nature
Reserve. No specific population data are available except for the population on the
Ellen Brook Estate. A repon recently submitted by a Consultant Botanist
recommends retention as a Priority Two Species.
Gonocarpus pithyoides - Priority Three Species.
Populations are known from Fremantle, Yanchep, York, Bullsbrook and Gin Gin.
Metropolitan populations are located mainly on private land or MRD road reserves.
One small population (30+ plants) occurs on a W.11.. \Vater Authority Reserve ru:1d
one larger population (100+ plants) on a metropolitan golf course reserve. A
significant population (of 400 plants) occurs on the University of WA reserve at
Ken wick.

Macarthuria apera!a- Priority Two Species
Populations are known from Regans Ford, Jurien Bay and Watheroo National Park.
The species was also found on the Badgingmn National Park during the recent t1ora
survey, by CALM, of the Moora District.
Philydrella drummondii - Priority Three Species.
Populations are known from Bayswater, Guildford, Chidlow, Helena Valley,
Piniarra and Pal2:aiTun_ The maiority of plants occur in the Metropolitan area as
small population"~ (a~erage = 20 plants) on private land or road reserves. One
population, consisting of 20+ plants, occurs on the University of WA reserve at
Ken wick.
Restio srenostachys - Priority Three Species.
Reasonably widespread, known from Badgingarra and the Gingin, Muchea and
Bul!sbrook area north of Penh but is more restricted south of Penh. Uncommon in
the metropolitan area but present on several nature reserves.
Stylidium wricularioides - Priority Three Species.
This species is found in small populations from Gnangara to Pinjarra on the coastal
plain, and on the adjacent scarp. Several thousand plants have been recorded at the
Brixton Street proposed nature reserve site. Most of the known sites are threatened
by development. Two populations occur in State forest, and one on the University
of W A reserve at Kenwick.

'

'

'

In summary, based on the information available, the Ellen Brook Estate does not appear
to have unique flora, in that each of the priority species present on it is represented at
several other sites. What is valuable about this site however is that it has a wide range
of the species that are restricted to the Swan Coastal Plain, and poorly represented on
conservation reserves. These species are under threat from development, and will
eventually become endangered if not adequately represented in the conservation estate.
The protection of a number of these species at this site would assist in the long-term
conservation of these species.
4.

Fauna:
The information presented in the PER is not sufficient to adequately address the impact
of the proposal on fauna values. The area is of some regional significance and should
be subject to a detailed fauna survey before any development is allowed to proceed.
However, no fauna work has been ca.,'Tied out, and there are no data from which io
confidently extrapolate, despite claims to the contrary in the PER.
Several points are worth noting. Various amateur herpetologists have recently recorded
36 reptile and amphibian species in the study area during a very brief survey (based on
advice from the W A Museum to CALM). This compares with the number (44) known
from Yanchep National Park (the nearest comparable area for which data exist), and for
which there is a long history of data collection including two detailed surveys. The
Ellen Brook area is therefore of significance above that claimed in the PER. It is likely,
given its size and condition that the area is also significant for other animal groups. No
systematic mammal survey has been carried out but, despite what is stated in the PER,
the Southern Brown Bandicoot (a Gazetted rare species) is known from the study area.
Prior to any commitment to relocate Southern Brown Bandicoots to the proposed 90ha
reserve area as suggested by the PER, there would need to be an assessment of available
habitat to detennine the number of animals that can be accommodated, and an
evaluation of the viability of such a population. The existing population in that area
then needs to be assessed before an estimate can be made of how many anirnals could
be effectively relocated.
Because of the proximity of this area to the Ellen Brook Nature Reserve and Twin
Swamps Nature Reserve, CALM has been asked whether the wetlands might contain
suitable habitat for the Western Swamp Tortoise, a declared rare species which now
only occurs on the Ellen Brook Nature Reserve, but was previously known to also occur
on Twin Swamps Nature Reserve.
This area contains epherneral wetlands surrounded by deep sand vegetated with Banksia
woodlands. Most of the wetland appears to contain only very shallow water, probably
for only a few months of the year. Some areas that are deeper are vegetated with
paperbark (Melaleuca) trees and have a fairly dense layer of sedges covering the
ground. Based on its knowledge of the conditions which exist in the Ellen Brook and
Twin Swamps reserves, CALM does not believe this area contains good habitat for the
Wesrern Swamp Tortoise, the swamps being either too shallow and/or too heavily
vegetated. The area may have once contained some tortoises, but the likelihood of any
being there now is very low. To further investigare their possible present occurrence, it
would be necessary for funds to be provided for a pit-trapping exercise during the
winter, spring and early summer.

If the area became available as a nature reserve, it could be considered as a trial release
site for Western Swamp Tortoises, but before this could be assessed much more
information would be necessary, eg, on depth and period of standing water, soils,
swamp invertebrate life and biomass, and quality of aestivating habitat. The area would
also have to be fenced with a fox-proof fence and CALM would need considerable
funds for the construction and maintenance of the fence and for the management of the
area.

At present, such work would not be given a high priority by the Western Swamp
Tortoise Recovery Team, which is carrying out captive breeding for a re-introduction
project at Twin Swamps Nature Reserve. This project will use all available tortoises
from the captive breeding project at Perth Zoo for many years. This project is also very
expensive and we do not at present have sufficient funds to complete it. If the project is
successful, it is likely that another area will be sought for Western Swamp Tortoise
introduction, but not for several years.
Finally, there has been no assessment of the area's significance for birds. It is known
that a number of woodland birds including the Rufous Tree Creeper and Western
Yellow Robin, have virtually disappeared from the Swan Coastal Plain following
clearing and fragmentation of woodland and scrub habitats. What little is known of the
birds of the study area suggests that it supports other species which depend upon largely
unmodified woodland, wetland and heath communities, and which are becoming
increasingly rare on the Swan Coastal Plain.
In a regional context, such a large remnant of uncleared land may well provide an
important stepping stone for movement of birds between the forests of the Darling
Scarp and other larger areas, such as Whiteman Park and Yanchep.

5.

Wetlands:
Discussion of the wetlands in the PER seems to suggest that they are of regional
significance, yet inadequate measures are proposed for reservation of all significant
wetland types.
On page 33 it is stated that the loss of wetlands with conservation value will be a
negative effect of the development in its proposed form, while the preservation of a
quality wetland will be an asset. The retention of a larger wetland area would provide a
more viable conservation reserve in the longer tem1.
Page 41: The wetlands in the nonh-west comer are acknowledged as being of
significance, and are in ne:1r-pristine condition. The proposal to reserve 90ha seeks to
conserve one main lake, with little buffer. There is thus no replication which would
enhance the biological values, plus provide greater scope for preserving an example of
these wetlands should an unforeseen factor affect one wetland.
This is funher supported on page 42 where it is stated that the detailed analysis of the
wetlands showed them to be floristically heterogeneous, and hence different to each
other, Repiication of wetlands being conserved is thus necessary to provide for the
conservation of diversity in the area.
The protection and ecological viability of reserved wetlands will be difficult to maintain
unless reserves include surrounding banksia woodland to buffer the wetland system
from development, and extend and secure fauna habitat values of the wetland systems.

.-,\
1.

Reserved Area:
The preferred option for reservation of the wetlands, out of those presented, is scenario
3, which includes the major wetland areas plus areas of banksia woodland, in a
consolidated management area. Scenario 3 provides for the conservation of most of the
vegetation/landform/soil system types. The exception is the Yanga, present in the
eastern section. This may, however, be reserved in association with the Caladenia
huegelii area (although the nature of this vegetation type was not given in the
consultant's report).
In reference to the orooonent's recommendation to conserve 90ha out of the 410ha of
wetlands (Scenario 4), ~the comment is made that it has been concluded that resources
would not be available to effectively manage such a large area in the long term. The
resources to manage one large area are not necessarily different to a smaller area. The
critical factors are the shape and boundary area, and the quality of the vegetation. For
example, it would be easier to manage a larger area bounded by State forest than a
smaller area within a development zone.

The proposed 90ha reservation area is bounded by proposed development, as it is not
located onto the adjacent (western) boundary of the proposed development area. The
reserve area should at !east be located onto the boundary with the adjacent State forest
to reduced potential incursion of detrimental influences. Such a strategy would also
support the statement on page 58 that minimal development is proposed upstream of the
wetlands.
The perimeter-to-area ratio of the smaller area is much greater, and the smaller size
means that any impact would affect a greater percentage of the area. The larger area
would provide a buffer that will act to preserve the integrity of the core area for
conservation. Thus the comment on page 74 that the larger area would degrade to a
greater degree than the smaller (90ha) area is considered to be false.
On page 74 it is stated that the establishment and management costs are similar for
scenarios 3 and 4 (contradicting the previous argument on page 5 for greater
management costs for larger areas). The difference is given as the acquisition cost.
This depends on the mode of acquisition as to whether it is purchased, or ceded as
conservation reserve as part of the development proposal.
Costs associated with the reservation of areas are based on two premises:
l.

That Government would have to purchase the area; and

2.

That CALM would require a ranger on-site.

Neither of these premises are necessarily true, and need not be considered when
deciding on what area it would be appropriate to reserve. The reservation should be
assessed on conservation values, and long-term viability
Finally, it is proposed in the PER to reserve the 90ha for Parks and Recreation. TI1is
will not provide the necessary protection for such a fragile area. The preferred option
would be to reserve any conservation area as a nature reserve under CALM
management.

Conclusions:
The Ellen Brook area contains a high quality representation of the wetland and banksia
communities of the northern coastal plain. The communities are not unique, although their
heterogeneity and relatively unmodified nature is recognised. Reservation of these areas
would benefit nature conservation at the community level, and also preserve a range of
declared rare and priority flora and fauna that are characteristic of the coastal plain, but which
are becoming increasingly uncommon and are poorly protected in conservation reserves.
The long-term value of any reservation in this area is dependant on the area being large
enough to be self sustaining, positioned in an appropriate location to minimise external
impacts~ and have the diversity of vegetation types to maximise fauna habitat and L1e

presence of rare or priority flora.

Syd Shea
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
15 June 1992
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MAJOR M.R.S. AMENDMENT • EI.LENBROOK

l am sorry for the delay in responding to your memo dated 15 March 1991.
As a matter of policy, this Department is opposed to proposals which would
result in a reduction in the total area of State forest This proposal includes an
area of approximately 180 hectares of State Forest No. 65, and in the absence
ot any commitment to replace that area, the Department would be firmly
. opposed to 1t
However, the project managers have indicated a
preparedness to ieplace the area required with alternative land, and this
removes one major obstacle which would otherwise exist
As background, the portion of State Forest No. 65 included in the proposal
contains Pinus pinaster ranging in age from some of the earliest plantings in
this St'"te (1926) to r.vo areas ui second rotation (i 961 & 1964)"
State Forest No. 65 was dedicated in i 959 specifically for pine production
purposes.

In the late 1960's the then Metropolitan Water Authority commenced usage of
the ground water below the pines. The water reserve was gazetted in 1979.
This aquifier now supplies 50% of Perth's water, and as a consequence, the
pine forest is managed as far as is practical in accordance with WAWA's
needs. This Involves malrrt-aining the number of trees pei hectare at no more
than will utilise rainfall at the same rate as woufd have the original native
vegetation. Any premature ciearfelling inhibits t~e capacity for t"le pre""rerred
thinning.
·
The Gnangara Mound Technical Advisory Committee convened by the Wmer
Resourcss Council is opposed to any clearing of the forest above the mound
for development or increased usage which could resutt in reduced catchment
value. However, t'lat aspect is primarily WAWA's responsibility and I expect
that WAWA will have addressed tl-tat matter in its response to you.
ZONING PROPOSAL
The present zoning (State Fore-sts) is appropriate for the 180 hectares of
State Forest No. 65.
However, should t'1e Government approve the
El!enbrook Project, amendmerrts to the zoning to allow residential
development will obviously be required.

DEVELOPMENT/SUBDIVISION CONCEPT
In discussions With the project managers we have outJined a number of
issues/problems which they will have to address.
(i)

Fire Risk

As a general rule, the Bush Fires Board and this Department are opposed to
the establishment of new subdivisions within one kilometre of broadscale

plantations. Although this part of the plantation is regularly burned as a fuel
reduction measure and the risk of a fire endangering neighbouring propeity is
low, there will be a need to protect second rotation planting from burning or
wildfires for a decade or so, during which t'lere would be a high risk of fire
entering the plantation from an adJacent high density housing estate.

(ii)

Inconvenience to Neighbou:-s

There is aG inconvenience factor for neighbours living close to an operating
commercia! plantation. Prescribed burning must be undertaken to protect the
plantation. Also at times of thinning and logging there is noise and heavy
vehicle activity. There is also the visual impact of the har.-ested area All
these activfties can be an inconvenience to neighbours.

(iii)

Gas Main

As you are no doubt aware, a major gas main runs through portion of the
State forest in question. This obviously Will need to be allowed for in the
design of the subdMsion.
(iv)

Historical Site

This segment of State forest contains a historical mil! srte and 25 hectares of
some of t'1e earliest pine plantings in t'le State. These pines are intended to
be retained for the duration of their natural lives. (The project managers have
indicated that it should be possible to cater fur t'1is area within the public open
space requirements).

A final point which should be noted is that State forest is vested in the Lands
and Forest CommiS-sion, a statutory body established under the Conservation
and Land Management Act 1984. Commission members have been briefed
in respect of the proposal and the Commission intends to fuit'le; discuss this
matter at a meeting to be held in August

forSyd Shea
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
23 July 1991
AGE;rc

Appendix 4
The Water Authority of Western Australia's submission
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ELLENBROOK REZONING PROPOSAL (551)
PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
I refer to your letter of 14 April 1992 and 9 June 1992.
The Water Authority of Western Australia offers the following
comments on the above proposal:
WATER
The comments relating to water supply matters on pages 61 and
62 o£ Volume 1 of the PER are generally consistent with the
proposed supply concept.
However two omissions that warrant comment are:
for supply in excess of 3000 lots it is necessary 1:0
commence the staged construction of the permanent Lexia
Groundwater Treatment Plant.
land above 50-60 metres depending upon distance from the
proposed Gnangara Reservoir will require a high level
supply from an elevated tank to be located on high ground
(R~L~ 73m), south-west of the existing Vines summit tank.
The option on boosting to overcome the visual impact is not
viable given the size and spatial distribution of high
ground.
It can be assumed the Authority would construct a
"champagne glass" or similar shaped tank to lessen the
visual impact.
The funding for the additional water supply works required over
and above normal subdivision r-equirements to supply this
non-frontal area have not been concluded.
The area of land to
be serviced included in the negotiations differs from that
shown in figure 1 of vol 2 of the PER in that it covers
Multiplex land but does not include land south of Gnangara

,c·.--r
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Road.
The reduced area in figure 1 could have a significant
effect on the sharing of the costs and the funding package.
SEWERAGE
The PER report adequately addresses the sewerage requirements
(refer to clause 7.13.2) for the medium term.
The long term
outlet for the sewerage will be the proposed Alkimos Wastewater
Treatment Plant.
Negotiations for funding the sewerage requirements have reached
a similar stage to the water supply.
These could still take
some time to be resolved.
DRAINAGE
The proposal will not have any impact on the quantity of flow
in Ellen Brook or the Swan River~
However; control on the
quality of drainage waters entering these waterways is of
paramount importance. Control would be achieved by:
i)

a shallow (lm or less) open drainage system;

ii)

sub surface drainage in areas where the existing
groundwater is no less than 1.5m from natural surface;

iii) the retention of Saw Pit Gully together with its
fringing vegetation;
iv)

where sub surface drainage is used the level of the
system is to be no lower than the average peak winter
groundwater levels or a higher level recommended by the
Consultant.

v)

adequately sized Pollution Control Ponds are to be
provided at the lower end of the drainage systems,
prior to the discharge into Ellen Brook or the Swan
River.

Although it would appear the consultant has incorporated all of
the above considerations in the proposal, it is recommended
that these points be reiterated when advising the proponents~

'

The proposal by the consultant to amend the soil at the bottom
of the major basins with red mud is not supported.
The
Authority does not believe there will be any significant
a~~orption of phosphorus by the red mud due to the relatively
weak concentrations of phosphorus as compared to sewerage
effluent where the application of red mud would be beneficial.
The provision of 1naj or basins in the proposal for the primary
purpose of removing pollutants from drainage waters is
supported provided these basins are sized and designed
adequately.

r
The setting up of an Environmental Management Programme to
monitor water quality exported from the development area is
supported but the degree of involvement by the Authority in
this programme is subject to negotiation.
The pumping of drainage base flows from the Northern to the
Southern Catchment is contrary to the Authority's drainage
strategy and is opposed.
The reason given by the proponent is
insufficient to support such a proposed change.
Groundwater abstraction for the water supply can not be
considered as a means of drainage as consumption may be minimal
when drainage is required most.
Although provision appears to have been made to contain and
retard the stormwater as much as practicable within the
catchment this cannot be confirmed without access to an
operation model.

Whilst final details may be sorted out at the design stage,
some important points need to be mentioned now:
1.

It is not clear whether Basin 45 on Saw Pit Gully takes
into consideration its natural catchment north of Maralla
Road as it should.

2.

The impact on Ellen Brook would be negligible from a
stormwater input point of view provided the discharge point
from the southern catchment via Basin No.40 were well clear
of the confluence of Ellen Brook and the Swan River.

3.

Further discussion is necessary with the local authority to
determine the extent of main drainage.
In terms of the
overall Water Resources management functions in the area
main drainage could be an essential element and this needs
further consideration~

GROUNDWATER
The proponent has used the PUWBS groundwater model on lease
from the Water Authority to estimate the impacts of the urban
development on the groundwater system.
Further information was
requested on specific model runs and was provided by tho
proponent.
1.

Maintenance of existing water regime in designated lakes

The proponent has estimated that the urbanisation (with 400ha
wetland) with associated soil drainage will result in a rise in
the water table at the NE wetland of about l.lm under average
conditions.
The inclusion of the proponent's temporary
groundwater scheme (three bores) results in a net fall of about
0.15m in the wetland water levels under average conditions.

r
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Reducing the area of wetland to 90ha does not change the
impacts significantly because most of the area in question is
proposed to be drained with sub-soil drainage.
The net effect of urbanisation and the temporary groundwater
scheme on wetland water levels under average conditions is an
approximate balance ie, the rise in water levels caused by
urban recharge is counter balanced by a fall in water levels
through abstraction by the groundwater scheme.

a

The wetland has been modelled in
regional context and the
results need to be considered on the understanding that
recharge is calculated on a 500m grid and that hydraulic
modelling is on a similar grid using a single layer aquifer.
While the model is considered to be appropriate for assessment
on a regional basis, a more refined model will need to be
established to addressed wetland criteria and to design the
sub-soil drainage.
It is suggested that the proponent be required to modify the
groundwater model to include a t~aJO layer aquifer system \-·lhich
will more accurately model the surface water and groundwater
interaction in the wetland.
In addition, that the hydraulic
grid be aligned with the wetland features to better define
local flow.
This groundwater model could then be used to design the
sub-soil drainage system and the location of the temporary
groundwater scheme under different climatic scenarios to meet
wetland criteria.
Wetland criteria should be established to set maximum and
minimum water levels on the eastern boundary of the wetland.
The two monitoring bores (EL4 and EL5) installed by the
consultants would be suitable monitoring points at which water
level criteria could be established.
The Water Authority has reviewed water level and aerial photo
records in the area and has estimated that the maximum
historical water level at EL4 and EL5 is about 47.8m AHD. At
this level significant parts of the wetland would hold surface
The minimum

level is difficult to estimate and would best be calculated by
running the revised groundwater model through historical
rainfall and selecting the lowest record.
Provided that open
drains are shallow and that subsurface drains are at the
maximum winter water level, the minimum water level would be no
different to that which occurs naturally.

(
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The normal seasonal fluctuation of the wetland is estimated to
be about lm but would vary depending on seasonal conditions.
2.

Impact on pines and natural vegetation

The proposed urbanisation produces a rise in the water table
which is not expected to affect nearby pine plantations or
natural vegetation.
The proposed drainage system which will include shallow surface
and subsurface drains through the urban area will limit the
magnitude of groundwater rise.
The maximum rise in water table in the native vegetation to the
\·lest of the development due to urbanisation ( li,.li th 400ha
wetland) is estimated to be l.lOm.
Note that the above comments are based on the assumption that
the area of pine plantation (about 200ha) is not included in
the development.

3.

Impacts on Priority One Source Area

Quantity
The proposed urban development (excluding State Forest) is
downgradient of the Priority One Source Area and will not
impact directly on the quantity of groundwater available in the
Priority One Source Area.
The associated rise in water table
in the project ar~a will result in additional groundwater
throughflow being available in the Priority One Source Area.
The additional amount available has not been calculated and is
not considered to be a significant benefit.
If the State Forest area (200ha) is developed there would be a
reduction of the quantity of pristine groundwater available.
Based on the existing and proposed development of the Gnangara
Water Reserve for Public Water Supply the Mound has an average
yield of 127,000 kLpa for every square kilometre.
A 200ha area
would, therefore, represent about 250,000 kLpa of yield.
This
is not a significant quantity in terms of the overall planned
public t..1ater supply abstraction from the Reserve of 86 x 10° kL
pa.

The proposed development (excluding State Forest) will not
impact on groundwater quality in the Priority One Source Area.
If the State Forest area is developed there is a potential to
impact on the quality of groundwater of the proposed Mirrabooka
Stage 3 extension, immediately to the south.
This impact would
be similar to that observed in the Ballajura area of the
Mirrabooka Groundwater Scheme where a slight increase in
salinity has been observed.

4.

Impact .on Ellen Brook and the Swan River

Refer previous drainage comments.
5.

Impacts on the proposed Lexia Scheme

As for 3 above plus below.
If the Ellen Brook wetlands are included in a conservation
reserve with associated water level criteria the Water
Authority will need to re-assess the location and operation of
some of the proposed Lexia bores.
The proponent has included (at request of the Water Authority)
the proposed Lexia Scheme in the water level analysis and has
demonstrated that the scheme is viable but may need to be
modified in the vicinity of the wetlands.
The Water Authority
fully acknowledges this and proposes to carry out a full EIA on
the Lexia Scheme and will re-design the scheme to meet wetland
criteria.

This is anticipated to include the relocation of some wells
further to the south and a flexible operating regime to permit
some bores pumping in certain circumstances (if only in wet
years).
General Comments
Wetland Surface Drainage
The proponent plans (I Weaver pears coma) to install an
overflow pipe in the wetlands to control high water levels.
This may not be appropriate if the area becomes a conservation
reserve.
High water levels should be controlled by good design
of the sub-soil drainage in the adjacent urban area.
Sub-soil Drainage
The proponent has modelled the impact of sub-soil drainage in
the northern catchment and has estimated that under average
6
conditions 1.02 x 10 kL will flow into Ellen Brook.
This
estimate seems low in comparison to existing sub soil systems
in the metropolitan area.
The proponent has not modelled sub-soil drainage in the eastern
catchment which has a large area of low depth to water (see
attached map).
Sub-soil drainage will be required and needs to
be designed and outflows modelled.

The volume of groundwater discharge depends on the invert
levels of the sub-soil drainage and could be significantly
higher if the system is designed for invert levels lower than
winter peaks and includes connection to roof drainage.
Based
on limited data from the Beatrice Avenue sub-soil system, the
average volumes from the northern catchment could be as high as
6
10 x l0 kL per year if the invert levels are set lower than
winter peaks and roof drainage is included.
Limited data is also available from the South Lakes. sub-soil
system which was designed at peak winter levels without roof
drainage.
This system is good comparison to that proposed at
Ellenbrook. Based on data from South Lakes the groundwater
drainage volumes are about 22,000 kLpa per ha of sub-soil
system.
For the northern Ellenbrook catchment (175 ha of
6
sub-soil). this equates
to 3.85 x l0 kL pa and for the
eastern
6
catchment (l34ha of sub-soil) equates to 2.95 x 10 kL pa.
If
these flows occur then the levels of P exported may be higher
than estimated by the proponent.
The proponent should be required to design the sub-soil
drainage system so that invert levels are set no lower than the
average peak winter groundwater levels.
This \·lill ensure that
the drainage system only operates during peak winter months or
as a result of high rainfall sequences.
The proponent should
also be required to install flow and sample monitoring stations
on the major drainage lines.
Detention Basins
Some of the proposed detention basins will retain water all
year round and become permanent water bodies.
The proponent
has not addressed management of these artificial wetlands with
respect to algae and midge problems.
Many basins will also dry out in most years.
In particular,
the proposed l5ha basin near Gnangara Road will dry out leaving
a large area of the landscape in an unsightly condition.
It is
suggested that the aesthetic aspects of the basins need to be
addressed~
Deepening parts of the basins and landscaping may
provide a compromise~
The proponent should be required to address these issues before
proceeding with the development.

Wetlands Area
The proponents preferred option of retaining 90ha of wetland in
the NE corner is not considered to form a viable conservation
reserve.
The area \"lOuld be bounded on three sides with urban
development and would degrade to become a urban recreation
wetland area.
The impacts of sub-soil drainage and low levels
of nutrient enrichment would also degrade the wetland values.

(
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.
The larger area (400ha) of wetland orrers sign1r1canc
advantages over the smaller area because the groundwater
throughflow is protected by the Priority One Source Area on the
western boundary and the area to the north is natural bushland,
The Water Authority endorses Scenario 3 of Figure 1 in Appendix
A2.
The southern boundary may need to "be increased to provide
sufficient buffer for both groundwater level impacts and public
access.
If the 400ha area is reserved the Water Authority believes that
the development of the project area can proceed and still
provide proper hydrological function and protection of the
wetlands.
Water Supply Options
The Water Authority supports I.
The water quality at the site meets NH & MRC guidelines for
drinking water and in no way can be described as "polluted
water".
I have also enclosed a copy of a letter from the
Minister for Water Resources to the Ellen Brook Conservation
Group and the Conservation Council of WA which in part deals
~1i th this issue.
Disused Septic Disposal Site
The old Gnangara Waste Liquid Disposal Site is located about
600 metres north of Gnangara Road inside the pine plantation.
The site was used between 1971 and 1982 for the disposal of
septic waste and the groundwater at the site was intensively
monitored by the Water Authority.
In recent years monitoring
of the site has been downgraded because of the low level of
pollution at the site.
The most recent samples (November 1991)
(copy attached) shows that there are no detectable levels of
pesticides.
The only concern is the slightly elevated levels
of nitrate (average 5mg/l N) at the site.
The water quality at the site meets NH and MRC guidelines for
drinking water and in no way can be described as "polluted
water".
I have also enclosed a copy of a letter from the
Minister of Water Resources to the Ellen Brook Conservation
Group and the Conservation Council of ~·lP. which in part deals
with this issue.
State Forest Area
The proposal to include about 200ha of State Forest in the
development has been discussed for several years without clear
resolution~
The Minister for Water Resources has made several
statements on the issue and copies of the relevant letters are
attached.

(

The Water Authority would agree to a change in the boundary of
the Priority One Source Area if an equivalent area of land on
the Gnangara Mound was included in an exchange.
This strategy
is based on the desire to consolidate the Crown Land on the
Mound to increase the protection of the groundwater resources.
The Water Authority does not consider that the PER provides
sufficient assessment to determine whether the proposal to
include 200ha of State Forest for urban development is
environmentally acceptable.

\

The subject land is situated within both the Swan Groundwater
Area (GWA) proclaimed under the Rights In Water and Irrigation
(RIWI) Act and the Mirrabooka Public Water Supply Area (PWSA)
proclaimed under the tw1etropoli tan Water Supply and Drainage

(MWSS&D) Act as shown on plan attached.
A licence is required for the use of groundwater for any
purpose within the~e areas.
Lots located within the Swan GWA and zoned Urban in the
Metropolitan Region Scheme are exempt from licensing
requirements.
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LIQUID WASTE DISPOSAL SITES
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Sample Description

.I

Gnnngara

I

Warton Road

The following

pc~ticidcs

I

23oss1
241076
354600

I
I

322982

300676

I

Dieldrin
(ug 1: 1)

Bore
nore
Number 1 Jdentific:ttinn

347759
360429
394658
360119
302375

I

GLW7A
GLW7B
GLW7C
WRlB
WR2A
WR2B
WR2C
WR3A
WR3B
WR3C

I

0.001

I

Limits of detection (ug L ' 1)

PCOJ7 \wp51\J.cmp\rc92021 0.28a

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.05
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.05
0.05

<0.001
<0.001

0.006

were not detected:

Aldrin
Chlordane + metabolites
Chlorpyrifos
2, 4-D
DDT + mctnboiilcs
Heptachlor
Lindane
2,4,5.- T
Trichlopyr

· " !'\/'\ 1
<...V.VV1

0.004
0.016
0.003
<0.001
<0.001
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Water Authority of Western Australia
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Database EPA

Water Quality Report: Lab No 91P01984 to 91P01986
Description

Lab No
91P01984
91P01985
91P01986

GNANGARA LIQUID WASTE GLW7A ir230881
GNANGARA LIQUID WASTE GLW7B if241076
GNANGARA LIQUID WASTE GLW7C IF354600

Date Sampled
Date Received
Date Completed
Station No

Lab No

04/11/91
04/11/91
21/11/91

04/11/91
04/11/91
21/11/91

04/11/91
04/11/91
21/11/91

91?01984

91P01985

91P01986

============~========~======~=======~~===============================================

Temperature in situ ( C)
pH in situ (units)
pH lab (units)
Total dissolved solids

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen
Ammonia as N
Nitrate + Nitrite as N
Total phosphorus
Fluoride
Chloride
Total cyanide
Sulphate as so 4
Arsenic
Cadmium
Chromium

Copper
Lead
Mercury
Selenium
~-nc

21.5
5.9
6.7
150
2.2
<0.05
12
<0.05
0.10
58

20.6
6.0
6. 5
380
0.35
<0.05
3.8

<0.05
<0.10
150

<n
n<::
u.v..1

<0.05

25
<0.002

80
<0.002

<"'u.u..::.
,.....,

<0.002
0. QL,

0.007
<0.0005
<0.01
0.26

nVoVL
no

<0.002
0.02
0.002
<0.0005
<0.01
0.60

20.0
5.3
6.6
290

4.8
1.1

<0.05
0.10
<0.10
140
<0.05

so

<0.002
<0.02

<0.05
0.02
0.008
<0.0005
<0.01
0.20

R. P. CLAUDIUS
SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
POLLUTION CO~JTf\OL

~·
All units in mg L·i (equivalent tog m·3 ) w1less otherwise stated.
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TO:
R Sheridan, Senior Water Resource Officer
COPY TO: G Terlick

FROM:

R Claudius

DATE:

7 February 1992

SUBJECT:

LIQUlD WASTE DISPOSAL
WARTON ROAD/GNANGARA BORES

1.

629 Newcastle Street
PO Box 100

leederville WA 6007
Tel: (09) 420 2526
Fax: (09) 420 3184

Please find attached chemical, bacteriological and pesticide results of samples collected from the above tip sites
·
on 5/1/1992.
As discussed in December 1991, the analytical data were avaiiable, however I wanted to review some of the

previous dab on file with the view of assessing the monitoring program for 1992.

•

- 2.

Comments
2.1

Chemical
Results show that elevated concentrations of Ammonia and Chloride were observed in the bores

indicated below:
Bore WR2A
\,) (.V.! .\1:;-

(l_.c.,.. .t
Bore WR2B

Ammonia (20 mg L' 1)
Chloride (1450 mg L' 1)
Ammonia (30 mg L'')
Chloride (2050 mg L·')

Pesticide data indicate that trace levels of Dieldrin were detected in most of the Warton Road bores
with WR2C showing the highest concentration (0.016 ug L' 1).

_

(·No oth."~pesti_ci~e.:~ ~etected in any of the Warton Road or Gnangara Liquid Waste bore si~

•

2.2

Bacteriological

.. -~·---

Bacteriological tests indicate that Total Coliform and Faecal Coliform were not identified in the water
samples and therefore would suggest that the water quality is bacteriologicoUy within the NH + w!RC
guidelines for :.i--ink:ng \VGt,:r.

PCOJ7 \wp5l\!cmp\rc920207.28a
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29MAY1992
MINISTER FOR WATER RESOURCES
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

FORREST CEKTRE

221 STGEORGE'S iCE.
PERTH 6CO'J
TELEPHONE 109\ ..:81 2'J.!..,:
FACSIMILE !091 .!.3i ~31

D 20407

Mr Philip Jennings
President
Conservation Council of WA
79 Stirling Street
PERTH WA 6000

Dear Mr Jennings
Thank you for your letter of 14 April concerning the proposed
Ellen Brook urban development and potential land swap for a
portion of State Forest.
The concept of a land swap for the wetland areas on the Mt Lawley
land was discussed during 1989.
As a result of these
discussions, I wrote to the Minister for Planning in October 1989
expressing my support for a change in the boundary of the
Gnangara Water Reserve.
The amendment to the boundary would
enable the release of about 200 ha of State Forest land east and
south of the natural gas pipeline.
In agreeing to this proposal
I also asked that the principles of the draft Environmental~
Protection Policy (EPP) for the Gnangctra Mound be applied.
The EPP adopted the principle of consolidating and maintaining
the quality of Perth's groundwater resources.
I would exnect,
therefore, that any landswap would provide additional land for
the Wace:r AL.tJ:1oricy s P.::.'ior:iLy Cne Soerc2 1\r23..
1

I bel:Leve there are areas of private land or: the Gnangara 1··~,:..:...._:.1.2.·:~
which are being considered for purchase to protect the integricy
of the Mound and I would support any land swap which inclocded
consideration of tl1ese ar2~3 oj private land.
-,
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-2In agreeing to any proposed boundary change I would expect
acceptance of the principles of the draft Environmental
Protection Policy (EPP) on the remaining Crown and Government
owned land, including the land to be provided to the Crown bv
the developers.
The EPP is currently being circulated
amongst the relevant bodies for cow~ent.
The basic principles of the EPP excludes urbanisation as a
compatible land use within the Crown and Government owned
land associated with the primary source area of the Gnangara
Mound.
Similarly transport routes through the primary source
are not ·considered compatible land use under the
principles •

./

2 o OCT 1989

area
EPP
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

Ref.g4691

Chief Executive
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
ELLENBROOK PROJECT
L"",.,ND EXCP......~....""!GE -

~~f-if}

PORTION STA.T.F. FO.REST NO

e

65

- -

I refer to.your memo dated 11 November 1991 and wish to confirm
that the Han Ministers for Housing, Environment and myself
determined p~ior to Cabinet~ s recent agreement to Homeswest
signing
joint venture agreements,
that the proposed land
exchange involving State Forest 65 would not be considered at
this time.

The reason is that, irrespective of the merits of the exchange,
the land is included in the current priority 1 ground water
protection area of the Gnangara mound. ·: It is recognised that
the
priority
1
area
is defined by convenient cadastral
boundaries, however until the Water Authority further considers
the boundary and any future rationalisation, the Government is
not- prepared to endorse rezoning of the priority 1 .. area. This is
particularly so given the recent release of the Groundwater
Protection Policy for the mound.

,,,~~-~;__
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M-iNISTER FOR
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MlNlSTER FOR WATER RESOURCES
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

CA?!TA CENiRE,
197 ST GEORCt'51'CE,
I!RlHIOOJ
TElEPHONE. lO'J) 1n !~60
ft\CSIMIL(

lO'JJ 1219529

H!NISTER FOR PLANNING

RE

GNANGARA WATER RESERVE - BOUNDARY CHANGE ELLENEROOK AREA

Following
the
last
Ministerial
Planning
Meeting
consideration for a proposed change to the Water Authority of
Western Australia's priority one groundwater boundary over
the Gnangara Mound, has been completed.
The boundary change would
involve the area of
"nib,.
north-east of the natural
gas pipeline and the
area
south-cast of the pipeline (approximately 200 hectares).
The new boundary represents a rational relationship with the
hydrogeology and proposed wellfield layout. Furthermore the
Authority understands there are no significant wetlands
dependent on groundwater flow downstream of the released
area, and the new boundary alignment could conform with the
eastern boundary of Whiteman Park.
l:;.o~,-~ 1 )\'l~.!" ~
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following principles in relation to Perth's
resources require some further explanation,
The basis

of

the

groundwater

Authority 1 s

Water

Ground\--later Resource
Protection Policy (1988) is that high quality water supplies
must be maintained from Priority One areas, such as the
Gnangara Mound.
For exampler the groundwater sources fo~ +~~
proposed North~West Corridor are expected to be of a lo~~;
,quality, so the higher quality water from Gnangara will be
particularly important to mix with these other sources.
As
has been demonstrated at Jandakot, the public are becoming
particularly concerned
that
the
quality
of
Perth's
· ..~--~s::~·:JrOttnd ,wa. ter resources are proteCted.
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The Water Authority is still planning to develop the last stage
of the Mirrabooka Scheme along Gnangara Road and I have been
assured that the groundwater quality in the area will be further
investigated to provide an absolute guarantee that there is no
pollution from the old liquid waste site.
As far as the wetland area on the Mt Lawley land is·· concerned I
have been advised that this area was identified in the
Metropolitan Region Scheme as being worthy for acquisition
because of the high conservation value.
I would prefer to see
this wetland area procured by the Government for Regional Open
Space and the 200 ha of State Forest used to help procure other
private land and on the Gnangara Mound.
I trust the foregoing information clarifies both my position and
that of the Water Authority on this matter.

Yours sincerely

Ernie Bridge JP MLA
MINISTER FOR WATER RESOURCES

ellen3.doc
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The Swan River Trust's submission
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PROTECTING OUR WATERWAYS

SWAN
Our Ref:

RP.83.080

Your Ref:
Enquiries:

V Klemm

•

RIVER

•

TAUS

T

ENVIRONM[,\'T.\1 PROTECTION AUTHORfTY

r Chairman
EPA.
38 Mounts Bay R.d
Perth 6000
Attention: Ian Harvey
L

._ 7- vi Ul'-

!QC~
1.....

·~~~

iHA

Dear Sir

EILENBROOKPER
The Swan River Trust wishes to make the following submission on the
Ellenbrook PER. The recommendations and attached report form the
submission. The Trust employed the consultants AGC Woodward-Clyde to
undertake a review of the PER. This report is incoipoated into the officer's
report.
Lexia Wetlands
1. That conservation should be the primary management focus for the Lexia
Wetland.
2. That all possible sources of nutrient pollution to the Lexia wetlands have not
been identified or discussed in the PER.
Groundwater and Drainage M"'nagement
3. The derivation of the assumed phosphorus loads transported to the drainage
system is not explained.
4. The validity of comparing annual P loading data based on observed data in
the Kardinya catchnu~nt is not demonstrated. Different soil types in the tv1o
catchments are likely therefore affecting nutrient loading .

.s. Nutrient loss by sedimentation in detention basins is unlikely to be a major
fate pathway because the phosphorus is likely to be inorganic rather than
organic.
6. More detailed design work is required on the use of biological nutrient
removal techniques.
7. Further work is required on nutrient loading estimates from the
development area.

I

I

8. The potential for off-site export of nutrients via the groundwater has not
been adequately quantified.
9. No site specific estimate of gross nutrient loading has been attempted for the
site.
10. No direct attention has been given to the current nutrient status of the
Swan River and the implications of the Ellenbrook development on nutrient
loading to the Swan River via Ellen Brook.
11. Overall the PER's assessment of nutrient management issues is not
considered a sufficient basis to conclude that the proposed management
strategies are satisfactory.
Adrll tiona! Information Required
12. Site specific nutrient balance quantifying anticipated nutrient balance
application {and identifying strategies for reducing such application),
partitioning site nutrient loading between groundwater and surface water
systems, and quantifying nutrient reductions within these systems.
,Q
~u.

Deve lopmen t s.agmg.
• .

14. The Ellenbrook development will give rise to a need for particular drainage
and nutrient management strategies and will be beyond the normal
development related responsibilities. Mechanisms for ensuring long-term
management requirements are met need to be established.
This submission may be used in part or in full by the EPA during its
assessment process.

Yours faithfuliy

........
Ron Davies A.i."W
CF ~IRM.A+'f
Monday, June 29, 1992

-:

Ellenbrook

PER
The Ellenbrook Development project includes an area of 1797ha, 29km east of Perth
City. The proposal is for an integrated urban community of approximately 58,000
people over 15 years. The proposal is being proposed jointly by Homeswest, SANVVA
Vines and Mt Lawley Pty Ltd.
The PER identifies two main impacts on the environment. These are;
- wetlands which are of conservation significance in the north west of the site;
and
-groundwater and surface water quality and quantity.
The Swan River Trust contracted AGC Woodward-Clyde Pty Ltd to undertake a
review of the proposal. The report prepared by these consultants (attached) forms the
basis of this report.

('1

AGC Woodward-Clyde·
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1

INTRODUCfiON

The Ellenbrook Development project is being formally assessed by the
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) at Public Environmental Review
(PER) leveL AGC Woodward-Clyde has been engaged by the Waterways
Commission to review the Ellenbrook Development PER to assist the
Commission in providing a subn1ission on the project to the EPA.

Of particular interest to the Waterways Commission is the potential for
increased nutrient loading of the Swan River as a result of the development
project. Accordingly, the review undertaken focuses on nutrient management

issues associated with the project and docurnented in the PER. Howevert it
is stressed that, in undertaking the review, it has not been possible to
specifically evaluate the adequacy of modelling upon which the proposed
drainage, groundwater and nutrient management strategies are premised.
/\lso, while the reV!e\v undertaken focuses on nutrient related issues~ it

identifies several other issues which warrant consideration. These are briefly
discussed.

P:EiWl:OS/92
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2

THE PROPOSAL

1l1e Ellenbrook project entails the ultimate development of an integrated
urban community of approximately 58 000 people over a fifteen year period.
The project, encompassing ·a site of approximately 1 800 hectares in the
Ellenbrook, Upper Swan, Belhus locality within the Shire of Swan, is
consistent with

the State Government's planning strategies for the

metropolitan region.

The proposal presented in the PER is not specifically directed towards
detailed development approval for the E!lenbrook project.

Rather, it

addresses the broader planning/rezoning processes associated with the
allocation of the project site for the development of the nature envisaged.
That is, the proposal seeks to establish the appropriateness of the project site
for urban development.

Detailed planning of the ultimate development will occur once the overall
environmental suitability of the site for urban uses has been evaluated
(i.e. through EPA's environmental impact assessment process) and any
consequential requirements have been identified. Nevertheless, it is envisaged
that the Ellenbrook Developmen,t will ultimately accommodate about 20 000
households (offering a full range of housing types), commercial, community,

education and recreation facilities.
infrastructure and services.

r:EIOG!:05/92

of urban
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3

DISCUSSION

3.1

General

Most projects that are subjected to forma! environmental impact assessment
involve some form of physical development (e.g. construction of an industrial
or mining operation, installation of infrastructure, etc.). However, as indicated
in Section 2, the Ellenbrook proposal as presented in the PER does not seek
approval for physical development of the project. Rather, the proposal as
presented in the PER seeks approval for the allocation of the project site to
urban development, with a number of other specific clearances being required
before development could actually commence.

As such, the level of detail the proponents are able to provide about specific
aspects of the physical development intended is, at this time, understandably
limited. In essence, the PER can be regarded as the initial component of a

staged environmental impact assessment process for
Development

project~

the Ellenbrook

during which the environmental acceptability (or

other.vise) of the project site for the envisaged (urban) uses is reviewed. If,
as a result of the initial review, the site is concluded to be environmentally
acceptable for

the envisaged uses, the second phase of the staged

environrnental impact assessment process will involve preparation (by the
proponents) of detailed management plans and programmes addressing
relevant environmental issues (identified from the initial review), and
assessment of these plans and programmes by the EPA and other relevant
authorities. These processes would occur as part of the detailed planning
phase for the Ellenbrook project.

1l1e review of the Ellenbrook Development PER has been undertaken from
this perspective and, accordingly, the objective has been to assess the
~dequacy

PoE 106 LOS/92

with which the proponents have considered relevant environmental

~ AGC Woodward-Clyde· ~

issues and have identified the consequent directions in which environmental
management plans and programmes are needed (and commitments to
preparation of such plans and programmes). As already stated, the review
process focuses on nutrient related issues.

3.2

Issues

Tn p.y;-:tminina
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project, the proponents have canvassed a wide range of issues as required by
the EPA's guidelines for the PER. Based on this examination, the proponents
appropriately identify three matters as warranting particular attention. Two
relate to the biological/physical environment (l.e. the Lexia wetlands, and

groundwater and drainage)f while the third relates to the social/human
environment (i.e. community need for the development).

Social and human environmental considerations are beyond the scope of the
review undertaken for the Waterways Commission and, accordingly, issues
associated with the third of the above-mentioned matters are not addressed
here.

Issues relating to the Lexia wetlands are also not specifically within the scope
of the review being undertaken, although the information presented in the
PER about the wetlands; and the strategies ad·;ocated for protecting the
wetlands do raise some matters that warrant attention.

These are briefly

discussed in Section 3.3 11ereunder.

In terms of assessing the potential for increased nutrient loading of the Swan
River

:1c:

a result of the Elienbrook project, groundwater and drainage

management are key issues. Accordingly, the information in these regards
presented in the PER is discussed in greater detail (in Section 3.4 hereunder).

P:E!1().(}I:05/92
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3.3

Lexla Wetlonds

3.3.1

Preferred Protection Strategy

____-;-

Consultants engaged by the proponents assessed the Lexia wetlands based on
the EPA's Bulletin 374 (A Guide to Wetland Management in Perth), and have
addressed the requirements of the Authority's Dra:'t Environmental Protection
(Swan Coastal Plain Wetlands) Policy 1991.

Based_ on their assessment, the proponents' consultants concluded that' . .. the

value of the Lexia wetlands lies purely in the fact that they are relatively
pristine, unlike nearly all other wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plain', (PER
Appendix A2, p. 54). Other salient conclusions highlighted by the proponents'
consultants are:

'If the natural attributes of the area are to be retained, active
management will be essentiaL'

'The principles of management will need to be established to
ensure that, if some of the area is to be preserved, that this is
carried out as cost-effectively as possible and in an ecologically
sensitive manner' (PER Appendix A2, p. 55).

It is submitted in the PER that the preferred strategy adopted by the
proponents (reservation of approximately 90 ha of the total area of about
410 ha) '... offers the opportunity for more intensive management and
therefore greatly increases the likelihood of long-term maintenance of the
conservation values in this area, which include the bulk of the values found
over the Lexia wetlands system' (PER Volume 1, p. 74).

The proponents' preferred option is the lowest cost option hut, based on the
advice of the proponents' consultants, also represents the least preferred
option in terms of conservation values (PER AppendLx AJ, p. 14 ).
P:E1061:05/9Z
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While the Draft Environmental Protection Policy does not absolutely preclude
the further reclamation of Swan Coastal Plain wetlands, it does seek to
prevent such an occurrence unless absolutely necessary. Judgements about the
acceptability of the proponents' preferred strategy for the Lexia wetlands will
need to resolve the divergence between environmental/ conservation values
and costing considerations.

A corporate Government approach may be

needed to properly resolve this matter.

3.3.2

Water Quality Assessment

Based on data presented in the PER Appendix A2, the Lexia wetlands are
suggested to exhibit naturally high nutrient levels (PER Volume 1, p. 41).

A limited water quality sampling programme (comprising one sample from

each of four sites) was undertaken.

Samples collected were analysed for

various forms of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P).
Although the analytical res~lts presented do indicate comparatively elevated
nutrient levels (particularly Total N), whether these data are sufficient to
conclude that the Lexia wetlands are naturally nutrient enriched is considered
doubtful. No information is presented about the sampling programme (where
samples were collected, sample collection and preservation protocols etc.), and
the validity of comparing the anillytical data for the Lexia wetlands and the
other urban wetlands (reported in Davis and RoJls 1987) is not discussed .

.AJso, other possible sources of nutrient input to ihe Lexia wetlands are not
discussed. In this context, it is relevant to note that the catchment of the
Lexia wetlands (as identified in Volume 2 of the PER, Figure 9) extends to
the north and west of the project site.

!': E 1()(ll :0.5 ;''J 2
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There is also some confusion about the bioproductivity of the Lexia wetlands.
In Appendix A2, it is concluded that the wetlands have a high level of
bioproductivity compared with urban wetlands on the Swan Coastal Plain
(PER Appendix A2, p. 54), while the converse is suggested in the PER (PER
Volume 1, pp. 42-43 ).

While not necessarily a major issue, the assessment of water quality within the
Lexia wetlands raises some doubts as to the understanding of the natural
processes affecting the wetlands. Accordingly, questions as to whether the

overall_ strategies for protecting the wetlands and other environmental
attributes of the project site presented reflect similar misconceptions can also
be posed.

3.4

Groundwater and Drainage Management

The groundwater and drainage managernent investigations undertaken by

engineering consultants for the proponents as an adjunct of the Ellenbrook
project are documented in Appendix B (Volume 4) of the PER.

Although sub-soii drainage is necessary in parts of the project site, the overall
drainage strategy envisaged is premised on minimizing direct off-site discharge
of drain::tge waters.

On-site :wetland features, to detain drainage waters

(h
h
.
\tuereLy promoting grounuv..rater recnarge 1 are an nnportant component or tne
j

1

\

-
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overall draina£e svstem. These wetland features (and associated Ve 0oetation)
~

-

'

are also intended to remove nutrients from drainage waters.
.
.
.
.
'
'
'
'
1lne groun dwater an_riri... r~unage
management Investigations
unuertaxen
oy tne

proponents' consultants include studies addressing water quality management,
and the following comments address specific aspects of these studies:
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Runoff Water Quality (Appendix B, Section 5.2)

(i)

The derivation of the assumed phosphorus (P) loads
· transported to the drainage system is not explained.
Depending

on

assumptions

regarding

household

occupancy, size of lawns and gardens etc., the annual per
capita P loading for urban areas could be substantially
higher than the 0.019 kg estimated.

As a consequence, the annual areal P loading oi 0.68 kg

could also be higher.

(ii)

The validity of comparing annual areal P loading data
based on 'observed data in the Kardinya catchment' is

not demonstrated. Different soil types are likely to occur
between the Ellenbrook project .site and Kardinya
(e.g. Bassendean Sands versus Karrakatta Sands), and
contribute towards a reduced areal loading in the latter
l
l"rty.
.oca

(iii)

The validity of using the Water Authority data (reported
in Tan 1992) again cannot be determined, simply
because

the~e

data are not presented.

Detention Basins (Appendix B, Section 5.3)

(i)

The suggested loss of nutrients by sedimentation within
the detention basins, and over-summer oxidation of the

absence of any supporting data (e.g. from observations of
similar circumstances elsewhere).

f':El061:05/92
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Much of the P from areas of Bassendean Sands (which
comprise the majority of the Ellenbrook site) is likely to
be as orthophosphate. In this form, P in the drainage
waters would remain in solution unless reactive sediment
was also present.

Such would not be likely within a

Bassendean Sands environment.

Rather than being fi.xed in the detention ponds as

suggested, P could in fact be taken up by diatoms in the
drainage water, transported elsewhere through drainage
flow, and released.

1l1e Voiienweider/OECD nutrient budget model cited

may also be of limited applicability. No information is
presented

to

demonstrate

its

relevance,

and

the

reference cited (OECD 1982) is not included in the
reference list. It is probable, however, that the model is
premised on conditions of lower P concentration and
higher sediment loads than will occur at the Ellenbrook

site.

(ii)

Biological nutrient removal (BNR) offers some potential
for

To

redu~!ng

N and P loads within the

properly

quantify

removal

dr~inage

rates,

systern.

information

regarding concentrations and areal loadings of P and N
in the detention basins, and the processes by which P,
when oxidized, is immobilized, needs to be presented. It
is not.

Vegetation harvesting also offers some potential for the
removal of N and P from the drainage system. Again,
however, there are no d:Jta

r:EID<ii:OS/92

presented quantifying
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anticipated rates of removaL Additional information is
needed in the following directions:

how would vegetation be harvested?

what type of vegetation would be established
within the drainage system with a view to
faciliiating harvesting?

what are the N and P uptake rates for this
vegetation?

what will happen to harvested vegetation?

It is acknowledged that BNR wi!l result in some
reduction in N and P levels within the drainage systems,
but the degree of attenuation has not been quantified
with any certainty"

"""\
(, ll
IJ

The proposed use of neutralized 'red mud' amendment
to enhance P adsorption within the drainage detention
basins will significantly enhance fixation of this nutrienL
Again,

how~ver,

conclusive quantification has not been

presented. Additional information about the size of the
detention basins and rate of 'red mud' application (both
factors would have to relate to areal P loading within the
basin), and on in situ P adsorption, especially during flow
periods, would be needed to do so"

r: EI 06 tos;n
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Outflow Water Quality (AppemJLx !3, Section 5.4)

In view of the uncertainties outlined above, the estimated
overall reduction of P loads in the three catchments comprising
the project area, and the anticipated consequent P export rates
in outflowing drainage water cannot, it is considered, be
accepted with a significant degree of certainty.

Groundwater Quality Entering the Swan River (Appendix B,
Section 5.6)

It is acknowledged that estimates of the quality of surface
drainage

outflow in

fact

includes

a groundwater

input

component (i.e. the shallow groundwaters intercepted by the
sub-soil drainage system and tributary streams of Ellen Brook
and

the

Swan

River).

However,

as

indicated

above,

uncertainties regarding nutrient loads being exported via surface
drainage outflow are considered to exist.

Additionaily, as acknowledged in Appendix B, estimates of P
load in the deeper portions of the unconfined aquifer (i.e. below
that portion of the aquifer intercepted by the above-mentioned
mechanisms) are inconclusive.

The

potential

for

off~site

export

of nutrients

vJa

the

groundwater, and the consequences (if any) for nutrient loading
of Ellen Brook and the Swan River cannot, therefore, be
re£arded as havinl! been adeouateiv ouantified.
u

u

l
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CONCLUSIONS
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The

AGC Woodward-Clyde

proponents

have

correctly identified drainage

and

groundwater

management as key issues in terms of managing potential nutrient impacts
associated with the Ellenbrook project. 1l1e objective of minimizing off-site
drainage discharge, by maximizing groundwater recharge, is also regarded as
appropriate.

However, the proponents' assessment of nutrient attenuation achievable
through the drainage strategy envisaged cannot, it is considered, be regarded
as conclusive. Particular considerations in this context include:

the derivation of phosphorus loads transported to the drainage
system;

the validity of comparative data used;

the suggested loss of nutrients by sedimentation and oxidization;

the extent of nutrient removal achievable through vegetation
harvesting, and phqsphorus adsorption by red mud amendment
\vithin the dr:1in3ge detentions basins; and

the extent of nutrient export through groundwater movement in
the deeper portions of the unconfined aquifer.

Other factors which are also considered to have received insufficient ottention
are:

no site-specific estimate of gross nutrient loading has been
attempted -while acknow'iedging that instali:Jtion of reticulated
P:El()(,I:OS/92
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·:r~

sewerage will eliminate a significant component of potential
nutrient loading, other nutrient sources

have

not been

quantified and, as indicated, simply extrapolating from another
urban catchment (in this case, Kardinya, where prevailing
conditions have not been demonstrated to be equivalent) is
considered to diminish the adequacy of the proponents'
assessment;

perhaps as a consequence of not addressing site-specific nutrient
T
,...;·
•
t..
t...
•
•
•
,oauing,
no uircct
attentiOn
uas
ueen g1ven
to Dianag1ng
nutnent
~·

application

to

minimize

this

loading

(it

IS,

however,

acknowledged that such may be implicit in recognition by the
proponents of the desirability of water sensitive design
principles throughout the development); and

no direct attention has been given to the current nutrient status

of the Swan River, and the imoiications of the Ellenbrook
project for nutrient loading of the Swan River and Ellen Brook.

Overali, the proponents' assessment of nutrient management issues ans1ng
from the Ellenbrook project is not considered a sufficient basis upon which to
conclude that the strategies proposed are satisfactory.

To resolve the

uncertainties outlined here an,d to enable properly informed decisions about
• 1

_

• _1

'1"·

r

.1

•

. ,

,..,.

•.

.

•

•
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•

,

,.

•

,

rne acccpraouny or tne proJects ou-sne nutnent Impucatlons, aUOiUonal

information as outlined hereunder will be required.

(i)

Site-specific nutrient balance -most uncertainty arises from information
presented about nutrient lotiding of the site, and nutrient losses

through the proposed drain3ge systemso

A site-specific nutrient

balance quantifying anticipated nutrient application (and identifying
strategies for reducing such application), partitioning site nutrient
loading between groundwater

::1nd

surf:Jce

water

systems,

~nd

quantifying nutrient reductions within these systems attributable to the

r:mor.t:os;n

I~
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respective attenuation mechanisms, needs to be prepared. This should
also draw conclusions about the magnitude of potential off-site
movement of nutrients, and of the environmental consequences of such
movement.

(ii)

Development staging· for example, development within the southern
catchment of the project area would seemingly need to precede
development

elsewhere,

to

enable

implementation

of

the

intercatchment pumping drainage scheme.

Management responsibility· the Ellenbrook development will give rise
to a need for particular drainage and nutrient management strategies
(as recognized by the proponents), and such will extend beyond normal
land deve!opmenHelated requirements.

Aithough the proponents

provide a commitment that 'groundwater management and monitoring
programmes will be implemented through the life of the project .. .'
(PER Volume 1, p. 78), this lacks specificity. Mechanisms for ensuring
long-term management requirements will be met, including adaptive

response to monitoring results. need to be established. Such wi1i need
r
to aold ress any trans.erence
o f management

proponents to external bodies.
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r1ecomrnendations
That the Trust prepares at submission to the EPA including the following issues.
Lexia Wetlands
1. That conservation should be the primary management focus for the Lexia Wetland.
2. That all possible sources of nutrient pollution to the Lexia wetlands have not been
identified or discussed in the PER.
Groundwater and Drainage Management
3. The derivation of the assumed phosphorus loads transported to the drainage
sys tern is not explained.
4. The validity of comparing annual P loading data based on observed data in the
Kardinya catchrnent is not demonstrated. Different soil types in the two catchments
are likely therefore affecting nutrient loading.
5. Nutrient loss by sedimentation in detention basins is unlikely to be a major fate
pathway
because the ...phosphorus
is likely
to be inorzanic
rather than orzanic.
..
.,
..
.,
'-'
v
More detailed design work is required on the use of biological nutrient removal
techniques.

.6.

7. Further work is required on nutrient loading estimates from the development area.
8. The potential for off-site export of nutrients via the groundwater has not been
adequately quantified.
9. No site specific estimate of gross nutrient loading has been attempted for the site.
10. No direct attention has been given to the current nutrient status of the Swan
River and the implications of the Ellenbrook development on nutrient loading to the
Swan River via Ellen Brook.
11. Overall the PER's assessment of nutrient management issues is not considered a
sufficient basis to conclude that the proposed management strategies are satisfactory.
Additional Information Required
12. Site specific nutrient balance quantifying anticipated nutrient balance application
(and identifying strategies for reducing such application), partitioning site nutrient
loading between groundwater and surface water systems, and quantifying nutrient
reductions within these systems.
13. Developrnent stac:inz"
•

~

v

14. The Ellenbrook development will give rise to a need for particubr drainage and
nutrient management strategies and will be beyond the normal development related
responsibilities. Mechanisms for ensuring long-term management requirements are
met need to be established.
Verity Klemm
Senior Environmental Officer
3 June 1992
File: RP.83.080
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Appendix 6
Proponents' commitments

Public Em. ironmenUJ/ Rel'itl4-'

10.0

Feilman Planning Consultants

COMMITMENTS
The Ellenbrook urban development is currently in its very early stages. The
proposal at present simply, aims to rezone the land consistent with the DPUD
Urban Expansion Policy and with Metroplan. This is a time consuming and
uncertain process and the proponents are reluctant to commit further major·
resources to detailed planning and investigations prior to the achievement of
this first step. It should be noted that any actual development after rezoning will
still be subject to vigorous state and local government scrutiny. For these
reasons the specific details of the project proposals have not yet been
determined. The objective at this stage, and of this report, is to determine
whether or not the land is generally suitable for urban purposes.
it is considered that this can be established by resolution of major issues, ie
matters which would affect the viability of the whole site, or large parts of it.
The synthesis section of this report (Section 9.0) indicates that there are two
issues of this type (wetlands and groundwater/drainage). Proposals for dealing
with these are set out in the body of the report and in the Appendices. In both
cases management and administration will be by government agencies.
Consequently, while the project proponents readily express a willingness to
cooperate with the relevant agencies, it is inappropriate for them to make
commitments in this document on behalf of those Agencies.

Commitments which can be made by the project proponents are as follows:

an area of approximately 90ha iliustraied on Figure 12 will be set aside
for reservation for Regional Open Space [Parks and Recreation
purposes];
Planning and developn1ent of the area in the vicinity of the 90ha
conservation zone will be consistent with the management policies for
the conservation of that area.
groundwater management and monitoring programmes will be.
implemented through the life of the project to ensure maintenance of
environmental quality in these areas. The programmes will be based on
material presented in detail in Appendix C of this report [with regard to
groundwater ieve!s and nutrient export] and generally similar to those
which are currently in place in the Thomsons Lake area.
The groundwater management programme will be incorporated into a
comprehensive environmental management programme.

Page: i8
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Feilman Planning Consultants

Commitments on matters of importance but which would not affect the viability
of the total site can also be made as follows.
The practicality of-ll program to relocate Brown Bandicoots to the 90ha
reservation from other parts of the site will be investigated and
implemented if found to be reasonably achievable.
Areas of the Sawpit Creek drainage line where the rare orchid
Caladenia huegellii has been found will be protected within the
development.
Areas within the Banksia woodland in which the Priority species
Cartonema Phylydroides and Conostephium minus occur, as well as
other areas of special interest which may bt identified, will be
considered for inclusion in public open space areas or other provision
n1ade for their preservation.
Areas and items of historical significance within t.he pine plantation area
will be preserved where practical in consultation with CALM.

Page: 79
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Appendix 7
Dr G Kuclding's submission

T7ze University of Westenz Australia

Dr. Gerald Kuchling
Department of Zoology
Nedlands, Penh, Western Australia 6009
FJcsimile (09)3801029 Telex AA92992
Telephone (09) 380 2 2 4 - ' - ' - - - - - - - - - - - -

To the
Environmental P.rotection Authority
Evaluation Division
38 Mounts Bay Road
Perth

1
IENVIRONMEI~TAL

PROTtCTIO'' <IUTHORI:·

1 5 JUri 1992

SUBMISSION concerning the Public EnvironmentJl Review:
Ellenbrook urban rezoning subdivis1ow·'ID
Qev·e-lu-p~·-;t, Shire of Swan (Feilman PlctDn.Lng
Consultants)
The proposed development will a=rec~ some of the least
degraded wetlands outside the Ellen Brook and Twin Swamps
Nature Reserves in the genaral area of distribution of the
critically endangered Western Swamp Tortoise Pseudemydura
umbrina. The Consultants state (page 46): "The Ellenbrook
wetlands were examined by personnel from the W.A. Wildlife
Research Centre and declared to be unsuitable habitat for
the Western Swamp Tortoise."
This assessment is based on a short visit of the area
many years ago. I do not th~nk this is a legitimate
procedure to assess the importance of the area for the
critically endangered Wes~ern Swa~p Tortoise, particularly
s~nce research during the last years provided new insight
i~to life style, habitat require~ents and movements of the

(

= agree that most wetlands in the ncr~h-west corner cf
the proposed development do not offer good habitat for P.
umbrina, they are rather habitat for t~e long-necked
tortoise Chelodina oblonga~ But I consider the areas of
epheme~al wetlands of the Joel type and the areas which are
called ' damplands'' in the s~udy of potential value for the
Western Swamp Tortoise. I~ partic~lar, the ephemeral swamps
1

in the ca~chment are~ no~~h and ~G~~h-eas~ of The Vines
Resort golf course which d~ain in:o t~e Sawpi~ Gully offer
swamp habitats which are very simila= to parts of Twin
Swamps Nature Reserve. Even thoush it may only be marg~nal
habitat for the Western Swamp Tor~oise, it may be
significant for the species: Only 25 ~o 30 individuals of
P. umbrina are known to persist in the wild, in Ellen Brook
Nature Reserve; and the adult breeding stock of the species
in PeErh Zoo consists of only six ~emales and nine males.
Any additional undetected speci~ens would broaden the
genet~c basis and the survival chances of the species.

5'7502

I myself inspected the area twice, in winter 1989 when it
was wet and in May 1992 when it was dry. Although I could
not find specimens of P. umbrina, I believe it is possible
that Western Swamp Tortoises are living there. This
assumption is based on lOhe facts that P. umbrina is a
relatively mobile animal for its size, tortoises have been
found several hundret meters outside the existing nature
reserves and individuals are very long-living (>50 years) .
Further, some years ago a specimen was killed by a
bulldozer half-way between this swamp area and Twin Swamps
Nature Reserve (A. Burbidge, pers. communication). Since
former habitat of the species to the north and east of the
wet- and damplands concerned have been cleared, it is
likely that Western Swamp Tortoises retreated into these
areas which are now proposed for development.
In three aspects the area is of possible importance for
the Western Swamp Tortoise: 1) it is possible that a
population of the species pPrsists, may be at a lew
density; 2) the area may be a refuge for displaceC
specimens from surrounding areas which have been cleared;
3) it is, apart from Ellen Brook and Twin Swamps Nature
Reserves, one of the last patches of un-cleared and undegraded swamp habitat in the range of the Western Swamp
Tortoise which, in the longterm, could be used as a reintroduction site for captive bred animals (although, a~
present, this is not part of the ten-year recovery plan for
the species).
In order to evaluate the first two aspects of the
importance of the area for the Western Swamp Tortoise, it
is necessary to conduct a specific survey. Drift-fences and
pit-falls should be erected around designated swamp areas
in spring or autumn to catch any Western Swamp Tar~oises
which may live there. All pit-falls have to be checked on.ce
a day to reduce predation on captured individuals. This
will provide the informations 1) if a population c~ the
species persists; and 2) if displaced individuals retreated
into the area which can be used to broaden the genetic
basis of the captive population a~d of future release
populations. ~ myself do not have the time to conC.ucc s:...:ch
a study, but I will be happy ~o advise how
do ~:..

Becuuse of the critical si::.uation of the 1t~ester:-'l. Shramp
Tortoise I urge the EPA not to conside~ approval cf the
proposed development without an assessment of the s~atus of
the species in the designated area through a specific
survey. The Public Environmental Review of Feilman Planning
Consultants does not provide a proper assessment of the
impact of the development on the highly endangered Western
S~.o1amp Tortoise.
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Principal Investigator,
Western Swamp Tortoise Recovery Team
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